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PREFACE

Many of the countries unere Peace Corps Volunteers serve are at
risk from natural hazards such as hurricanes, earthquakes, droughts
or floods. Historically, PCVs have often played active roles in all
phases of a disaster. Many PCVs have felt frustrated that they could
not do more in times of great need (often dealing with life and
death) or, in retrospect, that what actions they did take may not
have been the most beneficial. Many have also felt that the disaster
set back or even destroyed some of the progress the PCVs had been
making in their development projects.

Yet up until this point, there has been no organized effort to
design training materials to prepare PCVs for effectively managing an
actual disaster or the potential threat of one. This deficiency has
largely been due to the prevailing traditional attitude that "Peace
Corps is a development agency -- not a relief agency". This
attitude, in turn, reflected the tendency among people working in
development to regard disasters as being separate and distinct events
having little or no relationship to the development process. In
recent years, however, the relationship between disasters and
development has become clearer, and disasters are now recognized as
being one of the major contributors to underdevelopment. It has also
been recognized that, if disaster response is mishandled, many years
of development activities can be wiped out or opportunities for
further progress may be delayed. On the other hand, if the response
is well planned and takes a developmental approach, a disaster can
provide opportunities for accelerating the pace of development, and
constructive changes can be made.

As development workers, it is important that Peace Corps
Volunteers be aware of the impact of disasters and the opportunities
that may be presented. The materials in this module have been
developed to introduce Peace Corps trainees to natural hazards and
how natural disasters can affect development. The information
provided should prepare trainees to make decisions on appropriate
actions to take during an emergency and how to integrate into their
primary development assignments act vities that can mitigate the
effects of future disasters.

It is important to note that this is an introductory training
module. Trainees will learn what activities should be carried out
but not necessarily how to do them (i.e., how to build a hurricane
resistant house, how to run a health surveillance program, or how to
identify what crops are resistant to floods).

It must be emphasized at the outset that even experienced
trainers will need to invest a significant amount of time in



preparation for this training module. In addition to the supple-
mental trainer references provided, trainers are strongly encouraged
to conduct research and interviews that will enable them to make this
generic training module country-specific.

The materials have been written for pre-service training. It is

recommended that the training be carried out approximately two-thirds
of the way into the training program when the trainees have gained
some insight into development. This will allow them to place
disasters in the proper context. Also, trainees will have time later
in their technical training program (i.e. housing, health,
agriculture, small businesses, etc.) to explore with their technical
sector trainers specific mitigation activities that can be
incorporated into their future assignments. Resource materials are
included with this manual which the trainer should photocopy and give
to the PCVs according to their specialty and/or their locale.

This training module may also be used for in-service training of
PCVs at any point during their service.

ii
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PART I

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODULE

INTRODUCTION

This training module has been developed especially for Peace
Corps trainers overseas. It sets out step-by-step procedures for
conducting a two-session introductory training program about natural
disasters and their effects on development. Trainers should
familiarize themselves with the structure, style and content of the
sessions and review the various handouts.

The module will use four methods to provide the trainees with a
fundamental awareness of natural disasters and the roles Peace Corps
Volunteers can play:

lecturettes;
--- a fictional case study/play;
--- structured group discussions; and
--- handouts of printed reference materials.

STRUCTURE

The two sessions described herein can be completed within
approximately 3 hours; however, it is suggested that the time
allotted for group discussions be expanded, if possible, to allow for
full exploration of the concepts and issues raised. The sessions may
be presented consecutively with a break between each session or may
be given on two consecutive days. The latter format is preferred
because it allows the trainees tame to process and reflect upon the
information presented during the first session.

The two sessions are:

1. Introduction to Natural Disasters, and

2. The Role of Peace Corps Volunteers in Disaster Mitigation
and Preparedness.

Before you present the module, become thoroughly familiar with
the play, the exercises, supplemental readings and handouts so that
you have achieved mastery of the contents and process. You may need
to adapt the script of the play to your own words so that your pre-
sentation is comfortable.

The module contains Supplementary Trainer References and Parti-
cipant Handouts on natural disasters, key concepts, terms, and other
important information about disasters and development. Read them
before you delve into the sessions themselves. If additional
trainers will be running any of the sessions, ask them to also read

1
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M-2

the materials so that you have some common ground in your knowledge
of disasters. Keep in mind that these readings represent only a
basic overview of the topic and are not meant to make you an
"experreek further resources if a certain subject interests you
or you need more background.

TAILORING THE SESSIONS

The module has been designed for use by trainers in the Inter-
American and NANEAP regions (excluding North Africa and Nepal) in
general. The key to making the sessions geograpnit..-.11.; f.:nd techni-

cally specific and appropriate is to tailor the information so that
it corresponds to the host country and specific sectors of concern to
the trainees. For example, it is important for yoJ to identify the
specific natural hazards your country experiences and the disaster
preparedress and mitigation activities currently being undertaken,
especially in the sectors of interest to your trainees. There are
many opportunities throughout the sessions to incorporate country-
specific nformation, history, opinions, trends and cultural aspects.
Some effective means of doing this are as follows:

Review the sessions with host country disaster specialists. For
example, you may want to interview someone in the Disaster Pre-
paredness Office or national Red Cross about specific hazards
and the disaster history of the country. Ask about any disaster
plans they may have and whether they envision the use of PCVs
during a disaster.

Interview the Peace Corps Country Director and inquire as to
his/her plans for PCVs should a disaster strike (both to protect
and assist the PCVs and to determine what agreements the
Director may have made with host country officials for the use
of PCVs during a disaster).

Invite host country nationals involved with disasters to attend
the sessions and include them in the dialogue or as actors/
readers in the play. Local technical experts can be very
helpful. For example, a local geologist could give an addition-
al lecture about earthcuakes and their history in the country.

Ask language and culture teachers to integrate the topics
covered in your sessions into their classes. Most countries
will have their own folklore about disasters -- e.g., where
earthquakes come from or how to tell when a hurricane is coming.
Disasters may also have affected the history of a country (for
instance the relocation of the capital city, the death of an
important leader, etc.).

Ask technical teachers to integrate the topics covered in your
sessions into their technical sessions. Health trainers, for
example, could teach a class or health needs after a disaster.

2
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u decide to incorporate the people, ideas and
host country, remember that doing this is the key

appropriate and specific for the PCVs.

TRAINING CO-TRAINERS

One trainer can conduct the principal exerci
However, in order to monitor small group work and to
help with materials and handouts, it is a good idea to
orient at least two backup people. Alternatively, you may wa
share the "lead trainer" responsibility with another trainer.
However, if you decide to do this, ensure that all staff members
understand their responsibilities, whether they are to lead sessions,
to monitor groups, to prepare handouts or to act as resource persons.
It is up to you to determine these roles and to ensure that the
individuals involved are thoroughly familiar with their assigments.

ses of this module.
have others to

train or
nt to

Hold a brief staff meeting at the end of the first session to
discuss the following topics:

- -- Feedback for trainers and "actors" (what he/she did well or
poorly);

- -- Achievement/non-achievement of workshop goals;

- -- Problems, special issues;

--- Review of the next session with your co-trainers and any host
country participants that will be making presentations.

TRAINING TECHNIQUES

The following is a description of the training techniques
required in the session. Refer to them later as you study how to run
the respective exercises.

Structured Experience: AlmoLt all of the activities in the
module are structured exercisez. A structured exercise is an
experiential learning activity that is designed to achieve a certain
purpose. BaseJ on the theory that individuals learn most effectively
by "doing", structured exercises are designed to allow the learner to
participate in an activity. After a structured exercise you, as
trainer, must allow enough time to help the participants in the
"processing" stage. This is where you help them discover what they
have learned so that they can place it into context and integrate it
with their experience, in order for it to be applied in the future.

3 it
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Processing: Processing is the technique of meshing new
information with the body of knowledge and experience alreaay
existing. The role of the trainer is to assist the participants to
see clearly what has been brought out in the sessions, discuss what
they have learned, and verbally state how the learning can be used in

their work. Each session is designed to use the following sequence.

1. Information is provided.

2. Participatory activity (the structured exercise) takes
place.

3. Processing follows.

It is important that the processing stage never be omitted.
Every exercise provides basic procet.ing questions you can use. Your

role is to ask questions, carefully listen to the responses, and help
people come to conclusions about what they have learned.

In addition to developing 4-4:2stions that arise naturally from
the presentations and information provided, you can also ask the
participants:

--- What they learned.
- -- What they discovered.
- -- What they noticed.
--- What they realized.
- -- How they can use this informationtmowledge in their work

place or community.

Encourage participants to respond with "I learned", "I discovered',
etc. The key in proc ssing is to ask open-ended questions that make
people think about their responses instead of requiring a simple
"yes" or "no".

Lecturette: A lecturette is a brief, carefully-prepared oral
presentation of information. For example, an opening statement that
explains what the group will be doing during the session or the topic
that is to be covered is dune in lecturette form.

Group Discussion: Group discussions are used to converse and
deliberate about a topic under the guidance of a trainer/facilitator.
This is the time for he individual participant to share his/her
ideas and experiences.

ASSESSMENT

It is important to survey your sessions to determine the
attitudes, needs and interests of your participants and to seek
feedback on how they perceive the training they are lece..ving. The

4
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following (M 6-7) Assessment Form can be used co help you obtain this
feedback. You may want to alter it to suit your needs by changing
the questions to draw out information you specifically need or want.
At the end of each session, ask the participants to fill out the
form. From the responses you will be able to determine which methods
are working and/or what needs to be changed for the next session.
The participants do not have to sign their names.
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Assessment Form

SESSION ASSESSMENT

PLEASE RATE THE SESSION USING THE SCALES PROVIDED AND ADD ANY COMMENTS.

1. Clarity of the objectives of the day's sessions:

1 1 T 1 r t 1 v r

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Unclear Very Clear

Because

2. Achievement of objectives:

1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Very Poor Well Done

Because

3. Effectiveness of lead trainer:

1 1 I I i i 1 i I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Very Poor Excellent

Because

4. Effectiveness of methods used:

i I I I I 1 I 1 r

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Ineffective Very Effective

Because
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5. Usefulness of exercise sheets and handouts:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Not Useful Very Useful

Because

6. Usefulness of the day's sessions to help you in your workplace or
community:

t I I t i I t t I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Largely irrele- Highly useful
vant to my work for my work and
& life as a PCV life as a PCV

7. In the space below, write any comments or criticism you wouid like
to give the staff as individuals or as a group.

8. What could have made these sessions more worthwhile for you in
relation to the job you have in your workplace and/or community?

9. What specific sessions or activities did you find most helpful to
you in your work and life?

815
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Supplemental Trainer Ref. #1/1

DISASTERS AND DEVELOPMENT

Disasters kill and injure people. They cause emotional stress
and trauma. They destroy homes and businesses, damage agriculture,
and disrupt both local and national economies. A natural disaster
can happen anywhere, but for a combination of reasons -- political as
well as geographic -- most large-scale disasters occur in the Third
World. Natural disasters have significant impacts on the development
of a country. If handled properly, they can provide many opportuni-
ties for the affected country. If handled incorrectly, they impose
additional hardships on the victims and can reverse that nation's
development. But it is the poorest who suffer the most, and the most
basic issue in disasters and disaster response concerns their impact
on the poor and the links between poverty and vulnerability to a
disaster.

Until recently, the cause-and-effect relationship between
disasters and the social and economic development of a society was
ignored. Disasters were regarded as separate events to be handled in
a distinct manner, and development organizations often tried to'avoid
becoming involved. But some unsettling facts began to emerge.
Countries or communities on the road to development, experiencing a
disaster, suddenly lost momentum. Resources became scarce, and
development programs had to compete with relief and reconstruction
for available funds.

At first it was assumed that the answer was more relief aid from
the industrialized countries, and annually the appropriations grew.
Yet material losses and numbers of people affected continued to
increase. Perhaps the answer was to speed the response, to devote
more resources, or to expand the international delivery system.
These measures and others were applied but with few positive results.
Why?

The basic problem was the failure to link disasters to develop-
ment. The concept of a disaster as a separate event requiring a
rapid response of medical and material aid was not entirely accurate
and led to responses that were not only very ineffective but, in many
cases, were counterproductive. Relief agencies tended to view
disasters solely in terms of emergencies. They felt that the best
way to respond was by providing emergency medical assistance,
material assistance such as food, clothes and blankets, and temporary
emergency shelter, usually tents. Emergency aid, collectively called
relief, was distributed free, as a form of charity. Even if it were
totally effective for meeting emergency needs, and even if it could
be provided at an appropriate time, this response to disaster does
not address the roots of the problem.

11



STR#1/2

In order to provide truly effective assistance, it is first
necessary to understand the nature of a disaster and to place it in a
geographic context. A disaster should be defined on the basis of its
human consequences, not on the phenomenon that caused it. An
earthquake, for example, is simply an event in nature and even a very
strong one is not a disaster unless it causes injury or destroys
property. Thus an earthquake occurring in an uninhabited area (as do
scores of tremors each month) is only of scientific interest and is
not couaidered a disaater. While natural phenomena such as
earthquakes, hurricanes and excessive rains can occur worldwide,
their potential for widespread disaster is more a function of the
ability of communities to cope with these events in terms of their
social and economic systems as well as their physical structures --
than of the phenomena themselves.

When a natural event does affect a human settlement, the result
may still not be a major disaster. Consider the earthquake that
struck San Fernando Valley, California, in 1971. The quake
registered 6.4 on the Richter Scale, yet the region surrounding San
Fernando Valley (with a population of crier seven million people)
suffered only minor damage and 58 deaths. Two years later, an
earthquake of a magnitude of 6.2 struck Managua, Nicaragua, and
reduced the center of the city to rubble, killing an estimated six
thousand people. What was the difference between the two locations
that caused such a disparity and made one an "earthquake" while the
other was a "disaster"? To oversimplify, the answer is the different
level of development in the two cities.

Furthermore, the magnitude (deaths, damage, costs) of each
disaster for a given developing country increases with the increased
marginalization of the population. This is caused by a high
birthrate and lack, or misallocation, of resources to meet the basic
human needs of an expanding population. At the center of the
resource issue are the parallel problems of land and economic
opportunity. As the population increases, the good land in both
rural and urban areas is taken up, and those seeking Laa4 for farming
or housing are forced to accept marginal lands. These offer less
productivity and a smaller measure of physical or economic Qafety.

Therefore, the root causes of disasters in developing countries
are poverty and underdevelopment. Rapid population growth, urban
migration, inequitable patterns of la-ad ownership, lack of education,
subsistence agriculture on marginal lands, etc., lead to vulnerable
conditions such as unsafe siting of buildings and settlements, unsafe
homes, deforestation, malnutrition, unemployment and underemployment,
illiteracy, etc.

It is the interface between these vulnerable conditions and
natural hazards such as an earthquake, cyclonic storm, drought, heavy
rains, etc., that results in a disaster.

12
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Deforestation of mountainous, desert and jungle regions can
result from slash-and-burn, shifting agriculture and the cutting and
gathering of woody plants as the main source of energy for cooking
and heating.

Landslides or flooding disasters are closely linked to rapid and
unchecked urbanization which forces low-income families to settle on
the slopes of steep hillsides or ravines, or along the banks of
flood-prone rivers.

Famines can be closely linked to shortages of purchasing power
caused by rural unemployment or a sudden influx of refugees into a
country from a strife-torn neighboring country.

The creation of drought conditions -- and the relative severity
and length of time the drought lasts -- are significantly affected by
poor cropping patterns, overgrazing, the stripping of topsoil, poor
conservation techniques, depletion of both surface and subsurface
water supply, and, to an extent, unchecked urbanization.

High numbers of deaths accompanying earthquakes almost always
result from structural collapse of poor, low-cost houses.

Awareness of the development/disaster continuum is the first
step in identifying opportunities for mitigation. Successful
mitigation of disasters must be closely related to efforts that
address the root causes of poverty and underdevelopment. Many
mitigation activities either require a certain level of development
as a precondition or are themselves development activities.

Disaster mitigation is the responsibility of all organizations
working in threatened areas. It is within our capabilities today to
reduce substantially the loss of lives and property resulting from
every type of natt_ral hazard. By understanding the elements and
recognizing the threats of disasters, organizations can include
remedial measures in many of their normal development activities at
relatively little additional cost. Development organizations can
take the leadership in mitigation efforts in housing, agriculture,
economic development, urban and regional development, village
planning, primary health, community organization, and others.

For example, earthquake losses are largely unnecessary and
preventable. Approximately 90% of the loss of life in all earth-
quakes is the result of structural collapse. Until recently, this
was unavoidable; but now that we know more about the nature of
earthquakes and their effects, we have engineering techniques to make
new structures reasonably earthquake resistant at a small additional
cost, and are rapidly developing techniques to make older buildings
safer. Even structures made of materials such as adobe and brick in
the poorest settlements of the Third World can be made relatively
safe, substantially reducing the loss of life.

13
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As in the case of earthquakes, the majority of deaths in tropi-
cal cyclones are preventable. We can make houses wind resistant. We
can give low-lying areas extensive protection from flooding. With
simple planning, we can avoid areas vulnerable to the action of
waves, erosion, flooding and mudslides. Even if hazardous areas must
be occupied, there are measures we can take to reduce the vulnera-
bility of people living in the structures and settlements.

The disaster event, its root causes and the havoc that it
creates, form only one part of the picture. The ways in which organ-
izations respond to disasters and the implications of that response
for the development of the affected countries are also of major
concern. Inappropriate responses, constituting a second disaster in
themselves, occur frequently.

Recognizing poverty as the primary root of vulnerability and
disaster in the Third World is the first step toward developing an
understanding of the need for change in current disaster response
practices. For if the magnitude of disasters is an outgrowth of
underdevelopment and poverty, how can we expect to reduce the impact
with food, blankets and tents, the traditional forms of assistance?

It is imperative that persons attempting to conduct a relief or
reconstruction program be aware of the negative impact it may have.
First, intervention can undermine the authoriry and prestige of local
leaders and agencies. When a major relief program with resources of
material, staff and equipment is established, it creates an instant
alternative to local resources. If local leaders are nct involved,
their prestige may be affected and they may eventually lose author-
ity. Local agencies with only limited resources can come to be
perceived as ineffective.

Second, intervention can become a disincentive to self-help. In

many communities, the expectation of aid has delayed reconstruction
efforts. A recent study showed that when one village learned of
massive relief efforts being undertaken in neighboring communities,
it delayed initiating activities that the people were perfectly
capable of undertaking themselves. In another example, a relief
agency "adopted" a village to provide reconstruction assistance and
ordered a halt to all self-initiated reconstruction activities until
the agency could decide what it was going to do.

Finally, intervention can wipe out the development efforts of
indigenous organizations almost instantaneously. One of the primary
goals of development efforts is to encourage self-reliance on the
part of the people. Yet a massive relief program that does not take
development questions into consideration can create disincentives to
self-reliance, can establish dependencies on outside organizations,
and can foster doubts on the part of the people about their own
ability to control their lives and destinies.

14
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Relief and reconstruction programs, therefore, cannot be viewed
or carried out as isolated or distinct operations. Many organiza-
tions, including some of the most progressive development groups,
fail to make this connection and, proupted by the urgent post-
disaster needs, concentrate their energies on rapid delivery of
relief items. The approaches that the) would normally use in
development (such as extensive citizen participation, support of
existing social systems, development of local initiatives, etc.) are
all put aside in the belief that the disaster requires an immediate
response and the development approach is too slow. Organizations
that normally encourage "bottom-up" decision-making suddenly take on
a "top-down" orientation.

But normal development approaches cannot be discarded in
emergencies. Experience has shown that they must be used in
developing and executing all relief and reconstruction projects.
Agencies that have worked for years to develop leadership and to
foster community participation in decision-making, but disregard the
development approach in relief and reconstruction, can set back or
even wipe cut years of progress toward development.

Finally, what factors determine whether an intervention will be
successful? Sensitivity to real needs, a high degree of participa-
tion by all relevant groups, availability of appropriate resources
and technologies, preparedness, and timing actions to coincide with
the right phase of the disaster are all important aspects. But the
most important is consideration of what intervention will mean in
terms of the long-term development of the society. Intervention
should support the development process and encourage and strengthen
local organizations. To do this, intervention must be based on a
clear understanding of pre-disaster conditions and needs within the
affected society. In this way, the response will be compatible with
local resources, technical capabilities and lifestyles, and can be
provided in such a way as to make a contribution to rapid recovery
and an improved post-disaster standard of living. The role of
intervenors is to support activities that local people and/or
organizations cannot carry out themselves.

The above paper is reproduced from The Potential Contribution of
Peace Corps to Disaster Preparedness in Africa, Briefing papers
prepared by INTERTECT for the AID/Peace Corps Disaster Preparedness
Conference, Mombasa, Kenya (March 1983). The material on which the
paper was based is from Disasters and Development, Frederick C.
Cuny, Oxford University Press, New York (1983).

15
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KEY CONCEPTS

A. The Relatinship of Various Disaster Activities to the
Appropriate Tim, Phases

All disc.ster-related activities are divided into distinct time
periods. The length of time any one period will -last can vary
greatly depending upon the type of disaster and other factors. It is
important that people involved in disasters recognize the different
phases and the appropriate activities that occur in each phase. For
example, many emergency activities involve the distribution of free
relief supplies,. II this activity is carried on in the later phases
(e.g., during reconstruction), there is a danger that dependency
relationships can be established, and the relief may provide disin-
centives to agricultural or economic recovery.

In general, disaster activities can be divided into three broad
categories: pr disaster, emergency response, and post-disaster
recovery activities.

1. Prs-disaster activities. These activities are normally
subdivided into disaster prevention, disaster mitigation and
disaster preparedness. In general, disaster prevention is
event-focused. In other words, the objective of prevention is
to prevent the disaster from occurring at all. Disaster
mitigation accepts the fact that some natural event may occur
but tries to lessen the impact by improving the commun:f-y's
ability to absorb the impact with little damage or disruptive
effects. Disaster preparedness assumes that the disaster will
occur and focuses on structuring response and laying a framework
for recovery.

2. Emergency response activiLies. Emergency response activities
are those carried out luring the actual emergency or immediately
prior to it. This may involve evacuation of threatened communi-
ties, emergency assistance during the disaster, and actions
taken in the immediate aftermath during the time when the
community is rather disorganized and basic services and infra-
structure are not fully functioning.

Because the emergency period is both dramatic and traumatic,
most attention by the press and international community is
focused here. Yet in most disasters (with the exception of
droughts and civil strife), the emergency passes rather quickly
and, in reality, only accounts for a very small percentage of
the total picture.
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3. Post-disaster activities. Post-disaster recovery can be
subdivided into two phases. The first begins at the end of the
emergency phase and is a transitional phase (often called the
rehabilitation phase) when people and community systems try to
re-establish a semblance of normalcy. This period is usually
characterized by such activities as businesses reopening in
damaged structures, farmers returning to reclaim and clear their
land, and resumption of basic infrastructure services such as
water and sanitation systems in urban areas.

The reconstruction phase is marked by large-scale efforts to
replace damaged buildings, revitalize economies or restore
agricultural systems to their full pre-disaster production
capacity.

B. The Relationship of Various Time Phases to Each Other

The activities that are carried out to mitigate a disaster
closely resemble the activities that would be carried out during
reconstruction. An observer will also notice that the activities
carried out in both these phases are essentially development
activities as they not only reduce the disaster impact but also
provide economic or social benefit. By understanding how these
activities relate to each other and to development, one can see where
Peace Corps activities can play an important role in disaster
mitigation and response.

C. How Activities in One Phase Should Set the Stage for the Next

Referring to the disaster continuum illustrated on the next
page, it is possible to see how activities in one phase relate to the
preceding and following phases. For example, emergency response can
be facilitated if the operations have been planned prior to the
disaster, not during it. As a general rule, you should remember that
each phase and each activity of a disaster lays the framework and
sets the stage for activities in the next phase. Therefore, when
planning an emergency response, you should keep in mind how that
activity can help promote faster recovery. A simple example would be
as follows. If a house has been destroyed in a windstorm or flood,
there are several options for providing shelter during the emergency.
You can provide a tent, which will offer shelter, or you can provide
building materials that can be used to build a temporary shelter and
then re-used in a j.ermanent house during reconstruction. The tent

solves one need during one phase; the building materials solve needs
in the emergency phase and get the stage for reconstruction.

D. Understanding the Relief System

An important aspect of understanding disasters is learning how

the relief system is organized and how it functions. To someone who
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DISASTER CONTINUUM
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has not experienced a disaster before, the myriad organizations that
are involved in each of the different phases can be confusing and
frustrating. It is important to try and learn which organizations
respond to different types of disasters, how they relate to the
overall picture, and what the role of various individuals and
organizations is in relation to the host government and to the
stricken communities. It is not unusual to find that the majority of
responding organizations are not professionally trained to deal with
disasters. They rely heavily on volunteers or short-term staff, many
of whom have had no prior experience or even briefings on what to
expect.

It is also not unusual to find that the majority of agencies
focus primarily on the emergency period and not on pre-disaster
activities or longer-term recovery activities. Furthermore, many of
the people who will be in charge will be development p_:sonnel like
PCVs who have been "drafted" into relief service. This is the nature
of the relief system: e. few specialists trying to marshal' a large
corps of volunteer and short-term personnel to deal with the major
issues. Knowing who is responsible for what and how the system works
can greatly facilitate things for PCVs, should they be pressed into
service.

E. Understanding Peace Corps' Role Within the System

Peace Corps is not a relief agency but by its very nature PCVs
in each country have a variety of jobs and diverse backgrounds, many
of which can be ..:.:seful in a disaster. Unlike voluntary agencies or
agencies within the U.N. system, Peace Corps runs no development
programs or projects per se. Therefore, in most disasters, Peace
Corps Volunteers will be called on to use their unique skills in
conjunction with the activities of other organizations. While some
PCVs may be asked to help develop preparedness or r..tigation plans,
or may be involved at the national level in planning for disasters,
it is unlikely that Peace Corps would be asked to do more than
provide individuals to fill positions in a relief organization. In
most assignments, PCVs will work as they do now at the community
level to demonstrate or teach specific skills to help people cope
with the disaster. The most valuable roles that Peace Corps will
play will be in the mitigation and reconstruction phases. These are
essentially dt_velopment activities and are the most valuable input
that Peace Corps can make. It should be remembered that, for the
most part, development is the best disaster mitigation.

This paper is taken from "Introduction to the Briefing Papers: Key
Concepts", The Potential Contribution of Peace Corps to Disaster
Prepareciness in Africa, Briefing papers prepared by INTERTECT for
the AID/Peace Corps Disaster Preparedness Conference, Mombasa, Kenya
(1983).
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ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN DISASTER ASSISTANCE

When most people think of disasters, the image that springs to
mind is one of voluntary agencies or the Red Cross providing
emergency relief materials and aid to the disaster victims. While
this image is, in part, correct, it only depicts a small portion of
;:he assistance that is provided and the manner in which it is
delivered. In this briefing paper we will explore the full range of
disaster assistance and identify the types of organizations and the
way in which disaster assistance is for should be) provided. After
reading this paper, I:. should be clearer how Peace Corps Volunteers,
as development workers, could become involved in the various phases
of each type of disaster. It is important to know what type of
organizatic.is are normally assigned disaster responsibilities and the
specific organizations that become involved in each phase.

The Role of the Government

The ultimate responsibiliLy for natural disasters lies with the
national government of the affected country. Responsibility for
disaster mitigation is usually assigned to a government ministry.
For example, mitigation activities for drought would normally be
assigned to an agricultural ministry, while mitigation and prepared-
ness activities for earthquakes would normally be assigned to a
housing or public works ministry.

Preparedness planning is usually assigned to an interministerial
committee or a speciali...ed u..tit of goverrment that focuses on
planning and coordination. This may be 3 new preparedness group or
an existing planning group such as a central planning office.

During an emergency, it is not uncommon for the disaster
prepareeness authorities to assume responsibility for coordination of
emergency activities. Depending on the type of disaster, however,
operational responsibilities will again usually be assigned to ol.! or
more ministries, usually those with some degree of operational
capability or with special equipment required for the emergency
period. For example, public works departments, which have trucks ai.d
engineering equipment, are often assigned lead responsibility during
floods, while public he.lth departments are usually assigned lead
responsibility during famines or epidemics.

During the post-emergency phases and especially during recon-
struction, opeiationbl responsibility may be shifted to another
government ministry or combination of ministries. If the disaster
has been particularly destructive or widespread, sometimes special
regional agencies may be formed with staff seconded from the normal
ministries. These regional agencies tend to re.nain in existence for
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about 5 years and then are disbanded and the personnel re-absorbed
into their former jobs.

Foreign Assistance Patterns

Foreign assistance patterns vary according to the phase and type
of disaster. While many international development agencies partici-
pate in development activities that might mitigate disasters, few
would see this as their primary role. Likewise, few participate in
disaster preparedness planning.

During the emergency non-governmental organizations often become
prominent in dispensing emergency relief. In general, non-
governmental organizations should be regarded as specialized service
agencies; that is, they have special skills or interests that are
generally sector-focused. They usually provide assistance for only
limited periods of time (due to the nature of their funding which is
dependent on public support and interest in a particular disaster).
Voluntary agencies tend to work in person-to-person-type activities
and generally prefer to do small-scale, short-term projects rather
than long-term activities that require large capital expenditures.
In order to make the most of scarce resources, governments often
prefer to turn over large segments of humanitarian efforts to these
agencies so that governmental resources can be channeled into longer-
term and more expensive recovery activities. Because voluntary
agencies work directly with the disaster victims, they tend to be
highly visible; but to believe that they are responsible for the
majority of disaster relief is erroneous.

During reconstruction, international development agencies may
also become involved. This is because many reconstruction activities
involve development work, and many agencies recognize that the
reconstruction period offers opportunities for advancing development
goals during reconstruction.

Major foreign governments usually have a greater interest in
disaster mitigation and preparedness than non-governmental agencies,
and most of the work in these activities has been stimulated by
groups such as the Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA)
of the Agency for International Development (AID). Foreign govern-
ments usually provide bilateral assistance directly to the host
government and may provide technical assistance for planning or
financial assistance for implementation.

When a disaster occurs, foreign governments may provide
assistance by several different methods including: bilateral
assistance directly to the government for general support or specific
projects, multilateral assistance through international organizations
(such as the United Nations or various regional groups), or funding
to voluntary agencies to conduct specific projects.
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The pattern of aid established during the emergency will usually
carry over into reconstruction. But generally, emphasis on voluntary
agencies is replaced with more bilateral assistance directly to the
government and its ministries. Technical assistance for project
administration and planning is also a popular form of aid.

The United Nations system is another major source of inter-
national aid for disasters. The United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) , the Food & Agricultural Organization (FAO), and the United
Nations Centre for Human Settlements (UNCHS) are the principal U.N.
agencies actively engaged in disaster prevention programs.

Preparedness activities fall under the domain of the United
Nations Disaster Relief Office (UNDRO). UNDRO normally works through
the UNDP resident representative (Resrep) in each country to provide
planning assistance for disaster preparedness. This assistance is
usually in the form of technical assistance and studies designed to
help the government structure its emergency response.

During an emergency many different United Nations agencies may
respond. UNDRO often sends a representative to help coordinate
foreign donations, and, if requested by the government, may stay on
for several additional weeks to report on emergency needs and
response to those needs by external donors.

The United Nations specialized agencies may also respond with
emergency assistance. UNICEF often initiates programs for women and
children, and in droughts the World Food Program (WFP) provides
emergency rations to augment available food supplies. Most emergency
assistance is provided as "project aid" by the UN agency using its
own staff and locally hired personnel. The United Nations agencies
have tremendous logistical capabilities and can undertake emergency
projects on a vast scale.

During the post-emergency phases, the United Nations development
agencies often take a lead role. The FAO is usually very active in
agricultural recovery activities, while the UNDP and UNCHS become
involved in physical reconstruction of houses and basic infra-
structure. Assistance in the later phases, however, is usually in
the form of cash and technical assistance, not operational projects.

The Red Cross system (or Red Crescent in Moslem countries) can
also bring many resources to bear in an emergency. The Red Cross/Red
Crescent society in each country is usually chartered by the
government and given semi-official status. Each national society, in
turn, belongs to the international League of Red Cross Societies
(LRCS) to which they can turn for additional foreign assistance
should it be required.
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The Red Cross/Red Crescent is primarily concerned with emergency
operations and the vast majority of their activities involve prepar-
ing for, and responding to, an emergency. Ideally, the national
society will have many regional and local chapters, all of which have
undergone some form of emergency training. In many cases, these are
supported by a system of national emergency supplies that can be
quickly augmented from international stockpiles maintained by the
LRCS.

Because the primary focus is on emergency humanitarian assis-
tance, most of the aid provided is "in kind", or material. The LRCS
also provides technical assistance to national societies in prepared-
ness planning.

Assistance Models

The term "victim" is non-specific. It encompasses everyone, and
it obscures the fact that each disaster affects a specific group in a
population more than others. For example, droughts affect farmers
and pastoralists more than others. Earthquakes affect people living
in poor quality, non-engineered houses. In every type of disaster,
specific groups of potential "primary victims"* can be identified (as
shown in columns 1 and 2 of Table 1). The characteristics of these
groups provide a key to determining the kind of assistance that is
appropriate during each phase of a disaster and give an indication
about how the assistance should be delivered.

Disaster assistance is concerned with 2 types of aid: relief
(which is designed to reduce suffering and to replace losses) and
long-term assistance that might be called change-related aid. The

objective of the latter is to encourage people to change their normal
habits or practices to reduce vulnerability to a disaster or to make
sure that a disaster does not recur.

Knowledge of the characteristics of the victims enables us to
plan for both types of assistance. Relief is the easiest. Again,
let's take droughts as an example. Farmers (especially marginal,
subsistence farmers) will be prominent primary victims. In an

emergency, they and their families will need food and alternative
sources of income until they can replant and harvest a normal crop.

* Primary vict; as are persons affected by the immediate conse-
quences of a disaster. For example, farmers would be primary victims
of droughts. Secondary victims are those residing within the
affected area or on the border of the area who suffer economic loss
due to the disaster. One example would be small store owners within
the disaster area who are not able to sell their goods because of the

lack of cash on the part of primary victims.
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Therefore, the relief program must have a feeding component, and a
long-term assistance component in the form of social services to help
the families find other means of supporting themselves until the
emergency has passed and they can replant.

Knowing that primary victims are farmers also helps us to plan
disaster mitigation and reconstruction programs. Both activities
require that people change scme aspect of tneir normal way of doing
things. In disasters, change can be brought about in one of three
ways: through public awareness, in other words by providing people
with information so that they will act on their own; through legal
measures, i.e., by forcing people to change by law; or through
extension and education, i.e., by demonstrating and teaching
alternative methods and supporting these with a variety of services.

In our drought example, if we kr "w that the target audience
consists of farmers, mitigation measures will involve changing crops,
cropping patterns or agricultural practices. This will require
demonstrations, technical assistance and extensive people-to-people
contact. We also know that public awareness and legal methods will
have little impact on changing agricultural patterns; therefore, the
assistance model for mitigation and reconstructiou must be one that
is based on extension.

Table 1 identifies the primary victims in each type of disaster
and lists the disaster assistance program models that should be used
in each type of disaster. Comparison of column 3, "Pre-disaster
Assistance Models", and column 5, "Post-Disaster Assistance Models",
shows that both borrow heavily from normal development methodology.
By understanding these links, PCVs will be more effective partici-
pants in both disaster and development activities.

Adapted from "Assistance Models", The Potential Contribution of
Peace Corps to Disaster Preparedness in Africa, Briefing papers
prepared by INTERTECT for the AID/Peace Corps Disaster Preparedness
Conference, Mombasa, Kenya (March 1983).
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Table 1:

DISASTER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM MODELS

Type of disaster Primary victims Predisaster Assistance Emergency Relief Post-disaster Assistance
Models Models Models

1 2 3 4 5

Droughts

Earthquakes

Famine

Farmers

Herdsmen

Nomads

Agricultural extension, Alternative in-
water resource develop- come, food
went

Husbandry extension

Husbandry extension

Persons in low Housing education to
quality housing public & contractors

Women & small
children,
elderly

Nutrition education

Floods Farmers, urban Planning, land reform
housing education

Hurricanes

Insect

infectation

31 Epidemics

Farmers,

occupants of
low quality
housing

Farmers

Small children

Emergency
fodder distrib-
ution

---

Agricultural extension

Husbandry extension

Husbandry extension

Economic assis- Housing education to
tance, material public & contractors
aid

Selective feed- Nutrition education,
ing, general selective feeding
rations,horticul-
tural extension

Agricultural extension, Economic assis-
housing education tance, material

aid

Agricultural extension

Immunization,environ-
mental sanitation

Agricultural
extension

Medical relief

Planning, land reform,
housing education

Agricultural extension,
housing education

Agricultural extension

Immunization, environ- k.
r

mental sanitation
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APPROPRIATE ROLES FOR PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS IN MITIGATING,
PREPARING FOR AND RESPONDING TO DISASTERS

As more poor communities are built in vulnerable environments,
Peace Corps is developing a broader understanding of the development-
disaster-development continuum and is identifying appropriate roles
for Peace Corps Volunteer (PCV) involvement. There are many disaster
related roles that PCVs can fulfill and activities they can undertake
that are consistent, compatible and even integral with their ongoing
development projects. With adequate additional training, the PCVs'
special blend of language, cultural and technical skills, along with
a commitment to live and work at the community level, will allow them
to make significant contributions in reducing community vulnerability
to extreme natural phenomena as well as in post-disaster recovery.

Disasters are not unforeseen events, and the knowledge now
exists that would allow PCVs to identify the hazards that threaten a
community, to estimate the areas and population groups that will be
most affected, and to substantially reduce or mitigate their impact.
At the most basic level, PCVs can promote public awareness of natural
hazards and public action to prepare for an impending disaster and,
if necessary, to plan for the effective application of aid. Second,
PCVs with technical skills (i.e., engineering, forestry, nutrition,
agriculture, etc.) can work with local community groups and leaders
on long-term development projects to reduce the physical vulnera-
bility of structures and settlements; PCVs with community organizing
skills can work to strengthen the social structure of a community and
increase self-sufficiency and reliance on internal resources to
improve the ability of local people to cope with disasters. Third,
PCVs can play a clear role in pre-disaster surveillance as part of an
"early warning system" and in post-disaster monitoring of local
conditions in collaboration with national and international agencies.

Peace Corps Volunteers have a unique role to play as intervenors
because, unlike most other intervenors, they live and work at the
community level, know the language and understand the pre-disaster
conditions and needs within the affected society. They are familiar
with the important community structures and indigenous coping
mechanisms in a culture such as basic family structure, economic
patterns, governmental structure, religious affiliations, customs and
practices, and power relationships.

In contrast, few intervenors are famili&r with the development
issues within a community prior to their intervention. By failing to
understand the basic elements of each community activity, an outsider
may respond inappropriately and delay or prevent a return to normal.
Typical problems that inhibit disaster response include lack of
familiarity with the victims' culture and available resources, and
language barriers. A housing reconstruction program, for example,
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requires a broad understanding of housing, not simply in terms of the
buildings but as a process consisting of a blend of labor, skills,
capital, financing, settlement patterns, culture, status, environ-
mental protection, and traditions, as well as its forms and struc-
tures. There are many examples of houses built by relief agencies
that have been rejected outright by the victims, or that are actually
less safe than the pre-disaster structures (due to improper design or
construction).

The Peace Corps approach to development is firmly rooted in the
belief that a high degree of participation by all relevant groups is
essential to the creation of self-sufficiency. Furthermore, Peace
Corps promotes use of locally available resources, appropriate
technologies, institution-building, counterpart training, technology
transfer, community organization, etc., and discourages dependency.
Experience has shown that this same philosophy is the most effective
approach for disaster intervention that will genuinely reduce
vulnerability before a disaster or make a post-disaster contribution
to rapid recovery and an improved standard of living.

Furthermore, PCVs believe in the philosophy that people are not
objects to be acted upon by others, but have the right to determine
their own lives, their culture, traditions, values and lifestyles. A
major concern among disaster experts today is the lack of accounta-
bility by the majority of intervenors. An agency that simply gives
away material goods already collected and delivered is not likely to
be overly concerned with developing a program with full and meaning-
ful participation. Short-term relief agencies enter a community,
distribute their aid, and withdraw within a matter of weeks, never
taking the time to assess the quality of their aid or its impact.
Again, in contrast, PCVs will still be in their affected communities
long after most intervenors have gone.

PCVs can also help communities develop local preparedness plans.

Preparedness can save lives and help reduce the incidence of
suffering following a disaster, and can shorten recovery time. Our
increased understanding of disaster response by societies indicates
the need for decentralized community-based preparedness tivities.
Preparedness plans for a small community may consist of no more than
a brief checklist and description of activities with the assignment
of response noted on the margin. Any preparedness activity, no
matter how small, can have significant results. Decentralization is
important because it allows for local variations in culture,
community and need.

With appropriate assistance from PCVs, disaster preparedness
measures can be undertaken with the skills that are available within
the community and with local technological resources. The most
vulnerable areas and population sectors can be identified,
contingency plans can be developed, and plans can be drawn outlining
the actions to be taken by all concerned. Where necessary, supplies
or materials can be stockpiled.
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Experience has shown that assistance provided by international
relief agencies rarely plays a major role in the actual emergency
phase. PCVs that are already on-site and who are properly trained
can make positive contributions in support of actions taken by the
affected community itself. Volunteers should be made aware of the
specific issues related to the emergency phase and the appropriate
steps to be taken. Basic first-aid skills may help during the first
48 to 72 hours.

Finally, PCVs can play positive roles in long-term reconstruc-
tion. Reconstruction operations conducted and properly executed by
PCVs within the context of development can provide a strong stimulus
to recovery and a base for positive change.

Disasters often precipitate dynamic social and economic change,
and intervention by PCVs can play a part in shaping that process by
providing expertise and resources not otherwise available, especially
at the local community level, at key points during the development-
disaster-development continuum. Intervention can support coping
mechanisms rather than impeding or harming them. Resources and new
opportunities can strengthen existing institutions or create needed
new ones and help them better serve the community.

This paper is from The Potential Contribution of Peace Corps to
Disaster Preparedness in Africa, Briefing papers prepared by
INTERTECT for AID/Peace Corps Disaster Preparedness Conference,
Mombasa, Kenya (March 1983)
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Disaster cycle elements

PEACE CORPS SECTORS

Agriculture/ Nutrition/ Community Educa- Institutional
Forestry Health Development tion Development

>------

Hazard analysis

x

x

x

x x

x

.

x

-.

a

.

.

Geological

Meteorological
Hydrological
Environmental
Epidemiological

Vulnerability analysis

___-__

x

x

x

x

x

-4

x

.

Structures and

Infrastructure
Adjustments
Cropping patterns
Health conditions

.

Preparedness

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Organization
Legislation
Planning

Education/training

Mitigation

x x x x

...

x

....

Risk reduction

..--

Prevention

x

x
x

x

x x
Land use

Physical adjustments

.

Prediction and warning

x

x

x

x x x

x

x

Technology

Interpretation
Decision-making
Communications
Public response

Relief

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

_

Mobilization
Assessment
Coordination
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Agriculture/ Nutrition/ Community Educa- Institutional
Forestry Health Development tion Development

Relief (cont'd.)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Resource analysis
Procurement
Logistics
Reporting

Reconstruction

x

x x

x

x x

x

x

Incentives/

Disincentives
Development

Strategies

Source: Frederick Cole, OFDA.
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Example of Country Disaster Information

SOLOMON ISLANDS DISASTER EXPERIENCE PROFILE

DISASTER TYPES

Earthquakes, hurricanes, tsunamis, and volcanic eruptions.

HISTORY

Lack of information, particularly during and immediately following the war
years, precludes any possibility of dealing fully with hurricanes in the
Solomon Islands. The following listings are therefore incomplete.

Eurricanes. 1800-1900 (Visher)

1840, December - hurricane: west of Solanons, near east coast of New
Guinea.

1880, January 20 - hurricane: near Savo.
1890, March 3 - hurricane: southern end of the Solanon Islands.
1891, March 4-12 - hurricane: Santa Cruz Islands, east of Solomon Islands,

then to Vanuatu.

Notable Storms since 1951 (OFOR, Disaster History)

1951, March 24-25.

1952, January 23-24 - developed south of the Solanon Islands tut caused
much damage from high seas.

1955, March 23.
1959, March 7-8 - south of main islands.
1959, December 20-22 - severe at Choiseul Bay.
1966, March 28 - "Glenda": widespread damage in Guadalcanal and San

Cristobal, mostly from high seas.
1966, November 14 - "Angela": small, violent cyclone over Malaita and

Guadalcanal; caused extensive damage.
1967, November 11-12 - "Annie": caused widespread and heavy damage

especially in the more western islands; winds of 100 mph.
1968, December 11-12 - "Bede: widespread damage in central islands,

especially Malaita and San Cristobal.
1971 "Ursula": violent over Santa Anna, 1 dead, 2,500 homeless.
1972 - "Carlotta": loss of lives, serious damage to buildings and

agricultural areas.
1972 - Hurricane "Ida": destroyed valuable timber.
1979, February 20 - "Kerry": affected eastern Salomon Islands; 6,000

haneless, 2 dead, and several seriously injured.
1982, April 2-4 - Cyclone "Bernie": winds of 35-40 knots and gusts of

70-75 knots; heavy surf and falling trees caused much damage.

aberZpes of Disasters

Earthquakes: The Solanon Islands lie in a seismically active region.
There were serious earthquakes in 1959 and 1977 which produced landslides,
flooding, and tidal waves in the South Guadalcanal area, the last one
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resulting in 13 deaths. Earthquakes occurred on 7 July 1977 (epicenter
160 km. southwest of Bougainville, with a force of 7.3 on the Richter
scale); 4 November 1978 (epicenter 320 km. south of Guadalcanal, 7.5 R.);

8 July 1980 (near Santa Cruz Islands, 7.3 R.); and 9 July 1980 (in the
Santa Cruz Islands, 6.8 R.).

Volcanoes: There are fair volcanoes: one on the island of Savo which
erupted in 1840 (1852?); one on the island of Simbo; a submarine volcano
Karachi; and Tinakula in Santa Cruz which erupted in 1971. In the 1971
eruption, lava poured for two months, leaving 6,000 homeless and causing
extensive damage, including the loss of the San Cristobal bridge.

Tsunamis: The earliest record of a tsunami was in 1899 when many beach
houses were washed away. In 1926, a tsunami in Guadalcanal inundated the
port and island with waves of 2-6 m.; in October 1931 a tsunami destroyed
18 villages and killed 50 persons; in April 1939 a tsunami killed 12; and
in 1960 an earthquake in Chile caused a tsunami which damaged the wharf.

DESCRIPTION OF TROPICAL STORMS AND HURRICANES, 1950-1969
(taken fran Kerr, pp. 101-103)

January 1952
This cyclone developed south of the Solanon Islands on or before
January 23. That night and throughout the next morning the
southeastern Solanon Islands were battered by what the Pacific Island*
Pionthlv called a young hurricane. Trees and power and telephone lines
were brought down and many roofs were damaged. However, most of the
damage was caused by the tremendous seas. The last of Honiara's three
wartime jetties was battered to pieces, mission buildings and a
pontoon jetty at Tulagi were demolished, and many coastal villages on
San Cristobal and Ysabel were inundated.

Batch 1966: "Glenda"

On March 28 when the center of "Glenda" was more than 100 km. to the
south, wind gusts were reaching more than 75 knots. On Russell Is'and
250 hectares of the coconut plantation were completely destroyed. The
cyclone caused widespread damage in Guadalcanal and San Cristobal,
mostly through the action of the sea. The wharves at Honiara were
damaged and a nearby fishing village was flattened. From the
Solomons, "Glenda" moved southward through the Coral Sea and claimed
the lives of six men in two separate marine accidents.

.November 1966: "Angela"

"Angela" was a small but vicious tropical cyclone which moved
southwestward over Malaita and Guadalcanal on November 14. Thousands
were left homeless on the two islands. There was extensive damage to
coconut and cocoa trees and many village market gardens were
destroyed. Three people lost their lives.

November 1967: "Annie"

Wind, flood, and sea caused widespread and heavy damage, especially in
the more western islands of the group. The Louisiade Archipelago and
the Milne Bay area of Papua were also lashed by the storm. More than
a dozen people lost their lives.
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December 1968: Becky"
For the third year in succession, widespread damage was caused by acyclone. This time the central islands,

particularly Malaita, and SanCristobal suffered most. At Auki (Malaita) it was reported that gusts
speeds reached 72 knots. At Kira-Kira the roof was blown off the
Government store and the market building was destroyed. Seven school
buildings were destroyed on Ugi Island, and flooding in parts of
Malaita left 200 people homeless. One woman was killed and severalpersons were injured.

April 1982: "Bernie"
The first notice of cyclone "Bernie" was at 2:00 p.m. on April 1, whenthe government's patrol boat "Tulagi" recorded a big drop in pressure
while cruising off Lord Howe Island. With a destructive circumferenceof 160 km., the cyclone swept across Ontong Java and hit Santa Isabelat 6:00 a.m. on April 2. The cyclone's zigzag path took it from
Ontong Java across Santa Isabel, through Russell Island, and across
the west coast of the largest island in the group, Guadalcanal, intothe Coral Sea. Winds up to 80 knots were recorded and they wereaccompanied by 8 m. waves. (kist Courier, 7 April 1982, p. 5)

111...9120SLIATIEMS

Unknown.
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SOLCt4 ISLANDS PREPAREDNESS AND REHABILITATION PROFILE

DISASTER PLANIIMQ

On June 12, 1980 the Cabinet approved the Solomon Islands National Disaster
Plan. Each of the six provinces has its own disaster plan. Elements of
the governmental structure and organization are involved at both levels;
therefore, the efforts of the National Government and Provincial
Governments are automatically integrated to a considerable degree. In most
forseeable circumstances, a provincial plan is likely to be invoked first,
with the National Plan being artiiated, either partially or fully, to give
support.

The Ministry for Hane Affairs and National Development (MHA) has overall
responsibility for natural disasters and Emergencies in the country. The
National Disaster Council (NDC), who chairman is the Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Hane Affairs and National Development, is responsible for
organizing and implementing disaster preparedness and responses as well as
coordinating the National Disaster Plan with Provincial Disaster Plans.
The Commissioner of Police is the Disaster Operations Coordinator (DOC) and
is responsible for implementing policy decisions along the guidelines
issued by the National Disaster Council.

The Royal Solomon Islands Police Force provides Disaster Operations
Coordinators at both national and provincial levels, and police facilities
are utilized as Emergency Operations Centers.

NAENSIEL_Oalalia

The Ministry of Transport and Communications provides warning of storm and
cyclone activities and issues weather warnings to ships. The key principle
is that the relevant information be passed as quickly as possible to thc
Chairman of the National Disaster Council, the Disaster Operations
Coordinator, and/or any member of the NDC.

When a warning is issued, the stage of alert comes into being and
provisions of the National Disaster Plan and/or Provincial Disaster Plansmay have to be invoked. The Chairman of NEC will decide what action should
be taktn at this stage.

BITIGATIDN EFFORTS

Land-Use Planning: Unknown.

Building Codes: Unknown.

Architectural Development for Disasters: Unknown.

Infrastructure Development: This aspect is described in the Solomon
Islands National Development_ Plan 1975-1979.
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Education and Public Information: An essential adjunct to the National
Disaster Plan is a limited program to develop public education and
awareness, escecially in the development of the ooncept of the
"self-reliant community." The Ministry of Home Affairs is charged with
investigating ways of extending the limited measures in existence, such as
posters. Also, appropriate emphasis on disaster preparedness within the
normal educational programs is the responsibility of the Ministry of
Education and Training as requested by the Ministry of Home Affairs.

Training is required in the planning, organization, and management of
efforts to counter disasters. Sane training proposals for the Solomon
Islands are:

a) post-disaster review at all levels;
b) one-day seminars for briefings and exchange of ideas and experiences,

as a good means of reviewing aspects of the Disaster Plan;
c) police training;
d) training in schools (personal/family action, action if disaster

occurs during school hours, etc.); and
e; education on developing a "self-reliant oammunity."

LISEMEIEZEC

Initially the survey and assessment of a disaster is the task of provincial
personnel, as directed by the Provincial Disaster Committee and carried out
under the supervision of the Provincial Disaster Operations Coordinator.
Further information is likely to came fran local sources near the disaster
area, especially through police channels.

The Ministry of Agriculture and Lands assists in damage survey and
assessment as requested by the National Disaster Council, providing field
survey teams, equipment, and communications. The NDC also provides for
reconnaissance by air or, if appropriate, fran the sea.

The information gathered is channelled through the Disaster Operations
Coordinator, with an additional two-way information flow as necessary
between NEC/PDC.

RELIEF AND REHABILITATION

The National Disaster Council is responsible for authorizing and arranging
immediate relief measures, mainly in the form of sustenance, shelter, and
medical aid, as well as temporary evacuation if necessary.

The NDC is also responsible for advising the Minister of Home Affairs on
specific items of international aid which might be required, based on
information received and assessment of the disaster.

The Red Cross and the Solomon Islands Christian Association assist in the
provision of disaster relief as agreed upon with the NEC.

Rehabilitation is primarily the responsibility of the Ministry of Home
Affairs working with other government departments, both national and
provincial. It must cover such aspects as: relocation, administration of
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relief funds, allocation of financial grants, organization of long-term
repairs, sociological effects, and assistance in future preparedness
measures. If necessary, the MHA is authorized to utilize the NDC for
policy aspects affecting rehabilitation.

BEELATIQUOUP-11.1.TILLEULLOPIIIMLEALMIL

There is no consideration of natural disasters in the Solomon Islands
National Development Plan 1975-1979 or the Programme of Action 1981-84.
The latter contemplates the upgrading of the meteorological division of the
Ministry of Transport, Cammmications, and Government Utilities;
establishment of regional broadcasting stations; and upgrading of the
internal telecommunications system (p. 6) - all of which are very important
for disaster preparedness. However, the only mention of natural disasters
md emergencies is in Appendix C (p. 25) under Hate Affairs and National
Levelopment, as being their responsibility.

Excerpt from Disaster Preparedness and Disaster Experience in the Swith
Pacific, Pacific Islands Development Program, East-Wo:.t Center, Hono!ulo,
Hawaii (August 1982).
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Supplemental Trainer Ref. #8
Answers to TRUE/FALSE Quiz

PreTraining Questionnaire

1. Cholera is a major public health threat
after most hurricane disasters.

2. Churches and schools make good hurricane
shelters.

3. Corpses found in earthquake rubble do not
pose a serious epidemic threat.

4. Disasters do not discriminate between
developed and developing countries or
between rich and poor people within a country.

5. After a disaster, the victims are often in
shock and unable to help themselves.

6. After a disaster, the primary needs are
food, blankets and medicines.

7. Tents are the most efficient form of
emergency shelter.

8. The speed at which a community recovers
from a disaster is largely linked to the
speed with which emergency arm reconstruction
assistance is provided.

9. International aid after an emergency is
largely based on the needs of the donor
rather than the needs of the victim.

10. Concrete block houses are more earthquake
resistant than adobe houses.

11. There is a possibility that my site may
experience a disaster during my two years
of service.
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SESSION #1:

SESSION i2:

M-8

Part II

SUMMARY OF MODULE

DISASTERS AND DEVELOPMENT

(Total Time: Minimum 3 hours)

Introduction to Natural Disasters
(1 hour and 45 minutes]

Participants first take a short TRUE/FALSE quiz that
addresses some of the key issues that are commonly
subject to responses based on widely held misconcep-
tions regarding disasters. The trainer then gives a
lecturette covering a brief history of the natural
disasters that have struck the host country and the
short- and long-term impacts of the mast recent
disasters.

Act I of a case study/play, covering the pre-disaster,
disaster event and immediate emergency relief phases,
is read aloud, followed by a group discussion.

Act II of the disaster play, covering the transitional
recovery phase, is then also read aloud, followed by
group discussion. In this session, the relationship
between disasters, disaster relief and development is
established, laying the foundation for the following
session.

The Role of Peace Corps Volunteers in Disaster Miti-
gation and Preparedness
[1 hoar and 20 minutes'

The final act of the disaster play, covering the
mitigation and preparedness phases, is read. Key
i3sues relating to these activities are then
discussed.

The class next divLdes into groups (by technical
sector) to identify specific actions that they can
take during their time in-country that relate to the
different disaster phases discussed.

The groups then come together again as a class to
share and discuss their ideas.
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SESSION #1

INTRODUCTION TO NATURAL DISASTERS

RATIONALE FOR THE TRAINING SESSION:

Many of the countries where Peace Corps Volun-
teers serve are at risk from natural hazards
such as hurricanes, earthquakes, droughts or
floods. Historically, PCVs have been called
upon to play active roles during the emergency
and reconstruction phases. But many Volunteers
have felt frustrated that they "couldn't do
more" in these times of great need or, in
retrospect, that what actions they did take may
not have been the most beneficial in the
long run. Furthermore, PCVs have often found
that much of the progress they had been making
in their development projects was severely
set back or even wiped out by a disaster. Much
of the negative impact of a disaster is due to
mishandling of response activities, which is

due in turn to a lack of information and broad
misconceptions about disaster events.

Thus, while Peace Corps is not a disaster
relief agency per se, it is important that
Peace Corps Volunteers be aware of the disaster
threat (s) to which their country and specific
site may be exposed, and of the true nature of
disasters and their relationship to develop-
ment.

This session will begin to lay a foundation of
knowledge by first making the trainees aware of
the many myths commonly held regarding natural
disasters, and then by providing some basic
information that will allow them to more fully
learn from and evaluate a fiction .1 case study/
play.

[Total time: Approximately 1 hour and 45 min.]

GOALS

1. To identify lessons learned from past
disasters and common myths about tradi-
tional relief activities.
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2. To identify and explain the causes and
effects of natural disasters affecting
participants' country of service.

3. To identify short-term effects of disas-
ters on the development of people and
national economies.

4. To highlight the need for preparedness
activities.

TRAINER PREPARATION FOR SESSION

1. The material in this training module is by
necessity very general in that it covers many
types of natural hazards. In order to make
this relevant to your trainees, it is very

important that you first do some research on
the specific natural hazard(s) to which the
trainees' country of service is at risk. For

example, you should find out whether your
country is in an earthquake-prone region or
lies in a hurricane belt. It will be even more
useful if you can identify which regions of the
country are at greatest risk. For example, you
may find that only a particular coastal zor.2 is
exposed to hurricanes or that a certain region
is particularly susceptible to flooding. In

order to obtain this information, contact one
of the following:

--- The Mission Disaster Relief Officer (MDRO)
of the USAID Mission.

Your country's Office of Emergency
Response & Preparedness Planning, if one
exists (note: this office may have many
different names but you should be able to
track it down through the AID MDRO).

The National Red Cross or Red CrPqcent
Society in your country.

-- The Civil Defense Agency.

2. Ideally, you should also be able to get a
"Disaster History" listing from one of the
above that will give you an historical
perspective of actual disasters that have
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struck your country and their damage (see
Notes /Summary

Supplemental Trainer Reference #6 for an
example of a disaster history of the Solo-
mon Islands). In addition, the Office of
U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA) of
AID maintains "profiles" of many countries
in the region that can provide useful
basic information for pre-disaster
planning.

3. It would also be very useful if you could
prepare a handout with the names of the
organizations and/or key people who are
currently involved in disaster-related
work in your specific couatry (see
Supplemental Trainer Reference #3 for a
general discussion of actors and roles).

4. If possible, acquire the disaster plans of
(a) the national government; (b) Peace
Corps; (c) the USAID Mission; (d) a
private voluntary organization (PVO) such
as CARE or Save the Children. An aware-
ness and understanding of these plans will
be useful to you and to the trainees,
especially if any of these plans include
the involvement of Peace Corps Volunteers
during a disaster. If no disaster plans
exist, or if you are not able to obtaincopies, then that is very relevant
information in itself.

5. Depending on what you find in your
research in steps 1-4, thoroughly read the
handouts which relate to the specific
disaster threat (s) Z.o your country (i.e.
cyclonic storms, earthquakes, floods,
droughts, etc.). While you are not
expected to become an expert geologist or
meteorologist, you should try to become
very familiar with the terms and informa-
tion provided in taese handouts.

6. Study the statements and answers in the
TRUE/FALSE quiz that you will be giving to
the trainees at the beginning of the
session (Supplemental Trainer Ref. #8).

7. If you have experienced a disaster (per-
haps as a Peace Corps Volunteer), you
should spend some time thinking about that
experience and how it affected you, your
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community, your development project and
the country as a whole. If you have not
experienced a disaster yourself, you may
want to interview someone who has (e.g., a
fellow trainer or in-country resource
person).

8. You may also want to talk to some people
and prepare your thoughts on trends in
your country which are making it more vul-
nerable to disasters (e.g., urban migra-
tion leading to overcrowded slums on steep
hillsides or lowlying flood-prone river
beds, or firewood shortages that increase
deforestation which may lead to rapid rain
runoff , flooding and landslides). (See
Supplemental Trainer Reference #1,
"Disasters and Development".)

9. Recruit "reader-actors" for the case
study/play before the sessions begin.
[Trainees ma.; be acceptable as reader/
actors so long as they are given the
opportunity to read through the entire
play before the session. However, it is

preferable to use non-trainees so that all
trainees can concentrate on the entire
case study.]

Plan the details of the sessions before-
hand (participant seating arrangements,
whether trainer(s) will sit/stand, etc.)
and go over them with the trainers/actors.
Go over the roles and sequence of mono-
logues to ensure a smooth presentation
before the entire class.

10. Prepare necessary newsprint/blackboard and
handouts.

Materials Needed

-- newsprint
-- markers

pencils and paper

Prepared Newsprint/Blackboard

-- session goals

country oap indicating hazard risk
areas (see Supplemental Trainer Ref.
#7)

- -- issues to discuss
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Handouts

--- Pre-session TRUE/FALSE quiz
--- Glossary of terms and concepts
--- Case study/play (for trainer/actors)
--- Disaster history of host country ',if

available)

PROCEDURES

Opening Statement [5 min.]

1. Begin the session by telling the partici-
pants:

"While you are here as development
workers, not as relief workers, sometime
during your two-year service (name of
country) may experience a natural
disaster which may profoundly affect the
country, the development projects you will
be working on, and you directly. Although
the possibility of a disaster is not an
unforeseen 'vent, many PCVs have found
themselves and the community they live in
unprepared to effectively respond to an
emergency or long-term reconstruction.
Many PCVs, while well-meaning, have often
provided emergency assistance that, in
retrospect, resulted in more harm than
good. Often t:,e disasters (or inappro-
priate disaster response) have wiped out
or greatly set back any progress the PCVs
may have made in development projects."

2. Tell them that: "the next two sessions
will focus on:

--- providing basic information on the
causes and effects of disasters
affecting your country;

--- cleating an awareness of the rela-
tionship between disasters and
development;

--- identifying some of the common
problems (and related myths) of
traditional relief ar:tivities and
lessons learned from past disasters;
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identifying what PCVs can do as part
of your normal development work to
help mitigate and prepare for future
disasters."

Then read the Session 1 goals from the
prepared flipchart/blackboard.

Hand out the pre-session TRUE/FALSE Quiz on
disaster myths (HO #1). [10 min.]

1. Instruct them not to spend a lot of time
thinking about these questions, as they
will be spending the next three hours
doing just that. Ask them to just quickly
answer the questions 1.-:- sed on the reser-
voir of know:edge that they have built up
over the years from newspaper accounts or
movies/books about disact,:s.

2. Once they have completed the pre-test,
explain that:

"Research on past disasters and disaster
responses has shown a consistent pattern
of inappropriate action based on commonly
held misconceptions about what happens or

should happen during a disaster. The
purpose of this test is to make you aware
of some misconceptions that you may hold
as well."

Then give them the answers and ask them to
keep these statements at the back of their
minds as they listen to the following
disaster case study/play. Note that the
correct answers to these questions are not
as impt.rtant to the goals of this class asit the basic awareness that many responses
to disasters are based on widely-held
misconceptions.

Pass out "Concepts and Terms" (HO #2)
min.]

. f 5

Ask the participants to spend a few min-
utes reading the handout so that they will
have a common terminology. You may wish
to gc over the list with the participants
to ensure that the definitions are clear.
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Give a brief disaster history. [5 min.]

1. Tell the participants chat the first step
in effective disaster prepszedness is
knowing that you live in an area which is
at risk from natural phenomena such as
hurricanes, earthquakes, floods, etc.

2. Give a lacturette on what specific natural
hazards threaten the country you are in
and what the recent disaster history has
been, for example:

"Honduras is threatened by hurricanes,
floods and earthquakes. In the past 100
years, the country has been struck by many
hurricanes including major ones in 1954,
1969 and, most recently, Hurricane Fifi in
1974. Hurricane Fifi battered Honduras
with winds cf 110 mph and rainfall of up
to 16 inches in 24 hours. The storm left
nearly one-third of the country flooded
and razed the productive north coast.
Damages included:

--- At least 8,000 people died and a

total of 600,000 were seriously
affected.

90-95% of the banana crop (the most
important export article) was
destroyed.

60% of roads, bridges, railways,
harbors and airports were destroyed.

The national cattle herd was reduced
by over 6%.

--- The dollar damage was valued at $540
million (in a country with an annual
GNP in 1973 of $850 million).

--- The national deficit went from $15.6
million in 1973 to $56.8 million in
1975."
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[Trainer Note: In your research you may
come across a ready-made case history of
recent disasters or a list of disasters
and the damage and losses incurred which
you may want to copy and hand out at this
time.]

3. You should also identify the times of year
when disasters are likely to occur (for
example, the hurricane season).

4. Finally, you should identify the key
organizations and people in your country
who are involved in disaster-related
activities.

Introduce the disaster case study/play. [ 25

min.]

1. Tell the participants:

"In order to see how each part of the
disaster relief system works, we have con-
structed a fictitious disaster and des-
cribed events as they often occur. All
the events and actions of the agencies are
based on actual occurrences.

"A hurricane has been chosen as the
scenario for this exercise because it
enables us to look not only at post-
disaster actions, but also at activities
toat occur prior to a disaster when there
is a warning period. While each type of
disaster is unique, the events in the case

study/play are representative of all
sudden-onset natural disasters.

"This play has three acts which roughly
coincide with the phases of a disaster.
1ct I discusses the pre-disaster setting,
the disaster and emergency phase. Act II
discusses the transitional recovery phase.
Act III dicusses the long-term mitigation
and preparedness phase.

"After each act we will jointly discuss
the relevant issues. Many of the issues
will relate to the myths we first looked
at in the pre-session TRUE/FALSE quiz.
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"After you have all 'lived through' a

disaster cycle, you can begin to develop
some specific ideas and plans relevant to
your work assignments."

2. Read Act I. (The readers should be at the
front of the class.)

[Trainer Note: Please note that this
disaster case study/play is a form of
guided role-playing, so it is important to
have readers who can perform their roles
effectively.]

3. After the play is read, put up the follow-
ing prepared newsprint:

Issues to Discuss

1. Priorities during the emergency.
2. Rumors.
3. Uses of churches and schools as

shelter.
4. Complacency of the population and its

leaders.
5. Lack of preparedness.
6. Coordination among agencies.
7. Overconfidence of relief/development

agencies.
8. Disaster assessment - what, when, and

how.
9. Foreign aid during an emergency --

effective or counterproductive?
10. Resourcefulness of victims.

4. Lead a discussion of the above issues.
[20 min.]

It is important to remind the trainees
that there are no easy/simple answers, and
that actions taken during any disaster
must be based on the specific circum-
stances of that disaster. However, these
general issues arise in almost every
natural disaster and general approaches to
these issues should be kept in mind when
PCVs are called upon to respond to a

disaster event.
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Guide the discussion of these issues in
such a way that the participants begin to
identify the interrelationships at work in
the case study/play. Some sample
questions that mignt be used to stimulate
and guide the group are as follows:

Issue #1: What were the priorities held
by each person during the emergency? Were
they the appropriate priorities? Were
some of the priorities counterproductive?

Issue #2: What was the impact of rumors
during the emergency period? Do rumors
make people take inappropriate actions?

Issue #3: Are churches and schools
logical emergency shelters? Why or why
not? Is there any reason to know that
churches and schools are, in fact,
structurally safe?

Issue #4: Did you think that the popu-
lation and its leaders were complacent?
Waa it 'ustifieJ? Is it realistic to
expect that they .could have been less
complacent?

Issue #5: How prepared were the various
characters? Was the Red Cross really
ready? Who seerded to be the most pre-
pared? Why? Whose lack of preparedness
seems the most irresponsible?

Issue #6: How would you characterize
the coordination among the agencies? Why
would coordination of each agency's
efforts be important?

Issue #7: What was the basis of the
confidence the relief agencies l'ad in
themselves? What are the dangers of
relief agencies working in emergencies in
countries where they have no prior experi-
ence?

Issue #8: What is the importance of a
post-disaster damage and/or needs assess-
ment? How can it be conducted in order to
get the right information at the right
time? Is it important to centralize
information collection and data process-
ing?
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Issue #9: Was some of the foreign aid
counter-productive? What should be done
to minimize the disruptiveness of foreign
aid? Which forms of foreign aid were most
effective?

Issue #10: In what ways are disaster
victims better qualified to help them-
selves than are service providers? How
did these victims exhibit their resource-
fulness?

5. Read Act II. [15 min.)

6. Put up the following prepared newsprint:

Issues to Discuss

1. Economic aid.
2. Reconstruction materials should

they be sold?
3. Housing approaches provide techni-

cal assistance or build houses?
4. Tents, clothes, medicines, etc. --

effective or timely?
5. Food aid - qhat, how much, should it

be sold?
6. Relief aid -- does it delay recon-

struction?
7. Interaction between government and

voluntary agencies.
8. Donor constraints -- what needs are

being met?
9. Role of outside volunteers (not

PCVs).
10. Waste caused by haste.

7. Lead a discussion of the above issues.
[20 min.]

Again, these are general issues which
arise in most natural disasters. Some
sample questions that you might use to
guide the discussion are as follows:

Issue #1: What forms did the economic
aid take? What aid programs seemed most
productive?
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Issue #2: Is it legitimate post-
disaster aid to sell reconstruction
materials when the economic condition of
the disaster victim couldn't be worse?
Are all low-income disaster victims who
lose their homes in dire economic straits?
What happens when aid is given away to (a)
the individual recipient; (b) his future
expectations; (c) the status of develop-
ment programs in process when the disaster
occurred? What, in principle, is a fair
price for materials that are sold?

Issue #3: What are the relative advan-
tages of a post-disaster aid program that
builds houses for disaster victims? What
are the disadvantages? What are the
relative advantages of a post-disaster aid
program that provides technical assistance
to disaster victims to rebuild their
homes?

Issue #4: Was the provision of tents,
clothes and medicines an effective form of
disaster relief? What do you think it
would cost to bring 10 planeloads of goods
of this sort from the U.S. and Europe
here? If a half or less of that aid was
used, was this money well spent? How is
it possible for donors in the U.S. and
Europe to know what would be an appro-
priate supply of clothes or medicines or
tents that would serve in the victims'
climate and culture?

Issue #5: Was there really a shortage
of food? Where? Who did it affect? For

those people who were cut off from their
food supply, what are alternative methods
of getting food to them? What if they
were cut off from their food supply
because they lost their crops and stores
in the disaster? What if it was because
they lost their jobs and could not afford
to buy food? What if it was because their
usual means of transport was cut off?

Issue #6: Is speed of reconstruction an
important objective to pursue? Should
speed of reconstruction be a guiding
policy for relief agencies? Is it possi-
ble for a relief agency that is new to a
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disaster-stricken country or one with a

very small permanent staff to implement a
reconstruction program in a timely and
appropriate fashion? In what ways might
relief aid delay reconstruction?

Issue #7: In what ways are government
and voluntary agencies interdependent
during post-disaster reconstruction? Are
voluntary agencies doing what the govern-
ment really should be doing? What is an
appropriate level of government control
over voluntary agency activities? How can
voluntary agencies support government
programs?

Issue #8: Is it legitimate for donors
to put constraints of time and type of
program on the operational staff of an
agency? What are the donor's needs in the
relief process? If the donor's needs are
in conflict with the victim's needs, what
should be done to resolve the problem?

Issue #9: Can volunteers from outside
the disaster area really be effective?
Who? How? What are appropriate roles for
them? What are inappropriate roles?

Issue #10: In a relief program adminis-
tered in a crisis, is it possible to avoid
waste? Is haste really one of the highest
priorities? What forms of waste in the
play were avoidable and counterproductive?

8. At the end of the discussion, tell the
participants: "We have now examined some
of the issues that confront development
and relief personnel during and after a

natural disaster. During the next session
we will explore the relationship between
disasters and development and begin the
process of defining ways to incorporate
mitigation and preparedness activities
into our projects as Peace Corps Volun-
teers".

If you will continue the training imme-
diately, take a brief break at this point.
If you will continue at a later period on
the same day or on the next day, announce
the time to trainees before aciourning.

[Minimum 15-minute break]
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HURRICANE UFFDA

Cast of Characters:

Play/1

Narrator, the reader who introduces the characters and settings

Col. Frank Top, Director, National Emergency & Reconstruction
Committee

Clark Kent, Peace Corps Country Director

John Goodspeed, Peace Corps Volunteer

Don Farmer, host country farmer (rural peasant)

Flo Morningbreeze, host country nurse

Mary Steward, host country shop keeper, volunteer with the Red Cross

ACT I

Narrator : The country where this play takes place could be right

here. We regard it as an important Third World country, but there is

generally little known about it in the United States. There have

been several natural disasters in the country's history; however,

there has been no major disaster within the last 20 years. Most of

our country's citizens live in an overcrowded capital, and most of

them lead marginal lives and live on marginal land. Much of that

land is the cheapest in the city, like river banks and hillsides. As

our play is about a hurricane, this means our country needs a coast-

line exposed to these tropical storms and several communities located

near the coast in very low-lying areas. That same area is an

important sugar-cane-producing region in the valley, with subsistance

farming providing marginal existence to many communities on the

hillsides.

One thing about a major disaster -- it happens to everybody. They

all have that much in common. But each person has a different

experience, a different perspective, different needs, priorities and
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concerns, both during an emergency and afterwards. The characters

that you are about to meet represent some of the important roles that

you might encounter should something like this play happen here.

Col. Top: My name is Col. Frank Top. I am assigned to the

Ministry of Defense where my primary responsibility is in equipment

procurement. The Prime Minister has also asked me to be the Director

of the National Emergency & Reconstruction Committee, which we call

NERC around here. But, since we haven't had a disaster here for

longer than I can remember, that part of my job hasn't been very

important.

Kent: Good morning [afternoon]. My name is Clark Kent and I am

the Peace Corps Country Director. I've been in country for about

four months, so I am just now getting used to the way things are done

around here. I am excited, thcugh, about what Peace Corps can

contribute to some of the development projects that are going on.

Goodspeed: Hi, rat John Goodspeed, a Peace Corps Volunteer.

I've been here in the country now for nearly a year. I am working

with a farmers' co-op where my job is to try to develop better

marketing procedures. So far it has been pretty frustrating work.

I'm only now beginning to get some of my ideas across; but then

again, I'm just now starting to understand these people in my town.

It's called Bani and is located about 3 k.n from the coast. It's near

a picturesque harbor with a small fishing village.

Farmer: My name is Don Farmer. People joke about my name

because that is what I do ... farm. I like farming but it's darn

hard to wake a living at it. It's the only thing I know how to Lo

do, though. My wife and I and three kids live on about 4 acres, 10

km north of Bani up in the hills. Only about half of the farm is
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good for growing crops and the land is owned by a man in the capital.

We finished picking the corn about a month ago, but we have some

vegetables in the garden most of the year. In a few weeks I'll be

going down to the coast to cut sugar cane for the Company. I have to

do that every year to rake a little cash so that we can buy shoes for

the kids and things like that. Maybe things will get a little better

if what that Goodspeed is talking about really works. We'll see.

Morningbreeze: My name is Flo Morningbreeze. I grew up in Bani

and lived there until I went away to nursing school in the capital.

I would have liked to go back to Bani but there was no place for me

to work, so I got a job in the hospital in Kasten. Kasten is the

regional capital about 30 km from Bani. The hospital is small and

understaffed. We have 40 beds, three doctors, and five nurses on

each shift. My days get to be real long and I sometimes wonder what

we would do if we ever had a real emergency, like an airplane crash

or something.

Steward: I'm getting the impression that my fellow countrymen

are a lot of chronic complainers. Well, I like it here in this

country and I'm doing OK. My name is Mary Steward and I run a

general merchandise shop in the capital. We don't sell anything

fancy, but the good stuff is almost all imported. Lately, I've had a

real tough time getting things in, and when I do the prices are

getting too high for my customers. The international market really

has my business all messed up. Sometimes I can get away from the

problems at the store and do some community work. So I volunteer

with tz e local Red Cross. We have monthly meetings and do some

projects in the community like first aid training.
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Narrator: Now that we have introduced all our cast, let's get on

with the story, We've been in the hurricane season now for several

weeks, but the weather has continued to be normal. Up until today,

that is; this is August 1. Let's look in on the Colonel.

Col. Top: The corporal just handed me a memo. Let's see, it

says here, "To: Director, Na:ional Emergency & Reconstruction

Committee; From: Director, National Weather Service.... The Inter-

national Hurricane Tracking Network has identified the formation of a

tropical depression approximately 1000 km off our couthc.ast coast.

It is a large storm system and will require monitoring". .... So what

does he mean by that? I'll nave to give him a call.... Hello,

Weather Service? Look, I got this memo about a "tropical

depression". Is this going to be a hurricane and is it going to hit

us or what'? What do you mean, wind /orms are too difficult to

predict; that's your job, isn't it?.... Alright, so tell me again,

what are a hurricane watch and a hurricane warniu0 A hurricane

watch is the firststage alert coming 48 hours before a hurricane

might strike.... and a hurricane warning is posred when the hurricane

is only 24 hours away.... Alright, thanks, goodbye.... Well, it sure

doesn't sound serious. Corporal, f: le this memo.

Narrator: That memo may not have seemed important yesterday, but

today is August 2 and there have been new developments.

Col. Top: What's this, corporal, another memo from the Weather

Service? It says that they have been notified by the International

Hurricane Tracking Network that the storm has intensified beyond 74

miles an hour and that it is now a fullfledged hurricane. The

network has alerted the World Meteorological Organization, tie Urited
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Nations Disaster Relief Office (UNDRO), and various international

disaster assistance agencies.

Corporal, get that list of members of the National Emergency &

Reconstruction Committee and ask them to come here to a meeting at

4:00 this afternoon.

Morningbreeze: I heard on the radio this morning that there is a

big storm coining this way, but my landlady told me not to worry. She

said that a hurricane has never hit Kasten.

Kent: News about the hurricane doesn't sound good. On the one

hand, I should tell Col. Top that the Peace Corps stands ready to

help if the hurricane strikes. On the other hand, I had better order

the PCVs to get on the first bus going to the capital and take cover.

Col. Top: We had this meeting of NERC but only seven of the

twelve members showed up. After getting more doubletalk from the

weatherman, I called the International Hurricane Tracking Network

myself. The guy there said that the direction of the hurricane is

still too erratic to predict a projected hurricane track. But he

also said that, in his opinion, it probably won't hit us. Everybody

else at the meeting did not --ant to issue any statement that would

alarm the public. However, proper procedures require that I put the

government and the armed forces on stencil: alert.

Steward: We had our monthly meeting of the Red Cross this
evening. The main agenda was a discussion on the standardization of

bandage sizes. Somebody raised the question of the hurricane. The

chairman got out the guides issued by the League of Red Cross

Societies o.) what to do in case of emergencies. It 1.:::ked like most

of the recommendations were for things that should have been done

long ago. But we all agreed that we ready know what to do and, for

the most part, the Red Cross is ready.
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Narrator: During the night the hurricane intensifies and begins

to move in a westward direction. It is given tie name "Uffda" and

hourly reports on its position are broadcast on the radio. The

reports note that the change in direction now means that it is poised

directly at the eastern coast of the country. It is now August 3.

Morningbreeze: My supervisor at the hospital must be worried

about the hurricane. This morning she asked me to take an inventory

of all the drugs on hand that she thought would be needed to treat

diseases following a hurricane. It doesn't look good. We are either

lot/ on the drugs or all out.

Col. Top: Corporal, I've got this long list of drugs from the

hospital administrator at Kasten. She tells me that they ar out of

them but they will be needed in case of emergency. Send a telex to

the International Emergency Assistance Agency and ask them to send

these medicines immediately. Also call another meeting of the NERC

for 1C:00 this morning.

Kent: The Mission Disaster Relief Officer over at AID gave me a

call first thing this morning. He's never been through a disaster

before either. His main concern is that Peace Corps tell its

Volunteers to get to shelter. But it's probably too late to get any

messages to them. I just hope they have enough sense to get to a

church or school for safe shelter.

Col. Top: Thank you all for coming to this hastily called meet-

ing. A quick situation report is that the Weather Service says they

will issue a Hurricane Watch this afternoon unless the storm changes

direction. Our agenda right now is to draw up a plan of operation

and to look for a strong building with good radio communications and

te,ephone links to the entire country. It would be used as an
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emergency operations center. I also want each of you to contacf- your

respective government ministries or agencies. Make sure the protec-

tion of all equipment critical to the operation of each ministry or

agency is given a high priority. I want building materials and

sandbags from the Public Works Department sent to the low-lying and

exposed areas to protect installations there. Focus your attention

on the coastal areas.

Goodspeed: Everybody out here in Bani is glued to their radios.

This morning they said there was a Hurricane Watch on, and then an

hour later they said that it was a false alarm. The people don't

seem to know what to do. Some folks are boarding up their windows

and picking food from their gardens. My counterpart, who works in

the farmers' co-op, invited me over to his house to have a hurricane

party with his family. But I think I will make a run to the market

for some food and try to figure out what I can use to close up my

windows. Other than that, I have a strong house that should be able

to take a hard blow.

Narrator: News of the hurricane has reached our former colonial

ruler where many of our folks have immigrated. The news media senses

a growing interest in the story and teams of reporters are being

dispatched to our country to provide a minute-by-minute account if

the hurricanes strikes. None of the correspondents have ever

experienced a hurricane before.

The time is now 1:00 a.m. on August 4. The storm further intensifies

and moves rapidly towaid the coast.

Col. Top: Look, I realize it's late but our NERC committee here

has got to develop an evacuation plan for the people living in the

low-lying areas. I'll ask the chairman of the Red Cross to update
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this list of hurricane shelters that was prepared a few years ago.

When it's ready, I'll have the corr-al get it to the news media.

Morningbreeze: When I got up this morning at 6:00, I heard the

radio announce a Hurricane Warding. I still find it hard to believe

that a hurricane could actually hit us within a day. Then the news

caster read a list of shelters. But that wasn't too useful because

it included the old elementary school building. When I asked my

landlady where it was, she said that it brae torn down two years ago!

Goodspeed: My neighbor came over this morning to say that he

heard the NERC was considering recommending that people along the

coast in Bani evacuate to high ground. But they didn't Say exactly

where to go. My neighbor said, "You're from the States; what are we

supposed to do?". I've got less of an idea than they do, but I had

better find out.

At noon I went down to the store and all I could tell about a storm

coming was that the tides were high. There is no wind but there have

been some rain showers.

Steward: I've had an incredible rush in my shop today on things

people think they will need in an eiutrgency. Candles, nails, wire,

batteries, kerosene and stuff like that are almost all gone. Some of

the shops up the street are taking advantage of the situation and

really raising their prices.

Col. Top : Our office has taken nearly a dozen phone calls in the

last hour from people complaining about price gouging. We notified

the Prime Minister who said he would declare profiteering illegal.

Goodspeed: About 4:30 this afternoon a team from EuroVision News

showed up in Bani. They immediately picked up on stories of
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profiteering and telecast siuse well-armed store owners who look like

they are defending themselves against potential looters. My neighbor

seems to be insulted by both the store owners and the television

crew.

Col. Top: At 5:00 p.m. the Weather Service announced that the

hurricane has begun to move again. Its course puts it on a track

which will bring it directly into contact with the central and

,uthern portions of the country. The hurricane is predicted to

strike early tomorrow morning. Winds on the coast are now gusting up

to 50 miles an hour. I will now issue the order for residents to

evacuate the area around Bani as quickly as possible and seek shelter

in the churches and schools in communities on higher grnnd.

Kent: Late this afternoon we received a telex at the Peace Corps

office from the International Emergency Assistance Agency. They said

they couldn't get through to NERC and asked us to pass on the messa,e

that it is impossible to deliver the requested medical supplies due

to the proximity of the storm.

Farmer: At 10:30 this evening my brother, his wife and two kids

showed up at our house. He's a fisherman who lives near the narbor

in Bani. He was really scared and said that they got a ride out of

the area on the back of a friend's pickup. When they left, nearly an

hour ago, the water 'Ids coming across the only road that separates

his village from the sea. Big breakers were eroding the roadbed, and

many of the cars and trucks trying to leave were stalled on the road.

They were one of the last families out before the road went under

water, leaving most of the people stranded.

Col. Top: Corporal, get me in touch with the Army engineering

battalion and ask them to evacuate the village at the Bani harbor.
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Goodspeed: Things are really getting hairy! Just before mid-

night, I heard that the army trying to evacuate the harbor had to

give up. They put in some small boats to try a rescue by water but

it was too rough. Somebody said they thought there were still about

2,000 people stuck over there with no place to go except their

rooftops.

Narrator: Just after midnight on August 5, communication from

the capital to outlying areas is lost. At 2:00 a.m. the eye of the

hurricane passes about midway between the capital and Bani. Winds

reach a peak of 125 miles per hour.

Goodspeed: What a night! The noise was incredible. Things were

flying all over and I never knew if I should be opening up windows on

one side of the house and closing them on the other side or what. I

crept outside this morning about 7:00 to see what had happened.

Winds were still about 60 miles an hour. What a mcss! Uprooted

trees, roofing sheets, boards everywhere. Every house in my neigh-

borhood looks damaged and at least half are probably beyond repair.

Most of my roof is off; the wood frame walls are all racked out of

shape and partly pushed off the foundation. And my house was better

than most in this neighborhood.

Kent: That was the most terrifying night of my life. I kept

waiting for something to go. Our family lucked out, though; the

biggest damage was a tree that blew over and landed within 5 feet of

the house. Now I've tot to figure out how to get in touch with the

Volunteers. All telephone lines are down and roads are closed. I'll

ask the AID Mission if they can get a helicopter for me to get out to

the sites and check ou them.
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Morningbreeze: By the time I got to the hospital this morning at

8:00, the place was overrun with people. Mainly severe cuts and

broken bones, a few concussions. By noon we hae about 150 people who

needed beds. We only have 40. Some people were saying that some-

thing awful had happened at the Bani harbor. But nobody seems to

know what has happened in the rural areas beyond Bani.

Col. Top: At 1:00 this afternoon I was ordered by the Prime

Minister to join him, the Red Cross director, and some cabinet

ministers on a helicopter tour of the affected area. The Prime

Minister was shocked by the extent of the damage and we were all

appalled by the conditions at the Bani harbor. It looked completely

devastated. The few survivors there looked desperate for help. When

we got back we were informed that a tidal surge swept inland nearly

20 miles in the delta region. The sugar cane is ruined and whole

villages are wiped out.

Steward: The Red Cross volunteers were asked by NERC to collect

information on the extent of damage and injuries in our own neighbor-

hoods. When I was out canvassing the area I saw others from the

university also taking surveys. One was doing a health survey;

another was doing a house damage survey. We all seem to be using

different survey questionnaires and looking at different things.

There obviously hasn't been any effective coordination on this damage

and needs assessment. Everything I have heard, though, indicates

that the death toll and damage are high.

Col. Top: This disaster is made worse bi all kinds of reporters

hounding me for information and asking what the government is going

to do. Corporal, tell those reporters to hold off until our informa-

tion is ready. I agree with our NERC committee that the first thing

we new-2 to do is conduct e thorough survey of the damage and central-

ize the data collection in this office. I also want the Red Cross to

coordinate all disaster relief activities during th3 emergency.
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Kent : The AID Mission Disaster Relief Officer was injured last

night by some broken glass, so he asked me to attend the special

meeting of NERC. It was called for representatives of voluntary

agencies and foreign embassies and was held at 8:00 this evening. We

received a situation report and the Foreign Minister read a list of

pledges of aid and assistance that have been received from other

governments. We asked NERC for instructions, but apparently no plans

or activities have been considered. It looks to me like a real

problem of indecision and lack of leadership.

From what I hear, the international press is here in force and is

making this the number one news story around the world.

Mornin breeze: This is getting terrible! It's late at night and

injured people are still coming in. I was told to get set up for a

massive vaccination program against epidemics, but we don't have

either the time or the supplies. I'm not even sure what we will

vaccinate for.

Narrator: So ends the first day of the disaster. Overseas,

spontaneous donations of relief goods begin to arrive at voluntary

agency offices, churches and our consulates. The donations are

especialy heavy in communities with large numbers of people who have

immigrated from our country.

At UNDRO headquarters in Geneva, a donor list is established to

record all major donations. An announcement of its availability is

sent to a long list of voluntary agencies and foreign ministries.

The time is now 7:30 a.m. on August 6.
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Col. Top: I am really drained. I only got one hour of sleep

last night and this morning the Prime Minister went on national radio

at 7:00 to announce that he has taken personal command of emergency

operations and reconstruction. He then appointed a new coordinating

committee to take over from NERC. It will be directed by General

Crum, head of Civil Defense. I will be the liaison from NERC And

will be in charge of public relations. My first job is to draft a

plea to the international community for massive assistance. The

second is to get a message to the people to take precautions in thei-

personal hygiene and to oe especially carer:ul to boil all drinking

water.

Steward: I've been at the Red Cross office all night. At 8:00

a.m. we sent a telex to the League of Red Cross Societies and asked

for international assistance. We specifically requested tents,

clothing, medicines and food.

Kent: I've asked my assistant director to get in touch with all

Volunteers in the disaster area and find out how they are. One

Volunteer here in the capital survived just fine and this morning

went Jilt to the airport to help with the incoming relief materials.

Already, planeloads of tents, medicines, blankets and canned food are

coming in.

Morningbreeze: At 10:00 a.m. a doctor here in our hospital

reported a possible case of typhus. Within an hour the Prime

Minister ordered mass innoculation of all residents in the disaster

area. But we have run out of almost all medical supplies.

Col. Top: What a mess! I got a request from the hospital

administrator at Kasten asking for more medical supplies. So I have

to pass that request on to the governments that have offered disaster

assistance. But at the same time medical supplies are pouring in at
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the airport and I have no idea what kind they are. The corporal

tells me that some of the medicines coming in are expired and

useless.

We are starting to get what look like accurate casualty reports from

outside the capital area. It's devastating. There has been heavy

loss of life in the delta region, with the largest number of

casualties reported in the collapse of churches and schools used as

shelters. In one church alone, 400 people are reported dead. The

roofs were blown off Twist of the schools, including several that were

used as shelters. The worst is at the Bani harbor. Nearly 2000

people were lost, mainly drowned in the storm surge.

Steward: At noon we had a meeting with the local voluntary

agencies and church groups at our Red Cross headquarters to decide

what to do. After three hours it became obvious that it will take a

long time to sort out who is going to be responsible for each facet

of relief.

Farmer: I can't believe this is all happening. Our whole family

spent the day just cleaning up the debris around the farm. The roof

was blown off. The shed for the animals is totally gone and only one

goat survived. Our vegetables are ruined but the corn in the bin is

OK. It looks like I've lost part of my farm; one field was wiped out

in a landslide. The first thing I will have to do is get some sort

of temporary roof on the house to at least keep the rain out.

Kent: I was able to get a line to call Washington this afternoon

to give a situation report. I was told that televised news reports

of the disaster have already begun to arrive there. The reporting

focused on the tragedy of the Bani harbor. Reports are also

depicting the government as inept and they are saying that, unless

massive international assistance is received, survivors will starve

to death.
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Col. Top: I've gotten telexes from several international volun-

tary agencies who are sending their personnel to the area. They are

coming to assess the needs and to coordinate their relief efforts.

UNDRO is also sending a person.

Narrator: The airlift of aid continues through the night and

into the next day, August 7, the second day after the disaster.

Col. Top: Stuff is pilins at) at the airport at a rate beyond

belief, at least beyond our experience. My corporal has come back in

from the airport and reports that most aid materials are coming from

foreign governments. Apparently they are coming from stockpiles of

certain relief items, basically bulk food like rice, flour, cooking

oil and salt, as well as medicines and tents. Shipments from

voluntary agencies are a real mixed bag of goods and include various

kitchen utensils, tools, flashlights, medicines, a wide assortment of

food, hurricane lamps, clothing, blankets, an odd assortment of

camping supplies and water purification tablets. It seems that the

materials are packed according to size and each bundle contains a

hodge-podge of different things. Most people at the airport are

spending all their time just sorting out all the stuff.

Goodspeed: At this point I am a little numb. I spent all of

today helping the rescue team at the harbor, pulling out bodies and

distributing food to the survivors. One of the members of my

farmers' co-op and his family are staying in my house. They lost

ev,rything. Most people are living in makeshift shelters of salvaged

materials that they pulled out of the wreckage of their houses.

Narrator: It's been three days since the hurricane began its

assault on our formerly peaceful country. There are no natural laws
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that say when the emergency period is over but convention has it

that, after between 48 and 72 hours, most life-endangering conditions

are under control. So ,.e'll use this as a good time to bring Act I

to a close.
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ACT II

Narrator: As I said awhile ago, the state of emergency is
relative. We may not have any more of our countrymen in danger of

being killed or dying of exposure, but there are many other sorts of

personal emergencies. Convention has it, though, that this is the

beginning of the rehabilitation phase. People are trying to re-
establish a semblance of normalcy. The dead are buried; the personal

grieving is masked by intense activity. Businesses are reopening,
farmers are clearing up the mess, and the government is trying to get
everything back in at least minimal running order. Let's see how
Mary Steward is doing with her business. Today is August 8.

Steward: Getting the business back in operation has not been
easy. Most of our main stocks are out. I can't get a telephone cell

through to my suppliers, but I doubt that they would have supplies
anyway. It almost doesn't matter because I don't know what my

customers are going to want to buy. All of this relief stuff is
being dumped on the market and given away. Who is going to buy it
from me if they can get it free? I don't know, maybe I don't have it
so bad. Rumors are that a lot of stores were looted and wiped out.

Col. Toe: I've heard tle rumors too from the caporal. There
are reports about looting in the news but nobody has given me any
specific information. We will start a sun-down to sun-up curfew in
the disaster area until further notice.

The road crews have finally been able to partially re-open most of
the major roads that were closed by landslides and washouts. We'll
be able to start truck convoys of relief goods to areas outside the
capital.
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Kent : After recoiving a request from the Emergency Committee,

Peace Corps sent three more Volunteers out to the airport. Some PCVs

from the north, where the hurricane didn't hit, have come in to the

capital. They will help out at some of the private voluntary

agencies that gearing up for an influx of relief supplies. The

Volunteers around the Bani area are all too busy helping at the

relief distribution centers to even call to our office.

Goodspeed: I have barely slept in three days. I'm temporarily

out of a job. I mean, what can I do to develop better marketing

practices for farm products when there's no market, right? ro I've

been helping people dig °tuff out of the wrecks of their houses.

There weren't many valuables. but we pulled o.it whatever furniture

that wasn't ruined and all of the wood and roofing that could be

salrageo. We cal ly had Co scramble to get some kind of temporary

shelters sot up. By today everybody pretty much has things under

cover and protected. And, wouldn't you know it, just as we finished

an army truck pulled up with a load of tents; they set them up in the

park ti n4 then drove off. I don't know who is going to use them,

except for the kids who are playing hide-and-seek around them.

Morningbreeze: After working nearly non-stop for three days, we

were finally able to take a break. Two Peace Corps nurses who had

been up north came in to help us. But it is taking much of my time

just showing them our procedures.

Kent: Word has it from the States that the voluntary agencies

who 'lave been raising money are being asked by the press what their

plans are for relief and reconstruction. No doubt the public

relations folks are assuring them that planning is going ahead

full-steam; but when I contact their field staff here to s?e about

placing Volunteers with them, I find that they haven't even come up

with a plan. It sounds like more staff will be brought in to speed

things up.
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Narrator: Coming to terms with what to do and how to do it is

obviosly hard for everyone. Maybe it will be easier by today,

August 9.

Col. Tot: General Crum has asked me to call this meeting of the

Emergency Relief Committee here this morning. I had hoped that

representatives of all the relief agencies would be here, but a few

key ones are missing. What we are going to do, in order to reduce

duplication of effort, is ask that each agency take on responsibility

for relief and reconstr- :ion in a particular sector or town. I have

a list of the communitief, here on the chalkboard and each agency will

pick one or two to assist. The leftover communities will be divided

among the agencies that aren't here today.

Kent: That meeting this morn' -.3 was not much more than a
lottery. At least we have some direction. But I'm worried about

some of these agencies being able to pull it off. Some of them

strike me as amateurs who are here more on a lark than anything else.

Goodspeed: Some of my neighbors are coming to me every day and

asking for me to arrange for a free house or a job for them. They

don't seem to understand that I have no control over things like

that. Even if I did, where would I 1-1c;in?

Narrator: Some people are starting to call this the disaster

after the disaster. There are news stories of corruption and

favoritism in the distribution of relief supplies. It is now August

10, five days after the disaster.
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Steward: For the first few days I was busy full-time working

with the Red Cross. Now the Prime Minister has asked the churches to

form committees to oversee the distribution of relief goods in each

community. For me that is a relief; I need to spend more time at the

shop.

Kent: All right, who's on first?! I got three phone calls this

morning asking Peace Corps to attend three different coordinkti^n

meetings convened ' three different agencies. Who is coordinating

the coordinators?

Farmer: The Prime Minister came to Bani today. They broadcast

his speech on national radio. He sass we will rebuild everything,

bigger and better. But he says that will mean that we will have to

work together, that all political parties will have to cooperate.

Then two hours later I hear on the radio that the opposition leader

is saying there is "massive corruption" in the relief programs and he

says he will make equality of aid an issue in the next election. I

know darn well I want my share The townspeople in Bani are getting

nice new houses and all they have offered me is 10 roofing sheets at

half-price. I still don't know how I'll be able to afford flour and

( .her food from the market, and my kids are kept out of school as

long as the school is being used as a shelter.

Narrator: Today is August 11.

Col. Top:, Corporal, draft a memo to the Prime Minister that at

10!00 a.m. the Emergency Relief Committee held a coordination meeting

between the government and voluntary agencies to discuss various

topics. Housing reconstruction was identified as the top priority.

At 12:30 the field representative for UNDRO arrived. He offered to

coordinate foreign assistance. I agreed to his proprsal and have

called a coordination meeting for tomorrow.
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Farmer: On the radio this eve-,ing, there was a program by some

evangelical missionaries. They are calling for a national day of

prayer. They also say that it was our sins that brought on this

disaster. Maybe they are right.

Narrator: The frenzy of day-to-day accIvity has slowed down by

now. We just got through the first week since the disaster. We'll

look at the next week's activities together, August 11 17.

Kent: I'm spending all of my time going to meetings, some at the

government, others called by the voluntary agencies. I didn't even

get to the UNDRO meeting.

I've finally gotten a census on all the PCVs in the disaster area and

they are all safe. It is becoming apparent that most of their

programs will have to be redesigned.

Steward: The Red Cross is receiving huge amounts of money from

overseas. The k:onors are requiring that the money get to the victims

as .quickly ad possible and that we have only 30 to 90 days to spend

it all.

Morningbreeze: I know what he means, "disaster after the

disaster". We finally were ably to deal with the patient needs at

the hospital; in fact, we had some empty bees. And then a whole

bunch of foreign doctors arrived. They have literally been pestering

us, asking for assignments and vehicles. Some of our doctors are

spending more time with the foreign doctors than with the patients.

Good/L=1: Now we aLe seeing a new class of stuff coming into

the country: prefab houses. In fact, some of them aren't even houses

but are garden-variety tool sheds. The salespeople are claiming to
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have the "ultimate solution" for low-cost housing. Some claim their

house is temporary and others say theirs is a permanent housing

solution.

Col. Top: All these houses. Who knows which ones to build or

which ones the government should support? General Crum decided to

have a housing fair where all the manufacturers can set up their

units and show them to the public. Let the market decide.

Farmer: My wife went down to Bani today to get some of the

relief food. The lines were real long and she had to wait a long

time. Sur that's the price you have to pay for free food. I haven't

sold my corn yet and the price for it has gone to pot. I'll be even

worse off than I am now if I can't sell it soon.

Col. Top: The main purpose of this meeting of the Emergency

Relief Committee is to clear the air on the distribution of food aid.

A lot of you people from the voluntary agencies are claiming that

free food distribution will be counterproductive. The government

strongly disagrees. There are hungry people out there who need our

help. To ask victims to pay for food or other aid would be against

the humanitarian principles of disaster relief. A" aid will be

given free to the victims. We do not agree with you that this will

create dependencies.

Furthermore, I want to make clear our government's policy on housing.

We have to move rz.pidly as the rainy season is only bye months off.

However, we must build housing of permanent materials that will be

hurricane-proof. I know that some of you think this will cost more

and will limit the number of housing units that you can build, but

this will be our policy.
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Narrator: During the third week, August 18-24, emphasis begins

to shift away fr z emergency relief activities to concern about

interim recovery and longer-term reconstruction needs. The Prime

Min=ster is saying that there is a change in the post-disaster

realities and that he will appoint a National Reconstruction

Committee. The Emergency Relief Committee will remain active until

all relief needs have been met. Col. Top will be ,r.e liaison between

the two committees.

Col. Top: I am beginning to think the chief responsibility of

this office is to act as an airport limousine service. I have a

group of international bankers coming in today for talks on financial

loans to the government. The Prime Minister has ordered the Finance

Ministry to give top priority to refinancing some of the national

debt.

Now the foraign military has arrived. At least I know how to deal

with them. They are starting to repair roads and bridges and they

have the heavy equipment to do it. First priority is to open up all

the roads in the mountains that were closed by landslides.

Steward: Fortunately, I had my business insured. The adjusters

have already completed their report and, on the whole, I didn't do

too badly. Now my problem is to find a qualified carpenter to repair

the store. It seems like everybody and his brother are claiming they

are builders, and they are charging three times the rate they charged

before the hurricane. Even at that, they are all busy.

Farmer: I am really getting mad. An unbelievable amount of free

food is being dumped in the whole disaster area and the price of corn

is at an all-time low. I've got to rebuild my house and barn, but

the price of tools and building materials is going out of sight. My

brother lot a temporary job driving a truck for a relief agency.
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Col. Top: We have a big agenda for today's meeting of the

National Reconstruction Committee. First, I want to inform you that

the government will not support a program of price controls. We feel

that it would create a black ina7ket that would only make matters

worse. Second, we have received many requests from voluntary

agencies asking for technical literature on reconstruction of

housing. Some have also asked for technical data about agricultural

recovery in the areas flooded by salt water from the storm surge.

The corporal here will try to locate this information as soon as

possible. Third , I want to announce that the National Housing Bank

has a new program of low-interest loans for housing repair and

replacement. There will be special criteria to help the poor to

apply for these loans.

Goodspeed: I recently got assigned to a voluntary agency named

Beta Aid that is working in Bani. We are in the middle of a housing

construction program, but it is not without its problems. Beta Aid

was required by their headquarters to spend ell of their donated

money within 90 days of the hurricane. But there was no way we could

use the house design that we wanted and get all the houses built in

that time. The field director asked for a time extension from head-

quarters but it was denied. So we had to pull out all the stops,

hire laborers from outside the disaster are,, pick a real simple

house design and mass- produce it.

CoLL....:ao : I must say, the National Reconstruction Committee and

the voluntary agencies are very impressed with that Beta Aid program.

They really are getting those houses up fast.

Farmer: My cousin and his family were given one of those Beta

Aid houses. Boy, are th,y awful! It's too little even for their

small family; they put the door on he wrong side; the tin roof is so

low that it is like an oven in there during the day. And besides

that, they are poorly-built and ugly. The only good thing about it
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that I can see is that they can take the house apart and reuse some

of the materials when they build a permanent house.

Narrator: The coordination meetings are now poorly attended and,

in the future, will be held only once every two weeks. The UNDRO rep

submits his final report and leaves. The Prime Minister lifts the

curfew and declares that the emergency is over. And so is Act II.
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ACT III

Narratc.c: At the beginning of Act III, we start the fourth week

after the disaster, August 25-31.

Col. Top: Corporal, draft a press release and make sure all

voluntary agencies receive a copy. Announce that we have modified

our policy on the distribution of relief goods to allow sales of

certain items. Each agency can determine their own procedures and

criteria. Acknowledge that we have received complaints from the

countryside that there are considerable differences in quality and

amount of aid given among the agencies. dowever, we still do not

feel it is advisable to establish uniform reconstruction policies.

Between you and me, if we did set standards, it would just create

even more resentment and rivalry between the agencies.

Goodspeed: I finally took a day off and went over to visit a

fellow PCV working in a town between here and Kasten. Things have

pretty much come to a stop there. He was working with a co-op that

was putting together a housing program. Then, just this week, an

agency came in that had only arrived in country the day before. They

cr 1 led a town meeting and told the people that they should stop

rebuilding. The agency said that they will rebuild a model community

and that materials and expertise will be arriving in several weeks.

My friend was coaxed into being the interpreter. Now he feels that

the community identifies him with the pzoject even though he thinks

it is a bad idea. In any case, now nobody is doing anything.

Kent: I've been working with the Peace Corps program officer

trying to develop the new programs. It is our intent to be

responsive to the government's stated priority on housing, but we

can' t figure out where to best put our apples. On the one hand I see
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editorials in the newspapers that call for the government to take

measures that will keep a disaster like this from happening again,

things like implementing lluilding and zoning codes. Nearly every day

there are articles on how to build hurricane-resistant housing, but

these are ideas based on technology coming out of Europe and the

States. They don't look to me like they apply here very well. On

the other hand, I'm not seeing any information on how to improve the

traditional low-cost housing. AID tells me that over 80% of the

country consists of traditional housing. But these editorials are

saying that traditional house types should be banned altogether

because they are inherently unsafe. Then the one agency that is

rebuilding traditional types of housing has been criticized for

rebuilding and institutionalizing slums. Where do we go from hei ;?

Narrator: The rate of work towards recovery continues at an

intense pace, but the significant events become less frequent. The

first month since the disaster is behind us and we'll now look at the

next six months together.

Col. Top: We are still getting a lot of aid pouring into the

country, but at least it is manageable now. Most of it is

constcuction materials, particularly roofing sheets and lumber. The

majority of it is coming from governments, although some of the

agencies involved in housing are shipping in some of their own

materials too.

Farmer : I've gotten together with the other members of our co-op

and we have sent a message to the Ministry of Agriculture. We told

them that we are not going to replant our fields because people are

hoarding all that free food and they will not be buying our food at

next harvest time. First I lose my barn, half my house, my goats,

half a field slid away in the landslide, the sugar cane was wiped out
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so I can't make any cash; and now I'm hot even going to have my farm

income next year either.

Goodspeed: I think everybody is teed-off over the unfair way the

distribution of reconstruction materials is going. All the pressure

coming in from the agencies finally got the government to develop a

model approach for reconstruction and relief aid. But as far as I

can see, it was too little too late. Everybody is ignoring their

model. The more I look at the houses we built with Beta Aid, the

more I worry about them. I doubt if they would take a strong wind.

Steward: My husband's family has owned a large farm for genera-

tions, located on the edge of the capital city. Yesterday, A big

group of tenant farmers, Ied by some radical community organizers,

squatted on the farm. They say that they lost their homes in thr-

disaster, but thet doesn't give them the right to take over our land.

We called the police and demanded that the people be kicked off, but

the government is too afraid of the political consequences. A

compromise we could live with would be for the government to buy the

land from us.

Col. Top: We will not tolerate that kind of land seizure that

took place out at Steward's farm. I will announce that those

squatters will eac:, receive a parcel of land but absolutely no aid in

the form of cons'.:ruction materials or urbanization. That had better

put a stop to any cuture squatting.

Goodspeed: One of she European church groups has defied the

government and supplied truckloads of building materials to the

people at Steward's farm. Now there are these land invasions

happening all over the disaster area. My Volunteer friend over by

Kasten told me that many families he was working with are organizing

a land invasion there too.
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Kent: In talking with the Minister of Housing tc.lay, I learned

they realize that the Ministry's policy on permanent housing is

unrealistic. They will agree to permit reconstruction programs to

rebuild traditional housing so long as what gets built is "safe".

But from what I know of the National Housing Bank, they will not give

loans to people building traditional houses.

Farmer: My brother figured he wasn't ever going to get his

regular job back, so he moved to the capital to look for work. So

far he nasn't found anything. There are already thousands of people

like him also looking for jobs. Out of desperation he joined one of

the Ian:. invasions. He figured it would be the only way he could get

any sort of house for his family.

Col. Top: The Prime Minister asked for a summary report on the

housing rec)nstruction. Of tne total 45 non-governmental programs,

29 are located within the capital or its immediate vicinity, 10 are

located along the highway between the capital and the delta, and a

few are located in the mountains. The corporal seemed a bit

sarcastic when he commented that the closer the victims are to the

main highway or the capital, the more likely they are to get a

housing project.

Kent: We are finally getting some direction from the government

on housing programs. After the Reconstruction Committee published

their report , the government was pressured into starting a whole

series of housing projects for disaster victims. The pilot project

will be near the Bani harbor. Now why are they going to rebuild a

place that was just proven to be disaster-prone?

Morningbreeze: All the foreign doctors are finally gone. I

guess the good side of this disaster is that one government is going

to donate a new wing for our hospital; another is going to equip a

new operating room and lab. I don't know what it has to do with the

hurricane or who is going to staff the additions, though.
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Narrator: In EL.rope and North America, news of the disaster is

gone from public consciousness. There is a feeling within the relief

and development agencies that a certain kind of normalcy has been

achieved.

Col. Top: I've just finished a new report for the Prime Minister

on the housing reconstruction projects. Almost all of the foreign

agencies have pulled out of the country claiming toat they were

finished with their programs. However, our National Reconstruction

Commi ttee survey shows that 60% of the urban residents and 85% of the

people in the --ural areas are still without replacement housing.

Farmer: The government was finally able to guarantee minimum

prices for corn, so I went ahead and put in half the usual planting.

I am just about to harvest the corn and will have some money to start

rebuilding my barn and house. But all those agencies that were here

helping us folks build houses have now left the country.

Col. Top: The Ministry of Agriculture reported to our offi:e

that total food production for next year will be very low. We wi:1

have to make food aid agreements with donor agencies for the comirg

year . Sometimes I wonder when I will ever get back to my job at the

Ministry of Defense.

Narrator: It has been three years now since the disaster.

Housing construction is continuing, in fact, is at its peak of

activity now that the economy has stabilized to some degree. A

survey by the National Reconstruction Committee reports that a large

percentage of the houses built during earlier reconstruction

activities are now vacant. A different survey by U.N. experts

reports that the majority of housing designs constructed by the

relief agencies are more dangerous to the occupants than those
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destroyed in the disaster. Many of the houses have been rebuilt on

unsafe sites, notably on land which could flood in heavy rains.

General Crum, the former head of the National Reconstruction

Committee, announced that he will retire from government and go into

the housing business.

THE END
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Pre-Training Questionnaire

1. Cholera is a major public health threat
after most hurricane disasters.

2. Churches and schools make good hurricane
shelters.

3. Corpses found in earthquake rubble do not
pose a serious epidemic threat.

4. Disasters do not discriminate between
developed and developing countries or
between rich and poor people within a
country.

5. After a disaster; the victims are often in
shock and unable to help themselves.

6. After a disaster the primary needs are
food, blankets and medicines.

7. Tents are the most efficient form of
emergency shelter.

8. The speed at which a community recovers
from a disaster is largely linked to the
speed with which emergency and recon-
struction assistance is provided.

9. International aid after an emergency is
largely based on the needs of the donor
rather than the needs of ;:he victim.

10. Concrete block house:: are more earthquake
resistadt than adobe houses.

11. There is a possibility that my site may
experience a disaster during my two years
of service.
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CONCEPTS AND TERMS

INTERVENTION: Action in order to change the course of events. The
purpose of disaster intervention is to improve the
circumstances of disaster victims. Any disaster
response initiated from outside the affected com-
munity is a form of intervention.

VICTIM: A person affected by a disaster. Victims are
capable of making intelligent choices and, when
special allowances are made so that victims can cope
with personal losses, they can participate effec-
tively in all post-disaster activities.

PRE-DISASTEP
PLANNING: The process of preparing a set of decisions for

action in the future which would create
self-sufficiency in dealing with natural phenomena
or planning for the effective application of aid.
Pre-disaster planning is divided into disaster pre-
vention, mitigation and preparedness.

DISASTER

RELIEF: The reduction of human suffering, the improvement of
material well-being, and the restoration of personal
security.

DISASTER
PREVENTION: Actions taken to eliminate or avoid harmful natural

phenomena and their effects (i.e. cloud seeding to
control meteorological patterns; pest control to
prevent locust swarms; erection of dams or levees to
prevent flooding; etc.).

MITIGATION: Actions taken to reduce the effects of extreme
natural phenomena on both human suffering and
property loss. Measures include land use planning,
improved disaster resistant building techniques, and
better agricultural practices.

PREPAREDNESS: Actions taken to limit the impact of natural pheno-
mena by structuring response and by effecting a
quick and orderly reaction.

RISK: The relative degree of probability that a hazardous
event will occur. An active fault zone, for exam-
ple, would be an area of high risk.
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VULNERABILITY:

RAPID ONSET
(CATACLYSMIC)
DISASTERS:

SLOW ONSET
(OR LONG-TERM)
AND CONTINUING
DISASTERS:

EMERGENCY
PHASE:

A condition wherein human settlements or buildings
are exposed to a disaster by virtue of their
construction or proximity to hazardous terrain.

Large-scale events causing immediate damage and
destruction. Following an eent, there may be a
tremendous amount of suffering and chaos, but things
soon begin to improve. Cataclysmic disasters
include earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, cyclonic
storms and floods. The damaged area in a cataclys-
mic disaster is usually relatively small, but loss
of life is sudden and therefore dramatic. Cataclys-
mic disasters can destroy buildings and entire human
settlements. In terms of food and food distribu-
tion, cataclysmic disasters are normally more
disruptive than destructi'ie. They disrupt or damage
irrigation, transport and marketing systems and, to
a limited extent, they may destroy food supplies.
But the extent of destruction depends on the season,
location of the disaster, and total area affected.

A series of events that gradually culminate in a
disaster situation. The situation may remain
constant or even deteriorate as time passes. Con-
tinuing disasters include droughts, crop failures,
and prolonged civil strife. The affected area in a
continuing disaster may be extremely large. Contin-
uing disasters disrupt transportation and food
distribution networks and can also bring them to a

complete halt, perhaps ultimately destroying the
system itself.

The phase of a disaster characterized by actions
that are necessary to save lives. They include:
search-and-rescue, first aid, emergency medical
assistance, restoration of emergency communication
and transportation networks and, in some disasters,
evacuation from areas still vulnerable to further
disaster events. Other actions taken during the
emergency phase include initial disaster assessment
and emergency repairs to critical facilities.
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REHABILITATION
FOR TRANSITIONAL)
PHASE: The phase of a disaster which initially includes

people's returning to work and the permanent repair
of infrastructure, repair of damaged buildings, and
other actions necessary to help the community return
to normal as quickly as possible. This phase
coincides with the period in which emotional
recovery normally begins.

RECONSTRUCTION
PHASE: The phase of a disaster which is characterized by

the physical reordering of the community and the
physical environment. Durin3 this period, people
reconstruct housing and other buildings and repair
roads and other community facilities; and agricul-
ture returns to normal. The actual time span is
often very difficult to define. It may start fairly
early, even during the recovery period, and may last
for many years.
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DISASTER CONTINUUM
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SESSION #2

THE ROLE OF PEACIi CORPS VOLUNTEERS

IN DISASTER MITIGATION AND PLEPAREDNESS

RATIONALE FOR THE TRAINING SESSION:

All PCVs have an opportunity to address the
root causes of disasters and to help mitigate
them. During this session, trainees begin to
explore the relationship between their upcoming
2-year development assignment and disaster
mitigation and preparedness. This session
should stimulate trainees to explore specific
mitigation techniques during the remainder of
their technical training.

[Total Time: Approximately 1 hour and 20 min.)

GOALS

1. To identify the long-term effects of
disasters on development.

2. To show the need for preparedness and
mitigation activities.

3. To identify ways in which PCVs can
integrate mitigation and preparedness
activities with their development
projects.

TRAINER PREPARATION FOR SESSION

1. Brief other trainers on their roles in and
expected outcomes of the session.

2. Brief technical trainers who may not be
involved in this session, but who may be
called upon afterwords by participants to
discuss specific mitigation techniques.

3. Read SL)plemental Trainer Reference #4,
"Appropriate Roles for Peace Corps
Volunteers in Mitigating, Preparing for
and Responding to Disasters". Since you
will be leading a group discussion on the
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topic, prepare your thoughts on:

--- how effective mitigation is consis-
tent with the approach and develop-
ment philosophy of Peace Corps;

the specific sectors in which your
trainees will be working (e.g.,
forestry, health, housing, etc.) and
examples of how they can incorporate
mitigation into their assignments.

[Trainer Note: Your role as a trainer
in this session is not to tell the parti-
cipants specifically what they can or
should be doing in mitigation but to allow
them to see the connection between their
job assignment and mitigation efforts.]

4. Prepare necessary newsprint/blackboard and
handouts.

Materials Needed:

-- newsprint

-- markers
- -- pencils and papers

Prepared Newsprint/Blackboard

- -- session goals

-- an empty matrix of Peace Corps
sectors and disaster cycle elements
(to be filled in by the trainees)

Handouts

- -- Individual copies of the above matrix

- Individual summaries of the specific
natural hazards that occur in your
host country and their impact

Lists of disaster information
resource organizations and periodi-
cals relating to disasters
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PROCEDURES

Opening Statement [3 min.]

1. Begin the session by restating that their
country of assignment is prone to natural
disasters and that the trainees should now
have a better understanding of important
issues that arise during the emergency and
reconstruction phases should a disaster
strike. Sum up the previous session by
telling them that:

"As Peace Corps Volunteers, you will have
a unique role to play because, unlike most
others involved in the relief operations,
you will have been living and working at
the community level, you will know the
language and understand the pre-disaster
conditions and r..3cis within the affected
society. Furthermore, you will be
familiar with the important community
structures and indigenous coping
mechanisms in the society (such as the
basic family structure, economic patterns,
governmental structure, religious affilia-
tions, customs and practices, and power
relationships). In contrast, as we saw in
the previous session, few intervenors are
familiar with development issues within a

community prior to their intervention."

Tell them that the next session will:

--- further explore vulnerability to
disasters;

--- bring out the relationship between
development work and disaster
mitigation and preparation;

--- begin to design personal strategies
for incorporating mitigation and
preparedness into their normal, on-
going development assignment.

Read Act III of the case study/play. [10 min.]
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Notes/Suranary

Discuss key points. (20 min.]

1. When the play is finished, lead a brief
discussion. The key points to bring out
are:

104

Disasters are not unforeseen
events, and the knowledge and techno-
logy now exists that can substan-
tially reduce or mitigate their
impact.

The most effective approach to
disaster mitigation promotes
self-sufficiency through the use of
locally-available resources, appro-
priate technologies, institution
building, counterpart training,
technology transfer, community
organization, etc. Emphasize that
this is also the Peace Corps approach
to development.

The long-term impact of food aid:
The importation of food after a
natural disaster is often inappro-
priate; many disaster events, such as
earthquakes, do not destroy the food
supply. Imported food aid may have a
negative impact on the local economy
by destroying the market for farmers
as well as wholesalers and retailers.

The combination of material loss
following a disaster and the de-
pression of the local economy (lack
of jobs, etc.) may result in popula-
tion shifts from rural to urban
areas. Relief and recovery assis-
tance can be planned to support the
quick recovery of local markets and
to generate jobs.

Land issues are frequently a source
of long-term friction following
natural disasters. Governments,
local agencies and expatriate organi-
zations must find durable solutions
for landless victims; otherwise both
relief/recovery and normal develop-
ment programs may be severely under-
mined.
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PCVs can promote public awareness of
natural hazards and public action to
prepare for an impending disaster
and, if necessary, to plan for the
effective application of aid.

PCVs with technical skills (e.g.,
engineering, architecture, forestry,
nutrition, agriculture, etc.) can
work with local community groups and
leaders on long-term development
projects to reduce the physical
vulnerability of structures and
settlements.

PCVs with community organizing skills
can work to strengthen the social
structure of a community and increase
self-sufficiency and reliance on
internal resources to improve the
ability of local people to cope with
disasters.

2. Give specific examples of appropriate
roles of PCVs such as: [15 min.]

working at the school level to raise
public awareness of hazards;,

initiating housing improvement
programs;

introducing drought-resistant crops;

creating savings-and-loan
cooperatives to reduce economic
vulnerability;

diversifying the agricultural sectors
most vulnerable to disasters;

helping communities to develop local
preparedness plans.

3. Divide the class into small (5-7 people)
working groups. It would be preferable to
have people with the same technical
assignments in the same groups. Put up
the matrix (see HO #3 following) and
instruct the trainees to come up with
specific recommendations of where they can
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play a useful role within the disaster
cycle (i.e. fill in the boxes) and to
identify what more they will have to do
and/or learn during their technical
training to be able to implement these
recommendations. [ 20 min.]

4. Reconvene and have the group actually fill
in the matrix and discuss their conclu-
sions regarding future activities. [13

min.]

Closure [2 min.]

1.emind the trainees that they now have a better
idea of what can be done to reduce the level
LI vulnerability of their community but not
necessarily how to accomplish ic. For
example, the trainees should now know that
housing improvement programs could effectively
reduce the vulnerability of many low-cost and
traditionc.1 homes, but they probably do not
know the appropriate earthquake or hurricane
resistant techniques which could be introduced
in a community. For that they will need to
undertake further research and further training
either during the remainder of their in-service
training; or during a future in-service training
session.

In order to assist them with their future
research, you should now pass out the remaining
applicable reference materials and handouts.
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Session 1
HO #3/1

Disaster cycle elements

PEACE CORPS SECTORS
P.'

Agriculture/ Nutrition/ Community Educa- Institutional
Forestry Health Development tion Development

Hazard analysts

Geological
Meteorological
Hydrological
Environmental

Epidemiological

Vulnerability analysis

.

Structures and
Infrastructure

Adjustments
Cropping patterns
Health conditions

Preparedness

Organization
Legislation
Planning

Education/training

Mitigation

Risk reduction

Prevention

Land use

Physical adjustments

Prediction and warning

Technology
Interpretation
Dec is ion - making

Communications
Public response

R,:lier
....___

Mobilization
Assessment
Coordination
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1

Agriculture/ Nutrition/ Community Educ:i- Institutional
Forestry Health Development Lion Development

Relief (cont'd.)

Resource analysis
Procurement

Logistics
Reporting

Reconstruction

I

,

Incentives/
Disincentive::

Development
Strategies

Source: Frederick Cole, OFDA.
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FEATURE (UNDRO News, Nov/Dec 1983) PR#1/1

Disasters: myth and reality

The number of disasters is increasing
During the 70s there were more floods.
hurricanes, earthquakes, droughts, fam-
ines and refugees than in :he 1960s
According to meteorologists, weather
patterns are changing The number of
deaths caused by disasters was at leas:
four times higher in the 70s than in the
60s

The need for an appropriate response
to these increasing numbers of disasters,
has become all the more urgent. Unfortu-
nately, the international community's
relief aid to disaster victims has not always
been appropriate

Prince Sadruddm Aga Khan, former
United Nations high Commissioner for
Refugees, draws on his vast persona'
experience in relief cud to highlight the
drawbacks of the current international
approach to retie/ programmes athi
cl(1:r,' sic u (!:,q of mukrng 'he world
Cl mmundy % respr.,se to rbsusters more

:ectiec

rhe Oxford English Dictionary defines
a ms Lb as "a purely fictitious narrative,
usually insolving supernatural person,
and embody mg popular ideas on natural
phenomena".

Myths are to he found in all societies
and at all times in the history of man.
They are an essential ingredient in coming
to terms with the vicissitudes of life. In
many instances they are integral to sur-
visal In parts of Rajasthan in India, the
soil is excessively stony and Adivasi
tribals fervently believe, as a conse-
quence, that on very dark nights from
time immemorial God sends the rain in
the form of stones and pebbles how
else can it be explained, when at each
ploughing the farmer picks off the stone
on the surface of his plot, only to find
some months later that new stones appear
in abundance"' God must have sent them
in the dark.

Dangerous taboo,

Just south of \h,ania. on the shore<
of Lake Virunia i c oinninnth of people
living on a nary- .v peninsula jutting into
the lake, beliese; :hal while

by Prznce Sadruddin Aga Khan

Au cours des armies '70, la Jerre a
connu un nombre croissant de catas-
trophes Les perturbations climatiquei.
ont augmente, nous d'sent les meteo-
rologistes. Les inondations, les ouragans,
les tremblements de terse, la secheresse
et la famine ont fait quatre tots plus de
morts quc pendant les dm °tutees prece-
denies Le nombre des refugies s'est
multiplie.

Mais pour uenir en aide aux Mt-times
de cc, catastrophes, 11 ne suffit pas d'aug-
menter la quantile des secours 11 est
essentiel que ces secours sotent appro-
pries aux besoins des uictimes

Tel est le message du Prince Sadruddin
,4ga Khan, ancient Haut Commissaire der
Nations Crites pour les Refugies Dan;
rat tide qui suit, le Prince Sadruddin met
en lunuere les points foibles de Pass's-
twice appor IVe par lu communaute inter-
riattoriale :climes des Catastrophes et
suggere des moy ens de remit(' Celle aide
plus curt ace

poisonous Presumably at some point of
time, now long since lost in the mists of
history, many people died from eating
infested white meat And so the taboo
grew, entrenching itself in the mythology
of the tribe. Today, generations later, as
periodic bouts of hunger and starvation
sweep that community, with all the
attendant horrors, misery and human
suffering which famine creates, people
die within a few feet of a lake brimming
over with high-protein fish "Popular
ideas on natural phenomena" ensure that
that community is inhibited from maxi-
mizing its potential for development,
despite the driving force of periodic
hunger and malnutrition.

Within certain African tribes, women
have an aversion to eating eggs. For some
reason not fully understood, the myth
has grown that if women eat eggs, they
will become barren and remain childless
So, once again, the myth is the means of
deny mg, in this case lo women, protein
rich, high-energy food, cmu lal to hum n
health

My the which have grown user gener-
ation ., perhaps centuries, of human ex
pencil e, are IPA ea.ily erased oiiiiglit

111 110

In some cases, their elimination ha.
brought about havoc and suffering to
indigenous peoples, The new my the of
western Hest) les are not alway s happy
substitutes,

One does no need to he an expert
anthropologist to 'snow that every rut
Lure, and every definable sector within
a culture, creates and sustains its own
myths. This is as true within industrial
societies as it is in the Third World
Scientific man is no more free from
myths than were his ancient fon bears
Modern man and his institutions an
subject to myths and taboos every bit as
much as man in what we boldly dub the
"under- developed" community

In fact our own particular concern
how to bring relief to fellow human

beings caught up in the aftermath of
suffering caused by a disaster, be it man
made or natural, carries its own dead
weight of mythology One of the mos
important professional challenges facing
the disaster response ommunit.. is to
identify and eliminate that part of its
own mythology which is inimical to the
best and most effective response it can
make to human suffering arising from
disaster or emezgency situations

Mythology of disaster response

Take for instance, ..he natural and ls
human assumption that if people time
been struck by some terrible earthquake
or tidal wave an,1 are in dire need, the
classic response must be to mavinlie
aid inputs. tradwonally food. clothing.
blankets and medical supplies to the
devastated area. If this response can be
moving from the wealthy nations to the
poorer devasted areas within hours of
the tragedy so much the better, and so,
within hours, television, radio and press
appeals are made Gosernments and relief
agencies are lobbied and donors respond
generously with airlifts, cons oy eseri
flotillas of ships. Ironically, looking hack
on '.once major disasters, it would seem
that the speed with which this takes place
can only be matched by the speed with
which such crises are forgotten A range
of impressive inputs, inchiding
experts and the material ha( k-un slIppilu.
to keep those experts aetite for man, a
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Prince Sadruddm Aga Khan. 5o, wa:,

for ':welye years (1965 77) the High
Commissioner for Refugees In July lo s3
he founded the Independent Comm i+Nion
nn 1,i-oat:ono! Humandanun Issue,
hod} denoted to the study of population
movements as 3 result of natural disasteis
and piddical upheavals, shortcomings in
international humanitarian law, and the
strengthening of internation.0 )11,1111.1m

tartan Irw;:twon. in general
Prince sadruddin is the son of Sultar

Mohammed Shah, Aga Khan III lie
closely associated with UNESCO and r.
active in the World Wildlife Fund.

long day is set in motion.
Sometimos the reality does demand

and justify exactly that kind of response.
Often it does not for the reality may
well he that the nation or the community
can provide much of that kind of disaster
response itself. Outside aid should take a
totally different kind of response in that
ins0:1ce. Traditionally the Indian sub-
continent is subject to floods, tidal wavi;
and natural disasters of one kind or
another. All the countries on that sub-
continent have a long and honourable his
ton of producing all the skills and human
resources available in the average Euro-
pean or North American community. No
agent v needs to send doctors, nurses.
agriculturalists, hydrolowsts or sanitation
engineers to the sub-continent they can
be recruited locally and put to vsark from
within each of the countries of that
n goon This was certainly true in 1971
vshe n, a, High Comme.sioner for Refugees,
I witne.sed the remarkably effluent way
in Which India rose to the challenge of
having to receive millions of refugees
from Y at was then East Pakistan In-
deed, one of the most impressive develop-
ments of recent times has been the
willingness of young peop!e in the Sub-
continent graduates and skilled trades-
men alike to volunteer their sen ices in
assisting those caught up in some local
disaster It is the logistics of mobihring
these skills which are the challenge
Central and South America can provide
the same human and physical resources
Increasingly; the Middle East and certain
African countries can offer similar
facilities

Foodstuffs. clothing, blankets and
sometimes medical supplies, if not avail-
able within the stricken country itself,
can imally be purchased in a neighbour-
ing country, with the double effect of
reducing the astronomically high cost of
transport to the donor and of pr widing
foreign exchange to a developing nation
often struggling with a massive balance
of payments deficit Even more worth-

while in the long run is tin preseryation
and enhancement at human d:goitx
which develops and flays, tram w 'the,
a community winch is self reliant and
whit It ,iyirds the debilitatme (Alien( lice
of heing found to he dept dent upon
others for sunryal and deyelopun it

Well-intentioned but inappropriate

Integral to this point is thi appnipn
ateness at aid to a disaster Il is a reality
at e.en disaster and no my t h that a great
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d to .c getartan ommumties iii \ ,ia are

not web omed it 'it nerally as

sunicci that a huitry per,,,;, need inv.,

ha, a choice that yy hat '1, liC«is Is some
thing, any thing. to fill has stomach,
I ieniernher haying St en in a inator di.,',
ter sitaahon, tons of dried fish a, I rear'
cheese being throw n av5as because the

-.449.14112r1P.
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It is a ;eddy of et el
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victims, however hungry, would not go
anywhere near it, not to speak of eating
it. Disaster mtuations may be excellent
occasion, tor dumping surplus fond but
the donors should not be surprised when
the %Min., or the local authorities do not
adequately express their gratitude Cloth
mg may be vital to survival, but high
heeled shots or discarded chic fashion,
are not really appropriate tc disaster
%Mims. Peoptt In mg in hot climates,
wearing vain winter clothes sent by

distant sympathisers as a token of human
solidarity will end up with serious skin
problems This is one area where sonic

and occasionally sonic of our
international agent.% colleagues, still has('
much to learn

Shelter is a problem whit h has meek.
ed too much attention for me to go into
detail' One tends to associate disaster,
with tents dining emergencies and corm
gated sheet', a little later Would 0. not be

better to use local labour, and particu
lark the victims themselses, as well as
indigenous building material, he it thatch,
bamboo or mud, and help the families to
1w self sufficient? This approach would
not only be cost-effectke but also help
preserse the environment and the local
was of life, and yet these possibilities are
rarely explored full) before rushing in
tents and ever tually alien architecture
and foreign rn,d;rials. UNDRO's 198:.
report "Shelter after Disaster Guide
lines for Assistance" represents the most
significant contribution to date

Double-edged weapon

'the act of generosity itself can he
something of a double-edged weapon
Massie financial inputs, generously do-
nated by the oil-producing community
in the mid-70's, prosed more des astating
than the earth tremor which wrecked and

IL

V

r.

Sir ki4
*%4 14".

. 41,A.

tt -

One tends to associate disasters with tents. "Would it not be bet to to use local lahon;
as well as 1m/we:pins building material, De it thatch, bamboo or mud?"
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destroyed village homes in a remote
mountainous area of Turkey People
there have had to contend with earth
quakes for thousands of y ears and,ss Mkt
needing and welcoming help. %1 ru quite
unable to cope with ace ass tot ash input,
be) and their wildest dreams Corruption
set in, family quarrels enseed and social
cohesion was threatened Disaster prone

hase their own en it:se
cheeks and balances Vor these to be di,
turhed by a disaster is had enough for
that suffering to be compounded by
uncontrolled or insensitive aid is un-
professional and unacceptable

In the same context, food aid has long
since'been an issue of some contilisersy
Food aid, in particular to disaster victims.
requires a highly sensitise and delicately
balanced response. 10 percent of food
aid, which goes umnediatels and within
a tightly controlled limited programme to
famine sic.Ums, r. an v.,,ential 'Imam
tartan response For the rest. %se inns.
consider very- carelully whether there is a
ms thologv of food aid ss luch clouds our
judgement Could the realits be that most
food aid is misplaced, unnecessary and
counter-productke? This is a difficult
and politically charged area of decision
making All the more reason why we
should strise to get the balance right

Accurate data
can improve response

One of the dilemmas lie donor agency
faces constantly is the quality of intelli-
gence data provided by international
agencies like UNDRO and the Red Cross.
but particularly by the gosernment of the
country in which the disaster occurs if
the disaster occurs in a remote or in-
accessible part of a countr or has to do
with refugees, data is like's to be unre-
liable and may be total's misleading

Host countries and countries of origin
seldom agree on refugee statistics and
differences run into millions, as was the
case with India and Pakistan 01 1971 The
reality is that reliable statistics are by
definition spry difficult to come by and
whilst it would he unreasonable to ads()
cate a policy of "no aid until reliable
figures are confirmed" I would large the
international community to strise to im
prose the reliability of its data and it
initial assessment of the reporting from
disaster zones This is something Under
Secretary-General Essaafi of UNDRO is
already determined to pursue and the
Red Cross is constantly try ing to improse
its sources of information Asailable
present-day methods should ei sure the
accuracy of such data It should be moni-
tored and rel. a.sud through independent
sources whose objectis its could not be
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Humanitarian
challenge of the '80s

The number of disasters is inc ,sir;,
During the 70's there were more f,e,od.,
hurricanes. earthquakes, drong:
Ines and refugees than in the 1.9CO's

MeteorolNists tell us th lt weather
patterns are changing Sianstirii on

firm that the number of deaths caused b)
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Man) assume that disasri 1 1,,
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indifferent to these realities? The ma-
jority have no national disaster plans or
concomitant disaster institutions The
myth is that expenenct is an effective
teacher and that countries which regu-
larly have to face natural catastrophes art,
better prepared to cope with them The
reality is that they have no preparedness
It would seem that their priorities require
a thorough re-examination.

funds at their disposal and no cash with
which to overcome the consequence.,
of disaster Thus, if in the second and
third phase response to disasters, we can
begin to implement income-generating
programmes, we shall then be killing two
birds with one stone Self reliant, income
generating projects, preferably commun-
ity, based in structure, are almost as vita'
to progress as land reform In this context

3,I

Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan gave a lecture on the maths and realities of disaster
mabagement at a meeting specially aiganized by UND1?0 in 6( neva on 28 Septembei

On the side of our more proficient
.;;mints, it is clear that ,,tructtiral reform,
are equally essential if the reality of poy -
erty is to be challenged

Lund a Irmo is an essential pre-

requisite it, the stability and futon pros-
pt rity ul the troubled regions in the de.
yeloppig world. Ihis will be most ditfic ult
to lying al,,,et but it is y ital lo any sus
tam, d rata( k nn pcnerty If this element,
in turn, ( an be buttressed by general
agrinian reloon, through which loci'.
human re anir«,s are mobilized to their

td\ antage, then al long last

we can hope to witness that turn in the
tide of human aftairs for which we all
strive

We often forget that people aro poor
and hence trapped helplessly in disaster
situations because they have no yarning
capacity and as a consequence no surplus

the role of women, the Third World'.
most under-utilized and badly exploited
asset, should and can figure prominently

Preventive medicine

Health ( are is fundamental to an
effeetiye response to situations of un.
mense and widespread suffering We hate
all seen piles of western brand medic ire
on airport runway s in Third World
countries, mountains of pills and drug,
labelled in a dozen western languages,
none of which are comprehensible to any
of the likely recipients. Most are It

adapted to local needs and health require
meats Surely our contribution should
be preventative and not only curatiye
medicine Donor agencies responding to
disasters must follow WHO's guidanct
to concentrate on the essentials sancta
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non, disease pn oral rehydration
clean water; balanced diets Locally
grown arid traditional food should he
used instead of expensne imports, pro
duced with additives and chemical
fertilizers Waste disposal in refugee
camps might even be transformed into
valuable bio gas These are n latnely
simple measures win( II any exper.cmed
disasters officer knows are essential to
successfully grappling with large scale
human emergencies

Disaster relief: almost a fad

One reality whh ht., to be repla:ed
by a new reality concerns the area of
inter-agency co-operation Disaster relief
is becoming almost a fad Projects of
voluntary agencies of all kinds art, mush
rooming, as are scholarly meetings, Oleo
nes and concepts Concrete actions , nd
tangible results are, how et er lagging far
behind.

Close co-operation cstsls between the
League of Red Cross Societies, l) fain,
CRS, the World Council of Churches, the
World Lutheran Federation and Caritas
The links between [AMR(,, UNHCR.
UNICE!' and WHO are also better now
than they' have been perhaps at any time
in the past It remains true, however, that
on all these fronts then, is ample scope
for eyen better co-operation and liaison.
A unified and co-ordinated approach, in a
shnnking and inter-dependent world, to
the confused and chaotic situation creat-
ed by catastrophes and disasters still
largely eludes us The United Nation!
should take the lead

Thousands of y pars ago men used to
consider natural disasters the results of
the anger of gods which they were sup
posed to accept as punishment for their
misdeeds and about which nothing much
could be dore One had to simply suffer
and try to sun ne until the nest chow of
anger by the short tempered gods. Thin
attitude of resignation and fatalism is still
prey alent among millions of people, par-
ticularly in the developing world and, a'
gods would have it. disasters occur more
frequently in countries which can least
afford them We must come together so
as to meet. this humanitarian challenge to
respond in a v2 a which masimi/cs our
effectiveness

[his is an edited extract a/ (2 viec(1:
by Prince Sadiuddin Aga Khan in the

1983 series of 1.11VDRO 1 venires on

"Complex DiNasteis and Emeigenew,2 of
Exceptional Magnitude"



CYCLONES

DESCRIPTION OF THE THREAT

Participant Ref . #2/1

Cyclones are among the most awesome events that nature can
produce and pose a major threat co lives and property in many parts
of the world. Every year these sudden, unpredictable, violent storms
with winds of over 120 kph bring widespread devastation to cost lines
and islands lying in their erratic paths. A windstorm's destructive
work i s done by the high wind, flood-producing rains and associated
storm surges.

A cyclone (also known as a hurricane or typhoon in other parts
of the world) is a tropical storm in which the winds reach speeds of
over 74 mph (120 kph) and blow in a large spiral around a relatively
calm cent er or eye. Stated simply, cyclones are giant whirlwinds in
which the air moves in a large, tightening spiral around a center of
extreme low pressure, reaching maximum velocity in a circular band
extending outward thirty to fifty kms (20-30 miles) from the edge of
the center or eye of the cyclone. Near the center, winds may gust to
more than 320 kph (200 mph), and the entire storm dominates the ocean
surface and lower atmosphere over tens of thousands of square miles.

In order for a cyclone to form, it must have a warm sea and
still air. The warm air rises -- heavy, humid and full of water
vapor. Its place is taken by air rushing in from the sides and,
because of the earth's rotation, this moving air is given a twist so
that the entire system begins to revolve. The warm rising air meets
cooler air and releases its water vapor in the form of rain. It
takes a lot of energy for the air to lift the water in the first
place, and now this energy is released in the form of heat. This
increases the rate of ascent of the air, and a continuous cycle
begins to develop. More water is released, and thus more heat. The
more water and heat released, the faster the cycle goes, and it soon
becomes much bigger.

Because the wind system is revolving, centrifugal force tends to
throw t h e a i r out wards so the pressure in the center becomes very
low, thus forming the eye of a cyclone. The pressure on the outside
i s very h i g h , so the wind moves faster and faster in an attempt to
f i l l that low pressure area. However, the faster it moves, the more
the centrifugal force throws it outwards. Soon there are very fast
circular winds and, once they reach 120 kph (74 mph), the system
becomes a cyclone . Once this process is established, the storm
begins to move forward, 1 i ke a spinning top that moves along the
ground. This brings it into contact with more warm sea and air, arid
the process becomes self-sustaining. Once a cyclone has formed, it
will coot i nue to move and expand until either it moves onto the la id

or runs into an area where the sea is cooler.
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HOW A HURRICANE FORMS

An atmospheric disturbance forces warm moist air of the
preval;ing Easterlies to rise. As the air cools, water vapor
condenses and falls as rain; heat energy is released, and
winds intensify.

The storm grows as air spirals inward, rises, and is ex
hausted from the top by high level winds Surface air
converges at an increasing rate toward the low pressure
at the storm center High winds, heavy rain, and storm
surges occur as the storm becomes a mature hurricane
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Cyclones often shift directions and become very erratic. Little
is known about what makes cyclones move and change directions, but it
is known that they are affected by high altitude wilds and the rota-
tion of the earth. At present, scientists do not 'lave the means of
predicting Exactly where a cyclone will strike land. Therefore, they
are always dangerous, as they can change direction without warning.

Devastating floods from extremely heavy rainfall often accompany
tropical cyc lanes. Flash floods of great volume and short duration
may result from the cyclone's rain, especially in hilly or mountain-
ous terrain. Runoff from the intense rainfall accumulates quickly in
restricted valleys and f lows rapidly downstream, often as a large
"wave". Flood flows frequent ly contain large concentrations of
sediment and debris.

Storm surges cause the most devastating type of cyclone-related
flooding. A storm surge is a rapid rise of the ocean level which
takes place as a cyclone approaches. A large mass of water rises
above the normal level of the sea and is pushed along by the cyclone
system, moving in the same direction as the storm. This movement
creates a front or leading edge which may be many kilometers (miles)
across and as high as 20 meters (65 ft). The high water behind the
leading edge may extend backward for many kilometers. In many
instances, the flooding of lowlying coastal lands by storm surges is
great ly intensified by coastal topography, the torrential rain, the
state of the lunar tide, and the backing up of rivers.

Tidal floods can also be caused by the combination of waves
generated by cyclone winds and flood runoff resulting from the heavy
rains that accompany cyclones. These floods may extend over large
di stances along a coastline. Their duration is usually short, being
dependent upon the elevation of the tide which rises and falls twice
daily.

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EFFECTS

Cyclones are natural hazards that are not, in and of themselves,
disasters. Rather, cyclones are agents or hazards that transform a
vulnerable condition into a disaster. The vulnerability of a human
settlement is determined by its exposure to the storms, the degree to
which the houses and other structures can be damaged, and the likeli-
hood that secondary effects could occur. Urban and rural communities
in unprotected, lowlying coastal areas exposed to cyclones, or on
river floodplains, are considered vulnerable communities.

The most important determinant of vulnerability is the level of
poverty and underdevelopment of a particular group. It is the poor
who suffer most in disasters. Poor people generally live in weaker
houses which in turn are usually located in the most undesirable and
vulnerable areas. Fur thermore, dramatic increases in population
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size, di itribut ion and density increase disaster risk. Urban slums

and squatter settlements grow at about twice the average urban rate.

Land tenure is also a determinan of vulnerability, especially where

there is a scarcity of arable -.:r developed land and poor farmers must
engage in agriculture or hazardous floodplains or steep, unstable
hillsides that could slip when saturated with rain.

Cyclones kill people. Most loss of life from cyclones is due to
drowning, either from the rise in sea water inundating the land or
from floods resulting from the excessive rainfall. The number of
deaths is significantly higher in developing countries where communi-
cations are poor and warning systems and evacuation plans are inade-
quate. Furthermore, it is expected that the number of deaths will
increase as population pressures force people into more vulnerable
areas such as lowlying agricultural areas or overcrowded urban slums.

The winds of a cyclone cause deaths and injuries from structural
collapse or flying objects, with devastating effects on homes and
buildings, agriculture, criti ..1 facilities and lifelines. The most

dramatic impact of cyclones is the damage they cause to houses.
Contrary to popular belief, few houses are blown over; instead they
are pulled apart by winds moving swiftly around and over the
buildings. This lowers the pressure on the outside and creates
suction on the walls and roof.

Cyclones can destroy or damage facilities that may be critical
not only for responding to the disaster, but also for maintaining a
safe environment and public order. Among these are: communications
installations; electrical generating and transmission facilities;
water storage, purification and pumping facilities; sewage treatment
facilities; hospitals; police stetions; and various other public and
private buildings. The high winds and rains also destroy some crops
(especially tubers) and damage orchards and other trees.

Storm surges also damage human settlements and force evacuation,
scour and erode topsoils, deposit ;hits on fields, may increase
salinity in the subsurface water table, and destroy moot crops.
Furthermore, access to markets for buying and selling agricoltural
produce may be impeded by damage to roads, bridges, railways, etc.

A secondary effect of flooding and cyclones is mudslides. Heavy
raias quickly supersaturate hillsides that have been deforested or
stripped for farming and can cause immense landslides. Even when
little wave or wind damage is recorded, large loss of life may occur
in massive mudslides resulting from the torrential rains, especially
in squatter settlements located in floodplains.
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Wind blowing into a building is slowed at the wind-
ward face creating high presure The air flow
separates as it spills around the building, creating
low pressure or suction at end walls roof and
leaward walls

The root rnJy lift off and the walls blow out without
spec 31 reinforcement to the structure

HOW A HURRICANE DAMAGES A BUILDING
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LONG-TERM IMPACT ON DEVELOPMENT

Cyclones can significantly retard the long-term economic growth

of developing countries. Indirect and secondary effects on the local
and national economy of the country may include: reduction in family
income; decline in the production of business and industrial enter-
prises; inflation; increase in income disparities; and decline in
national income. In addition, relief and reconstruction efforts
often compete with development programs for available funds. In

countries where cyclones occur frequently, they can create an
enormous financial burden.

The loss of economic opportunity or the need to find alternate
sources of income have often forced small farmers to migrate from
rural areas to nearby cities. Once established there, few return to
rebuild their homes or businesses.

Land issues are of special concern in cyclones because in many
cases they have been a major factor in disaster vulnerability. A

large percentage of low-income people live in areas that are
particularly vulnerable to cyclone and floods such as steep unstable
slopes, floodplains, lowlying coastal areas, etc. Following a
cyclone, it is usually obvious tat those disproportionately affected
were living in these vulnerable areao.

Reconstruction programs can also have long-term consequences to
a community and its development. One of the primary goals of
development efforts is to encourage self-reliance on the part of the
people. Yet a massive relief program that does not take development
questions into consideration can create disincentives to self-
reliance, can establish dependencies on outside leaders, and can
foster people's doubts about their ability to control their lives and
destinies.

Finally, disasters caused by cyclones often highlight the
different social and economic struggles in a society and underscore
the inherent inequities within an economic or social system. The
cyclone makes it evident that the poor are vulnerable because they
are poor, and this can lead to profound political and social change
within a society.

IDEAL RESPONSES TO CYCLONE DISASTERS

The following are typical actions that are taken in the various
phases in response to cyclone disasters.

A. Mitigation

Reducing the harmful effects of a cyclone requires actions on
three fronts: reducing the vulnerability of the physical
settlements and structures in which people live; reducing the
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vulnerability of the economy; and strengthening the social
structure of a community so that coping mechanisms can help
absorb the impact of the disaster and promote rapid recovery.

The first step in vulnerability reduction for human settlements
is to identify the highrisk areas. This is done by '-elating
the effects of the cyclone to the terrain and to the probability
that such an event will occur. This activity is known as risk
mapping.

The second step in vulnerability reduction is to identify those
communities that are particularly susceptible to damage or
destruction. This is done by examining the physical structures,
especially the housing of the poor.

The third step is to select a vulnerability reduction strategy.
Activities may include:

Development of extensive public awareness programs to
inform the public about the hazards and illustrate what can
be done to prevent a disaster;

-- Landuse zoning to control development;

--- Construction of protective works, such as embankments, to
protect from flooding;

Restrictive development regulations to ensure that any
development meets certain standards that take into
consideration the threat to the site;

-- Land swaps, which would provide alternatives -o development
of the site;

--- Imposition of design criteria or building standards to
govern construction;

Development of construction techniques that are wind
resistant;

Conducting a program to introduce the improved construction
techniques to the building industry and general public;

Conducting a program to modify and strengthen existing
structures;

Development of incentives to remove unsafe buildings and
buildings on unsafe sites or, more probable, to upgrade
their level of safety;
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DeyelJpment of incentives to encourage future development
on safer sites and safer methods of construction, such as
favorable taxation, loans or subsidies to those qualifying
in terms of building methods or sites;

- -- Diversification of agricultural production; identification
and planting of flood resistant crops or adjustment of
planting season, if possible, to avoid coinciding with
cyclone and flood season;

-- Development of family savings programs to establish cash
reserves;

--- Identification and strengthening of local organizations
that ser,ie as coping mechanisms;

--- Reforestation and range management to increase absorption
and reduce rapid runoff in mountainous areas.

B. Preparedness

Preparedness activities include:

-- Developing a disaster preparedness plan to sequence the
activities aad responsibilities of each participant;

--- Developing warning and evacuation procedures for people
threatened by floods;

- -- Training for first aid and trauma care, and maintaining
stocks of necessary medical supplies;

--- Establishing an emergency communication system as well as
public service messages regarding evacuation, health,
safety, and security.

C. Emergency Response

1. Initial response by local n,-thorities after a cyclone
includes:

--- Evacuation;

--- Searchandrescue;

--- Medical assistance;

--- Disaster assessment;
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-- Provision of short-term food and water;

--- Water purification;

--- Epidemiological surveillance;

--- Provision of temporary lodging and, depending upon the
climate, blankets.

2. Initial response by foreign aid organizations includes:

Cash;

--- Assistance in reopening roads;

- -- Re-establishing communications contact with remote
areas;

--- Lisaster assessment;

--- Assistance with water purification.

3. Secondary response by local authorities after a cyclone
includes:

--- Repair and/or reconstruction of infrastructure,
housing and public buildings;

--- Creation of jobs;

--- Assistance to agricultural recovery (loans, seeds,
farm equipment, animals) as well as to small busi-
nesses, fishermen, etc.

4. Secondary response by foreign agen,:ies includes:

-- Repair and/or reconstruction 6f housing;

--- Creation of jobs;

Credit;

--- Technical assistance;

-- Assistance to recovery of agriculture, small
businesses and institutions.
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LESSONS FROM PAST CYCLONES

A. Outbreaks of cholera do not follow cyclones. Cholera must be
endemic to a community beforehand.

B. Waterborne diseases do not increase as a result of cyclones.

C. Massive food aid is rarely required after a cyclone.

D. Used clothing is almost never needed, is usually culturally
inappropriate and, though accepted by disaster victims, it is
almost never worn.

E. Blankets can be useful but, if needed, can be found locally and
do not need to be imported.

F. Assistance by outsiders is most effective in the reconstruction
period, not the emergency phase.

G. Most needs are met by the victims themselves or their local
governments.

H. In genera 1 , vi ctims do not respond to disasters with abnormal
behavior. Cyclones do not incite panic, hysteria or rioting.

I. Cyclone relief and reconstruction programs should be integrated
with long-term development programs.

J. When properly executed, reconstruction assistance can provide a
strong stimulus to recovery and a base for future development
work.

K. Reconstruction programs should seek to reduce vulnerability to
future disasters.

L. Re-establishment of the local economy, income security and
agriculture are usually more important to cyclone victims than
material assistance.

M. Churches, schools and other large buildings that are often
designated as cyclone shelters are usually not safe. The number
of deaths attributed to destroyed or flooded shelters is
alarming. Most experts agree that the best alternative is
adequate warning and evacuation of threatened areas.
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OPPORTUNITIES AND APPROPRIATE ROLES FOR PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS

There are many ways in which Peace Corps Volunteers can
participate in cyclone mitigation, preparedness, response, or
recovery operations as part of their normal work. There are also
many specific activities that would be appropriate fcr full- or
part-time assignments. Some specific opportunities in mitigation
and/or reconstruction include:

A. Public Awareness. Volunteers can be trained and provided with
appropriate materials to conduct public awareness workshops on
the nature and risk of a cyclone and what can be done to
mitigate and prepare for it.

B. Hous i ng_ Improvement. PCV engineers, architects or skilled
builders can help fardi lies to strengthen existing structures
and make them more wind resistant. Much can be done at little
cost, using locally available materials.

C. Housing Reconstruction. PCVs can provide technical assistance
to cyclone victims, especially building tradesmen, to improve
the performance of rew structures. Volunteers can provide
information about how to build safer houses, safe site selection
procedures; and improved building components and techniques.
They can work to improve tradesmen's building skills and
capabilities, and introduce ways to modify traditional buildings
to make them safer.

D. Building Surveys. PCV engineers or architects, if properly
trained, can assess the survivability of large buildings
(schools, churches, etc.) that are commonly designated as
cyclone shelters. If these structures are unsafe, PCVs can then
work with the cPmmunity to strengthen the structures or, if this
is not feasible, to identify alternative protection strategies
(i.e. evacuation).

E. Preparedness Planning. PCVs can work with the community to
develop a local disaster preparedness plan. Any preparedness
activity, no matter how small, can potentially save lives and
reduce property damage. A "plan" could be a simple checklist of
appropriate actions with the assignment of personnel responsible
for carrying out the activities.

F. Food and Agricultural Planning. Peace Corps Volunteers pro-
moting vegetable gardening can introduce flood resistant crops
that are cultu ally acceptable. Agronomists can work with
farmers to sele,c alternative farming patterns or flood and wind
resistant crops that mature at times of low risk.
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G. Harvest Protection. Appropriate technology specialists can
help small farmers build ferrocement or other appropriate strong
grain storage facilities to help protect harvests until they are
sold.

H. Reforestation and Watershed Management. PCV foresters can
help reduce vulnerability through reforestation efforts designed
to reduce rapid rain runoff and subsequent flooding. On

lowlands PCVs can promote the strategic planting of trees to
serve as windbreaks. Better animal husbandry techniques and
management of grazing can help reduce flooding in the upper
reaches of a watershed. PCVs can promote use of fel-efficient
woodstoves to lessen deforestation pressures which can lead to
severe flooding.

I. Economic Protection. Economic development spec 'lists can
promote the establishment of savings-and-loan programs by
cooperatives and other microenterprises to diversify income and
economic security for people threatened with a disaster.

J. Assistance to Other Agencies. PCVs can assist both local and
international aid agencies by monitoring and helping to evaluate
long-term reconstruction and recovery programs.

Paper originally published in The Potential Contribution of Peace
Corps to Disaster Preparedness in Africa, Briefing papers prepared
by INTERTECT for the AID/Peace Corps Disaster Preparedness
Conference, Mombasa, Kenya (March 1983).
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EARTHQUAKES

Earthquakes are one of the most dargerous and destructive forms
of natural hazards. They strike with sudden impact and little
warning. They may occur at any time of day or on any day of the
year. An earthquake can devastate an entire city or a region of
hundreds of square kilometers. They can reduce buildings to a pile
of rubble in seconds, killing and injuring their inhabitants.

WHAT CAUSES EARTHQUAKES

The regions of the world where earthquakes occur are character-
ized by certain geological aspects. The earth's crust is broken into
a series of blocks or "plates" that are separated by deep fractures
called faults. Faults form lines of weakness in the masses of rock
at the earth's surface. Pressures build up below the surface which
eventually force a sudden shift between two of these blocks. This
sudden shift is the earthquake.

Why these pressures build up and cause the movements is
explained by the theory of continental drift or "plate tectonics".
Briefly, this theory holds that all the earth's land area once was a
single mass. This mass broke apart, and the pieces began drifting.
Wherever plates meet there is a high degree of earthquake activity or
"seismicity".

The fault movement, at these meetings of plates, is the result
of elastic rebound, the slow build-up and sudden release of strain
within masses of rock. The place at which the stresses are released
is known as the focus of an earthquake. From this point,
mechanical energy is initiated in the form of waves that radiate in
all directions through the earth. When this energy arrives at the
earth's surface, it forms secondary surface waves. The frequency and
amplitude of the vibrations produced at the surface, and thus the
severity of the earthquake, depend on the amount of mechanical energy
released at the focus, the distance and depth of the focus, and the
structural properties of the rock or soil on or near the surface.

EFFECTS OF EARTHQUAKES

A. Primary Effects

The onset of a large earthquake is initially signaled by a deep
rumbling, followed shortly by a series of violent motions in the
ground. Often the ground fissures or cracks, and there can be
large permanent displacements horizontally sometimes as much
as 10-15 meters.
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DESCRIPTION OF AN EARTHQUAKE
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Motion of the earth's plates causes increased pressure at
faults where the plates meet Eventually the ruck struc-
ture collapses and movement occurs along the fault
Energy is propagated to the surface above and radiates
outward These waves of motion in the earth s crust
shake landlorms arid buildings causing damage
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As the vibrations and waves continue to move through the earth,
structures on the earth's surface are set in motion. Each type
of structure responds differently, depending on the type of
materials of which it is made. When the waves strike, the earth
begins to move backward and forward along the same line. The
lower part of a building on the earth's surface immediately
moves with the earth. The upper portion, however, initially
remains at rest; thus the building is stretched out of shape.
Gradually the upper portion tries to catch up with the bottom;
but as it does so, the earth moves in the other direction
causing a "whiplash" effect, speeding up the top of the
building, and creating a vibration known as resonance. The
resonance can cause structural failure in itself, or adjacent
buildings having different response characteristics (caused by
different building materials) can vibrate out of phase and pound
each other. The walls of buildings without adequate lateral
bracing frequently fall outward, allowing the upper floors or
roof to collapse into the inside of the structure.

Another primary effect is known as liquefaction. Loose sandy
soils with a high moisture content separate when shaken by an
earthquake. The water then moves upward, turning the surface
into a consistency much like that of quicksand. Heavy
structures resting on these soils will slowly sink into the
ground.

B. Secondary Effects

Often as destructive as the earthquake itself are the resulting
secondary effects such as landslides, fires, tsunamis, and
floods. Landslides are especially damaging and often account
for the majority of lives lost.

Of less concern, except for countries in the Pacific Basin, are
tsunamis. A tsunami is a large seawave caused by an earthquake
abruptly lifting the ocean floor. The waves move outward at a
high velocity and can cross thousands of kilometers before they
run up on shore. At sea, their low wave height gives little
evidence of their existence; however, as they approach land,
their velocity decreases and their height increases. In this
way a 5-meter crest moving at 600 kph in the open ocean becomes
a devastating 30-meter-high wave moving at 50 kph when it
reaches shore.

The risk of fire immediately following an earthquake is often
high due to the breakage of electrical lines and gas mains. In
recent years, devices have been installed in most of the world's
major cities that shut these services down automatically if an
earthquake strikes. Jet the threat still exists in many smaller
cities and the squatter settlements of larger cities where open
fires are used for cooking, heating and lighting.
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HOW AN EARTHQUAKE
DAMAGES A HOUSE

A vulnerable house consists of
heavy materials stacked in place
without a continuous lrame for
reinforcement

The house moves with the motion
of the earth during an earthquake.
creating new stresses in the
structure

Built to withstand only normal
downward gravitational forces, the
house now is subjected to com-
plex lateral forces

As building components fall apart,
the roof and walls collapse bury-
ing occupants beneath the rubble
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C. Impact of Earthquakes

The principal concern about an earthquake is the impact it has
on the built environment and its inhabitants. Approximately 90
percent of the loss of life in all earthquakes is the result of
structural collapse. There are five primary elements that
influence damage to man-made structures:

1. Strength of the earthquake waves reaching the surface.
The stronger the fault movement, the stronger the earth-
quake waves.

2. Length of earthquake motion. The fluctuating series of
tremors can last from 10 seconds to a minute of more. It
is the cumulative effect of this motion that works on
structural walls and is the usual cause of collapse.

3. Proximity to the fault. Generally there is greater danger
closer to the fault than further away. However, there are
other important considerations such as structural inade-
quacies and types of ground condition.

4. Geologic foundation. Structures built on solid rock fare
bet ter than those built on softer ground or, worse yet,
those built partly on solid ground and partly on soft
ground or fill -- a condition commonly found on hillsides.

5. Building design. To resist damage in an earthquake, a
building must be adequately braced, have structural
continuity with secure anchoring and bonding of all
elements, be well balanced and tied together.

Until recently, the great loss of life and property was
unavoidable. However, now that more is known about the nature
of earthquakes and their effects, we have engineering techniques
to make new structures reasonably earthquake-resistant at a
small additional cost and are rapidly developing techniques to
make older buildings safer. A high loss of life from the
collapse of weak buildings is now avoidable, and even structures
made of materials such as adobe and brick in the poorest
settlements of the Third World can be made relatively safe, thus
substantially reducing the loss of life.

IMPACT ON DEVELOPMENT

Widespread destructive earthquakes can have a significant impact
on economic development. Because they damage man-made structures,
reconstruction costs can be substantial. When thousands of buildings
must be replaced, the costs can exceed the national budget. This
means that reconstruction will compete with development projects for
money and other resources, To reduce costs, emphasis must be placed
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on the private sector and especially on self-help activities. This

emphasis provides many opportunities to expand development. Techni-
cal assistance in self-help construction, credit and public works can
all contribute to improving people's capabilities to deal with their
own needs.

In their rush to help survivors, relief agencies often offer a
wide range of services and relief materials. Unless caution is
exercised, expectations can be raised that can actually become a
disincentive to self-help and local initiative. This is especially
true in the housing sector. (This is one of the reasons why more
enlightened relief agencies provide building materials instead of
tents as emergency shelter. Materials imply that the emphasis will
be on self-help.).

Earthquakes also heighten awareness of social stratification.
It is usually obvious that it is the poor, living in low-quality
buildings, who suffer the greatest number of deaths, injury and loss
of property. This awareness has been called "instant consciousness-
raising" and can be a powerful force for change if properly directed.
If ignored, adverse political consequences can result. It is not
uncommon to see an increase of land invasions, major shifts of
population from rural to urban areas, and a decline in the number of
skilled workers in rural areas in the aftermath of an earthquake.
How governments and development agencies respond to these changes can
have a major impact on future development.

MYTHS AND LESSONS FROM PAST DISASTERS

The study of geology, specifically the nature and causes of
earthquakes, has been relatively recent. It is, therefore,
understandable that people throughout history have created their own
explanations for the occurrence of earthquakes.

Frequently, traditional cultures believe that earthquakes are
caused by a god. They believe their god uses an earthquake to
express displeasure for some fault or sin of the community. Other
people claim there is a correlation between earthquakes and weather
patterns. More current speculation has suggested that the explosion
of nuclear bombs provokes earthquakes.

These misconceptions, in turn, affect what people think they can
do about earthquakes. For example, they may simply resign themselves
to suffer the "act of God" if that is God's intention.

Examining past earthquakes has, of cuiirse, demonstrated many
lessons:

A. Because people often assume there is nothing they can do to
avoid the impact or destruction of an earthquake, there is a
tendency for survivors to reconstruct buildings in the same
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manner (and with the same degree of danger) as the pre-disaster
buildings.

B. Designs that affect reconstruction planning are usually made in
the first month following the earthquake. This means that
technical assistance and improvements must be provided soon
after the quake in order to have an effect.

C. Most survivors will build an emergency shelter from the rubble
of their house. They prefer these shelters to tents because the
makeshift houses provide more protection and serve as a means of
protecting recoverable building materials.

D. Earthquakes and the threat of continuing tremors rarely are
sufficient reason to evacuate an affected area.

E. Health threats in the aftermath are grossly exaggerated.
Communicable diseases almost never "break out unless people are
forced to evacuate an area and move into camps.

F. Reconstruction always takes longer than estimated. Full
recovery may take 10 years or more.

Analysis shows that many of the losses from earthquakes can be
avoided. Various techniques for their avoidance will be discussed
below.

PRE-DISASTER ACTIVITIES

A. Earthquake Mitigation

Fortunately, a great deal can be done to prevent earthquakes
from becoming disasters. First, the general public as well as
engineers, planners, politicians and others, need to understand
the nature of earthquakes. Based on that understanding, a

decision and various levels of commitment are needed to imple-
ment measures to mitigate earthquake damage.

The first level of commitment requires that government and
poli cymakers create strategic development and investment
programs. A comprehensive approach would establish geographic
zones and a target population.

A second level is design of an extensive public awareness
program. This program informs the public about the earthquake
hazard and illustrates what can be done to prevent a disaster.

The third level is a technical assistance program. This could
include architectural and engineering assistance in improved
building design, construction, and siting; training local
residents in these techniques; and conducting projects that
demonstrate the nature of these techniques.
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The implementation of these mitigation measures must be preceded
by collection of background information. One primary task is to
identify where earthquakes are likely to occur and the relative
probability that they will occur; this is referred to as risk
mapping.

The second task is to identify communities that occupy high risk
sites. In these, the various types of structures should be
studied to determine which are likely to fail in an earthquake.
This is called vulnerability mapping and identifies specific
populations in danger.

The next task is to conduct a survey of construction methods,
techniques and materials to determine ways to improve the
buildings. This should be done with an understanding of the
overall economic and cultural process by which houses or public
buildings are built.

There are many ways to reduce earthquake damage. Possible
actions include:

1. developing construction techniques that are seismic
resistant;

2. conducting a program to introduce improved construction
techniques to the building industry and the general public;

3. determining which sites are safe for construction through
analysis of the soil type and geological structure;

4. instituting incentives to remove unsafe buildings and
buildings on unsafe sites or, more probable, to upgrade
their level of safety;

5. instituting incentives to encourage future development on
safer sites and safer methods of construction through:

a. land use controls (zoning);

b. building codes and standards and mean. 3f enforcing
them;

c. favorable taxation, loans or subsidies to qualifying
building methods and sites;

d. land development incentives.

6. reducing possible damage from secondary effects by:

a. identifying potential landslide sites and restricting
construction in those areas;
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b. installing devices that will keep breakages in elec-
trical lines and gas mains from producing fires;

c. verifying the capability of dams to resist earthquake
forces, and upgrading as necessary.

B. Earthquake Preparedness

Vulnerable communities should institute preparedness programs.
Preparedness includes educating the public about what they
should do in case of an earthquake and preparing public
officials and services to react to the emergency. Activities
include:

1. training teams for search and rescue operations;

2. training teams for disaster assessment;

3. identifying safe sites where people living in areas
threatened by landslides in secondary tremors could be
relocated;

4. training adequate personnel in trauma care;

5. maintaining stocks of trauma-related medical supplies;'

6. reviewing the structural soundness of facilities that are
essential for the operation of disaster response such as
hospitals, fire stations, government buildings, communica-
tions installations; upgrading them as necessary;

7. preparing plans and necessary equipment for alternative
water supply if the current system is vulnerable;

8. preparing plans for clearing streets on a priority basis
(to provide emergency access);

9. preparing emergency communication systems as well as
messages to the public regarding matters of their health,
safety and security;

10. training teams to determine if buildings are safe for
reoccupancy.

POST-DISASTER ACTIVITIES

A. Earthquake Response

The immediate impact of an earthquake affects virtually all
sectors of the community. Initial response by local authorities
should include i ,plementing the activities identified in the
preparedness stage. Initial emphasis will be on search and
rescue of the victims, attempting as far as feasible to account
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for all members of the affected population. Second, provide

emergency medical assistance. There will be a high incidence
of surgical needs during the first 72 hours; additional medical
needs will fall off sharply after that time. Contrary to myth,
there are no actual immediate epidemiological threats or
patterns of disease resulting directly from an earthquake.

Third, conduct a damage and needs assessment. The local
government as well as international donors need to know as
quickly as possible the scale of the disaster and what sort of
assistance (and how much) is needed.

Fourth, provide relief to the survivors. Response can take
several forms. Of the greatest value is cash, allowing
survivors and local agencies discretion to focus resources where
the most urgent nc.Ids are. International donors can assist in
reopening roads, reestablishing communications, making contact
with remote areas, conducting disaster assessment, and providing
building materials for reconstruction. The popularly known
forms of foreign relief such as food, blankets and clothes are
totally inappropriate.

In all emergency activities it is of prime importance that
information for the public about what they should do and where
they can go for services be immediately available and accurate,
and that decision-makers act according to priorities.

B. Earthquake Rehabilitation, Reconstruction and Recovery

At the end of the emergency period, a transition to long-term
recovery occurs. Local authorities should concentrate their
assistance in the following areas:

I. repair and reconstruction of "lifelines", i.e. water,
sewer, electrical services and roads;

2. technical, material and financial assistance for the repair
and reconstruction of housing and public buildings;

3. economic programs that create jobs to help rejuvenate the
economy;

4. financial assistance to survivors, including lines of
credit and assistance to businesses, to enable them to
participate in recovery efforts.

International donors will be able to provide assistance in all
of these same activities. The most cost-effective support they
can provide is technical and financial assistance.
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The following are some lessons for planning and administration
of reconstruction programs:

--- Aid should not be provided in such a way that it inhibits
the recovery process and creates dependency relatio ships
between victims and donors.

-- The hierarchical structure of donor organizations should
facilitate, not inhibit, the flow of information on the
real needs of victims to the decision-makers.

--- Reconstruction must be carried out by properly-trained
program administrators and technicians, not well-intended
lay-persons.

--- Donor organizations need to be cautious about providing
emergency shelter; rarely is it an appropriate form of aid.
Even less likely is the appropriateness of a high techno-
logy, imported emergency shelter design.

OPPORTUNITES AND APPROPRIATE ROLES FOR PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS

There are many ways for Peace Corps Volunteers to participate in
earthquake mitigation, preparedness, response or recovery. All
Volunteers can participate in public awareness activities in
earthquake-prone communities. There are also many spec.fic
activities that are appropriate for full or part-time Volunteer
assignments. These include:

A. Housing Improvement. Peace Corps engineers and architects, or
PCVs with construction skills, can help plan and execute
programs to improve local housing to an earthquake-resistant
standard in both mitigation as dell as reconstruction programs.

B. Site Selection. City planners, geologists and geographers can
help urban governments conduct risk and vulnerability analyses
and can advise urban dwellers about safe siting of their houses.

C. Structural Surveys. Peace Corps engineers and architects can
assist in assessing building safety before and after earth-
quakes.

D. Economic Mitigation. Economic development specialists can
encourage the establishment of lending institutions to provide
money for housing improvement and encourage the poor to
establish cash reserves for possible emergencies. Co-ops are a
major source of reconstruction loans to the poor who often
cannot qualify for other financial assistance.
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E. Emergency Response. All PCVs can help in an emergency. Roles
might include:

- -- searchandrescue

- -- distribution of relief

--- distribution of shelter materials

- -- disaster assessment

--- needs assessment

translation services for foreign disaster officials

Paper originally published in The Potential Contribution of Peace
Corps to Disaster Preparedness in Africa, Briefing papers prepared
by INTERTECT for the AID/Peace Corps Disaster Preparedness
Conference, Mombasa, Kenya (March 1983).
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FLOODS

DESCRIPTION OF THE THREAT

Floods are destructive natural hazards that cause loss of life
and extensive social and economic disruption. Each year, floods take
an increasing number of lives and property. In `_act, flooding is the
one natural hazard that is becoming a greater threat rather than
remaining constant or being reduced. Floods are caused not only by
rain but also by human changes to the surface of the earth such as
farming, deforestation and urbanizatir,r,. These actions increase the
runoff from rains; thus storms that previously would have caused no
flooding today inundate vast areas.

Not only do we contribute to the causes of floods, but reckless
building in vulnerable areas, poor watershed management, and failure
to control the flooding also help create the disaster condition.
Ecologists have recently found evidence that human endeavors may be
directly affecting the weather conditions that produce extensive and
heavy rains. -Irrigation of dry lands creates moisture conditions
that contribute to increased humidity and evaporation, which in turn
lead to increased rainfall. This is particularly heightened in
desert areas where large lakes are built to provide water either for
irrigation or for nearby settlements.

Flooding is any abnormally high streamflow that overtops the
natural or artificial banks of a stream. Flooding is a natural
characteristic of rivers. The flood plains are normally dry land
areas and are an integral part of a river system that acts as a
natural reservoir and temporary channel for flood waters. If more
runoff is generated than the banks of a stream channel can accommo-
date, the water will overtop the stream banks and spread over the
flood plain. The ultimate factor of damage, however, is not the
quantity of water being discharged, but the stage of elevation of the
water surface. Furthermore, floods can form where there is ao
stream, as for exakTle when abnormally heavy precipitation falls on
flat terrain at such a rate that the soil cannot absorb the water or
the water cannot run off as fast as it falls.

Flash floods are local floods of great volume and short dura-
t ion. A flash flooc, generally results from a torrential rain or
"cloudburst" on relatively small and widely-dispersed streams. Run-
off from the intense rainfall results in high flood waves. Dis-
charges quickly reach a maximum and diminish almost as rapidly.
Flood flows frequently contain large concentrations of sediment and
debris. Flash floods also result from the failure of a dam or from
the sudden breakup of an ice jam. Flash floods are particularly
common in mountainous areas and desert regions but are a potential
threat in any area where the terrain is steep, surface runoff rates
are high, streams flow in narrow canyons, and severe thunderstorms
prevail.
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Riverine floods are caused by precipitation over large areas or
by melting of the winter's accumulation of snow, or by both. These
floods differ from flash floods in their extent and duration.
Whereas flash floods are of short duration in small streams, riverine
floods take place in river systems whose tributaries may drain large
geographic areas and encompass many independent river basins. Floods
on large river systems may continue for periods ranging from a few
hours to many days. Flood flows in large river systems are influ-
enced primarily by variations in the intensity, amount and distribu-
bution of precipitation. The condition of the ground (amount or soil
moisture, seasonal variations in vegetation, depth of snow cover,
imperviousness due to urbanization, etc.) directly affects runoff.

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EFFECTS

Floods are natural hazards that are not, in and of themselves,
disasters. Rather, floods are agents or hazards that transform a

vulnerable condition into a disaster. The vulnerability of a human
settlement is determined by its exposure to flooding. This is
determined by siting, soil conditions, absorptive capacity of the
watershed, and the capacity of streams to -arry runoff. Urban and
rural communities sited on flood plains of rivers or streams are the
communities most at risk.

The most important determinant of vulnerability is the level of
poverty and underdevelopment of a particular group. It is the poor
who suffer most in disasters. Poor people usually live in weaker
houses which in turn are usually located in the most undesirable and
most vulnerable areas. Furthermore, dramatic increases in population
size, distribution and density increase disaster risk. Urban slums
and squatter settlements grow at about twice the average urban rate.
Land tenure is also a determinant of vulnerability, especially where
there is a scarcity of arable or developed land and the poor farmers
must engage in agriculture on hazardous land.

Floods kill people. The number of deaths is significant'y
higher in developing countries where communications are poor and
warning systems and evacuation plans are inadequate. Furthermore, it
is expected that the number of deaths will increase as po7uation
pressures force people into more vulnerable areas such as lowlying
agricultural areas or overcrowded urban slums on flood plains.

Floods can also damage human settlements, force evacuations,
damage certain crops (especially tubers), damage food stocks, strip
farmland, wash away irrigation systems, erode large areas of land or
make them otherwise unusable, and may change the course of streams
and rivers. Floods may also have a beneficial effect by depositing
silt in some downstream areas.
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A secondary effect of heavy rainfall is mudslides. Heavy rains
quickly superssaturate hillsides that have been deforested or
stripped for farming and can cause immense landslides. Large loss of
life may occur in these massive mudslides, especially in squatter
settlements located in floodplains.

HEALTH-RELATED EFFECTS

In floods, deaths usually exceed injuries. Surgical needs are
low and are generally only during the first 72 hours. Floods may
bring actual immediate threats of waterborne diseases; and they can
create conditions that promote secondary threats of waterborne and
vectorborne diseases.

IMPACT ON DEVELOPMENT

Widespread floods can have a significant effect on the long-term
economic growth of the affected region. Indirect and secondary
effects on the local and national economy of the area may include
reduction in family income, decline in the production of business and
industrial enterprises, inflation, unemployment, increase in income
disparities, and decline in national income. In addition, relief and
reconstruction efforts often compete with development programs for
ay.4.ilabl, funds. In countries where floods occur frequently, they
can create an enor'ous financial burden.

The 1:, as of crops and the need to find alternate sources of
income tia'e often caused small-scale migrations of farmers and
skilled workers from rural areas to cities. Once established in a
city, few return to their homes or farms.

Small marginal farms (two acres or less) usually cannot survive
economically following a major flood. Farmers are often forced to
sell their land because they cannot afford to rehabilitate it. This
may result in a substantial increase in the number of people
migrating to irban areas, and thus a related housing shortage.

PRE-DISASTER PLANNING ACTIVITIES

The majority of the deaths and destruction created by floods are
largely preventable. A great deal can be done to lessen the impact
of a disaster. First, though, the general public as well as
engineers, planners, politicians and others need to understand the
nature of the hazard. Based on that understanding, a decision and a
commitment need to hi. made tc, implement mitigation measures to reduce
flood damage. Reducing the harmful effects of a flood requires
actions on three fronts: reducing the vulnerability of the physical
settlements and structures in which people live, reducing the
vulnerability of the economy; and strengthening the social structure
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of a community so that coping mechanisms can help absorb the impact
of a disaster and promote rapid recovery.

The first step in vulnerability reduction for human settlements
is to identify the high-risk areas. This is done by relating a
natural hazard such as a flood to the terrain and to the probability
that such an event will occur. This activity is known as risk
mapping. Flood risk mapping, for example, would indicate the areas
likely to be covered by water during floods of given magnitude.

The second step in vulnerability reduction is to identify those
communities that are particularly susceptible to damage or destruc-
t i on . This is done by relating risk to human settlements and their
structures.

The third step is selection of a vulnerability reduction
strategy. Specific mitigation activities may include:

-- Development of extensive public awareness programs to
inform the public about flood hazards and illustrate what
can be done to prevent a disaster;

Land-use zoning to control development
;

Construct ion of protective works, such as embankments, to
protect from flooding;

--- Restrictive development regulations to ensure that any
development meets certain standards that take into
consideration the threat to the site;

Land swaps, which would provide alternatives to development
of the site;

--- Establishment of incentives to encourage future development
on safer sites and safer methods of construction (such as
favorable taxation, loans or subsidies to those qualifying
in terms of building methods or sites);

- Diversification of agricultural production; identification
and planting of flood resistant crops or adjustment of
planting season, if possible, to avoid coinciding with the
flood season;

Establishment of cash and food reserves;

--- Reforestation, range management and animal grazing controls
to increase absorption and reduce rapid runoff;

-- Construct ion of raised areas or buildings specified as
refuges if evacuation is impossible.
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FLOOD PREPAREDNESS

Communities that are vulnerable to inundation from floods should
institute flood preparedness programs.

A partial list of preparedness activities includes:

--- Developing a disaster preparedness plan that sets out ttle
sequence of activities and the responsibili-ies of each
participant;

- -- Developing warning and evacuation procedures for people in
vulnerable areas;

- -- Training adequate personnel in first aid and trauma care,
and maintaining stocks of necessary medical supplies;

Preparing communication systems as well as messages to the
public regardin, their health, safety, and security;

Reviewing the siting of critical facilities such ,s hospi-
tals, government buildings, communications installations,
etc.

POST-DISASTER ACTIVITIES

The following are typical post-disaster responses.

A. Initial response by local authorities:

Evacuation;

Search-and-rescue;

-- Medical assistance;

Disaster assessment;

-- Provision of short -term food and water;

Water purification;

--- Epidemiological surveillance;

-- Provision of temporary 1 odging and, depending upon the
climate, bLankets.
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B. Initial response by foreign agencies:

Cash,

--- Assistance in reopening roads;

-- Reestablishing communications contact with remote areas;

--- Disaster assessment;

-- Assistance with water purification.

C. Secondary response by local authorities:

--- Repair and/or reconstruction of infrastructure, housing and
public buildings;

Creation of jobs;

-- Assistance to agricultural recovery ( loans , seeds, farm
equipment, animals) as well as to small businesses,
fishermen, etc.

D. Secondary response by foreign agencies:

--- Repair and/or reconstruction of housing;

- -- Creation of jobs;

Credit;

--- Technical assistance;

--- Assistance to agricultural recovery, small businesses and
institutions.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM PAS. 'DISASTERS

A. Floods do not cause outbreaks of cholera. Cholera must be
endemic to the community before the flood strikes.

B. Massive longterm food aid is rarely required after a flood,
although food distribution systems may need to be set up
immediately after a flood in the affected area.

C. Used clothing is almost never needed; it is usually culturally
inappropriate and, though accepted by disaster victims, it is

almost never worn.
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D. Blankets can be useful but, if needed, can be found locally and
do not need to be imported.

E. Flood mitigation and reconstruction programs must be integrated
with long-term development programs.

F. Reconstruction assistance in agriculture can provide a strong
stimulus to recovery and a base for positive changes.

G. Reconstruction programs should seek to reduce the vulnerability
of communities.

H. Re-establishment of the local agriculture, economy and job
security is more important to flood victims than material
assistance.

OPPORTUNITIES AND APPROPRIATE ROLES FOR PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS

There are many ways for Peace Corps Volunteers to participate in
flood mitigation, preparedness, response, or recovcly. Some specific
opportunites appropriate for PCVs include:

A. Public Awareness. Almost any PCV can be trained and provided
with appropriate materials to conduct public awareness workshops
on the nature and risk of flooding and what can be done to
mitigate and prepare for a disaster. There are many effective
activities that are simple to do and cost little, if any,
additional money. PCVs can give these workshops (or, better
yet, train their counterparts to give the workshops) to any
number of groups such as mothers clubs, fishing cooperatives,
village councils, students, etc.

B. Site Selection. Peace Corps Volunteers can provide
information about how to select safe sites or how to protect
vulnerable sites.

C. Preparedness Planning. PCVs can work with the community to
develop a local disaster preparedness plan. Any preparedness
activity, no matter how small, can poteotially save lives and
reduce property damage. A "plan" could be a simple checklist of
appropriate actions with the assignment of personnel responsible
for carrying out the activities.

D. Agriculture and Food Protection. Peace Corps nutritionists
already promoting vegetable gardening can introduce flood
resistant crops that are culturally acceptable. Peace Corps
agronomists can work with farmers to select flood res: tant
crops or alternative farming patterns that avoid high risk times
when crops are most vulnerable.
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E. Food Storage. Appropriate technology PCVs can provide small
farmers with technical assistance to build ferrocement or other
appropriate strong grain silos to help protPct harvests until
they are sold.

F. Aforestation. Forestry PCVs can continue to help reduce vul-
nerability through reforestatior. efforts which may significantly
reduce rapid rain runoff and subsequent flooding. PCVs can also
promote the use of fuel-efficient woodstoves. This activity
helps to lessen deforestation pressure.

G. Economic Mitigation. Business development specialists can
promote the establishment of savings-and-loans programs by
cooperatives and other microenterprises to provide a disaster
reserve of money.

H. Assistance to Other Agencies. PCVs living in an affected
community can assist both local and international aid agencies
by monitoring and helping to evaluate long-term reconstruction
and recovery programs. Monitoring ensures that they are
operating smoothly. Evaluations determine whether or not the
program approach is valid and assess the long-term impact on the
community. Lessons learned, documented and shared, will help
victims of future disasters.

Paper originally published in The Potential Contribution of Peace
Corps to Disaster Preparedness in Africa, Briefing papers prepared
by INTERTECT for the AID/Peace Corps Disaster Preparedness
Conference, Mombasa, Kenya (March 1983).
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DROUGHTS AND DESERTIFICATION

DESCRIPTION OF THE THREAT

A. Definition of a Drought

Drought may be defined as any unusually prolonged dry period.
While generally associated with semiarid or desert climates,
droughts can occur in areas that normally enjoy adequate
rainfall. Technically, a drought is a condition of climactic
dryness that is severe enough to reduce the soil moisture
content and water supplies below the minimums necessary for
sustaining plant, animal and human life systems. Droughts are
usually accompanied by dry, hot winds and may be terminated by
violent storms.

B. Causes of Droughts

The basic causes of drought are still not clearly understood by
scientists. It is generally believed that droughts are a

consequence of changing global weather patterns triggered by
ecological events such as solar radiation, excessive buildup of
heat on the earth's surface and increased particulate matter
such as dust or pollution in the earth's atmosphere. Droughts
are. accompanied by reduced cloud cover, and thus the land is
exposed to increased solar radiation, resulting in increased
transpiration and evaporation rates. These conditions add to
the potential severity of the drought. When conditions become
very dry, available moisture is insufficient to maintain the
water table and hence the surface water reserves in streams and
in lakes. This situation tends to perpetuate the drought and,
once established, the conditions are very difficult to reverse.

Human activities also contribute to the development of drought
conditions. Overgrazing, poor cropping methods and improper
soil conservation techniques often contribute to creating the
drought.

C. Recurrence Interval

Climatologists debate whether drought is a shortterm aberration
in the climate or the result of longterm climatic changes.
Some argue that drought feeds upon itself; that as vegetation is
stripped from the land, the surface dries out and reflects more
of t'-.e sun's heat. This would alter the thermal dynamics of the
atmosphere and supress rainfall which would, in turn, dry out
more land. Historically, droughts have tended to occur at
regular intervals. Many scientists have noted that in areas
where longterm droughts have been prevalent, there appear to be
surges of dry periods that occur at relatively predictable
intervals. With this in mind, climatologists are seeking to
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compile historical records of droughts so that drought
forecasting can be made more accurate.

Whether precisely predictable or not, the historical trends can
give an indication as to when drought periods might be expected.
For this reason, it is important that persons living in marginal
or semi-arid areas try to learn about the history of droughts in
a particular region and use these as a rule of thumb in predic-
ting when future dry periods might occur.

EFFECTS OF DROUGHTS

The effects of droughts can be divided according to the primary
or immediate effects, and the secondary or resulting effects.

A. Primary Effects

Primary effects of drought result from a lack of water. As a
dry period progresses and water supplies dwindle, existing water
supplies are over-taxed and finally dry up. The primary losses
are loss of crops, loss of livestock and other animals, and
finally, loss of water for hygienic use and drinking.

B. Secondary Effects of Drought

The secondary effects 'If drought follow and result from the
primary effects. As water supplies dwindle and crops and fodder
are depleted, families begin to migrate in search of better
grazing lands for their herds or to the cities to seek jobs and
alternative sources of income. If the dwindling supplies of
food are not replaced, famine can occur, further accelerating
the migration out of the stricken areas to less-affected zones.
The migration may, in itself, contribute to spreading the scope
of the disaster, especially if grazing animals are moved with
the people.

If the drought is long-term, it may result in permanent changes
in settlement patterns and in social and living patterns. For
example, before the 1968 drought, 65% of Mauritania's population
were nomads. By 1976 that figure was down to 36%. The town of
Nouakchott grew from 12,300 in 1964 to approximately 135,000 ten
years later.

Secondary effects of droughts also include major ecological
changes. These include increased desertification, increased
scrub growth, increased flash flooding and increased wind
erosion of soils. Of these, desertification is of the most
concern. Technically, desertification occurs when the soil
reaches a certain level of dryness. More drastically, deserti-
fication occurs when the land takes on the characteristics of a
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desert. In its most dramatic form, this can mean the
encroachment of sand dunes and loss of the majority of
vegetation, or replacement of normal vegetation with desert
scrub bushes and other plants especially adapted to desert
environments. In both cases, the land is rendered useless
without large-scale and expensive reclamation measures.

The desertification cycle works as follows. First, a drought
kills plants and grasses; animals short on food damage trees and
shrubs foraging for food. Humans accelerate the cycle by
cutting the trees for firewood. Without trees and grasses for
cover, there is nothing to hold the soils. Winds blowing across
the surface create dust storms that choke vegetation and cover
marginal lands at the edge of the desert with sand. This
increases the reflective cover of the ground, speeding evapora-
tion and contributing to more dryness. This increases the
drought and enhances the cycle.

Fighting desertification can be both costly and frustrating.
Few developing countries have the resources necessary to stop
this process once it takes hold, and reclamation successes have
been rather limited. The best way to stop desertification is to
prevent it from occurring, and the best way to prevent it is
through comprehensive mitigation measures involving widespread
economic and agricultural development activities.

MYTHS AND LESSONS LEARNED

The most important myth concerning droughts is that nothing can
be done to prevent them or to respond effectively once they have
started. In fact, small-scale measures can have a significant
impact, and with proper forethought the ravaging effects of droughts
can often be substantially reduced. The experience of relief
agencies in the serious Sahelian drought of the 1970s provided many
useful lessons on how to respond to disasters and how not to operate
in these conditions. These include:

A. The importance of Early Warning. Droughts do not occur
without warning. There are indicators which can be monitored
and interpreted to give adequate notice in order to begin
response and reduce the severity of the drought.

B. The Importance of Water Allocation and Rationing. At the
beginning of a drought it is important that water supplies be
used wisely. Priorities should be established and measures to
protect water supplies should be taken immediately. In some
cases, researchers have noted that if water supplies had been
rationed and allocated so that the high priority areas received
sufficient water, the effects of the droughts would have been
minimal, and shortages could have been met through supplies from
outside the affected area.
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C. The Importance of Responding to the Disaster Where It is
Occurring. If early warning signs are not recognized and a

drought reaches advanced stages, migrations of people and
animals normally occur. In the past there was a tendency to
supply relief to the drought victims at the point where they
migrated to, not where they migrated from. This served to
draw more people out of the affected areas and increase the
problem. The lesson was that relief supplies should be provided
at the point where the drought is occurring. This would enable
people to stay in the area and thus provide a work force to
respond to the drought.

D. The Importance of Encouraging an Early Return of Migrants.
Relief operations for persons displaced by droughts should be of
limited duration and should attempt to encourage the return of
these people to their homes as soon as possible. Experience has
shown that if they do not return within several months, it is
unlikely that they will ever return.

E. The Need to Focus on Agriculture, Animals and Water Supply.
In past operations there has been an overemphasis on relief.
Relief operations must be balanced by immediate and widespread
attacks on the causes of the drought and measures to reduce the
impact. Emphasis must be placed on improving agriculture,
saving herds, and improving and expanding water resources.

F. The Need to Avoid Camps. For most relief agencies, the
easiest way to distribute a variety of aid is by centralizing
the distribution and establishing a refugee camp. Too often,
however, these camps become permanent settlements. As the
primary goal is to encourage people to return, relief efforts
should be focused on providing the relief to the people in their
own communties. This means that a great deal of sophistication
is required in the relief logistics system.

THE IMPACT OF DROUGHTS ON DEVELOPMENT

If a drought is allowed to continue without response, the impact
on development can be severe. Food shortages may become chronic, and
the country must spend more of its scarce resources on importing
food. Uncontrolled urban growth may be accelerated. To respond to
this, the government must borrow heavily and must. divert money from
other development schemes into meeting these needs. All serve to
undermine the potential for economic development.

If drought response is treated as only a relief operation, it
may wipe out years of development work, especially in rural areas.
Agricultural projects in particular are most likely to be affected by
droughts. For those in agricultural development, droughts or the
threat of droughts should be considered a part of the overall
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development equation. A balanced agricultural program that develops
good water resources, addresses the problems of soil erosion and
adopts realistic limits on the expansion of animal herds, or which
accompanies the expansion of herds with comprehensive range manage-
ment, will contribute to the mitigation of drought impact.

The same philosophy is used for reconstruction in the aftermath
of a drought. Reconstruction should be viewed as an opportunity to
accelerate development work. It is an ideal time to introduce
improved animal husbandry techniques, rangeland management, water
resource development schemes and erosion control measures.

PRE-DISASTER PLANNING

To reduce the threat of droughts and to lessen their impact
should they occur , a number of measures can be taken. Some of the
more typical activities are:

A. Mitigation

The first step in disaster mitigation is to identify areas that
are at risk to a drought. In recent years, a large number of
studies have been carried out that identify drought-prone areas.
Peace Corps staff should be cognizant of these zones.

To establish whether an area is drought-prone, historical
records can be analyzed to determine whether or not droughts
have occurred previously. For extremely remote areas where no
information exists locally, the AID Office of U.S. Foreign
Disaster Assistance can be queried to obtain satellite data
which can provide an indicator of whether or not the area is
vulnerable.

Once vulnerable areas have been identified, priority zones
should be established. These zones are normally the most
marginal settlements that are most at risk from a drought. Once
the priority zones have been identified, comprehensive and
integrated rural development programs should be initiated.
Among the usual activities are:

1. Agricultural improvements including modifying cropping
patterns and introduction of drought-resistant varieties of
crops;

2. Rangeland management including improvement of grazing
lands, improved grazing patterns, introduction of feed lots
and protection of shrubs and trees;
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3. Water resource development including improved irrigation,
development of improved storage facilities, protection of
surface water from evaporation and introduction of drip
irrigation systems;

4. Animal husbandry activities.

B. Preparedness Activities

1. Establish a Monitoring System. The first step in drought
preparedness is to establish a monitoring system to provide
warning if a drought is imminent. A monitoring system
should be based on simple information that non - technical
observers can acquire and transmit easily. Such a system
is usually based on indicators. Among the normal indica-
tors of the onset of a drought are:

a. An unusual dry period;

b. An increased number of wind storms;

c. An increased number of dust storms;

d. Diminishing water supplies;

e. An increase in the death rate of animals;

f. Changes in the migratory patterns of nomads;

g. Changes in vegetation, especially the introduction of
desert plants such as scrub brushes;

h. Unusual, that is, unseasonal, changes in the
prevalence rates of specific communicable diseases
associated with personal and environmental hygiene,
principally non-venereal skin diseases and diarrheal
diseases, indicating the diminished use of water for
washing.

2. Identify and Stockpile Seeds for Alternative Drought-
Resistant Crops. Once a drought begins, it is important
that some attempt be made to stimulate alternative agricul-
tural activities. A number of crops have been developed
that can survive mild droughts. Seeds should be kept on
hand so that farmers will not lose everything in a drought.

3. Identify and Stockpile Feeds for Cattle or Other Live-
stock. Once a drought begins, it is important that the
needs of cattle and livestock be recognized. Losses can be
greatly reduced if herds are penned up and fed in feedlots.
This will not only save the animals but will take pressure
off of the land and let vegetation regenerate.
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4. Determine Human Nutritional Requirements and Develop an
On-Site Relief Distribution Plan. As a drought develops,
it is important that people receive relief supplies as near
to their homes as is possible. While this puts a great
burden on the relief agency, it will ensure that people do
not leave their homes and migrate to other areas. If they

leave, the relief period will be prolonged and there will
be fewer people in the area to take action to reduce the
impact of the drought.

5. Identify and Select Appropriate Action to Fight Desertifi-
cation. If desertification is a potential threat,
measures should be taken to identify suitable approaches
that could be employed to prevent the spread of deserts
during a drought period. Plans should be developed to
implement programs to prevent further encroachment of
deserts, and the necessary equipment and material should be
acquired and strategically placed.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Once a drought has commenced, it is important that the emergency
response be swift and comprehensive. If action is taken quickly, the
following activities normally take place in the affected area:

A. Distribution of supplementary food for vulnerable population
groups in the affected zones.

B. Distribution of fodder for animals in the affected zones.

C. Provision of water supplies to the communities (water supplies
must be constant and people must I.Je sure of this constant
supply, otherwise they will leave the area).

D. Distribution of seeds for alternative crops.

If desertification is accelerated during a drought, the
following activities are normally taken to reclaim the land aid
develop water resources:

A. Construction of sand fences.

B. Constructior. of wind barriers. Wind barriers are small walls
no more than a meter high which are placed at right angles to
the prevailing wind. As winds blow across these barriers, they
deposit moisture which soaks into the ground and small green
patches begin to take root. Eventually these may grow to be
quite large and often can help replenish ground water as well as
providing some small green space for protection against desert
encroachment (see next page).
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WIND BARRIERS

Stone walls, approximately 1 meter high are placed at nght
angles to the wind. Wind loses its moisture as it is
deflected over the barriers. The moisture soaks into the
ground, spreading green growth. Soil stabilizes and more
water is trapped.

14.

COUNTER-DESERTIFICATION MEASURES

GREEN BASINS

Small, circular banks are plowed in
fields Wind-blown seeds are trap-
ped and nourished by water trap-
ped in each circle. Green growth
occurs along embankments. even-
tually spreads to cover entire circle
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C. Establishment of Green Basins. In a technique developed in

Austra14,a , green belts are created by building or plowing small
circular banks in a field to form a series of basins. These

trap wind -blown seeds and nourish them by trapping moisture and
water to form small temporary ponds. The embankments protect
the seeds from dust storms, and the moisture provides the
nourishment to enable them to sprout. Green belts several miles
wide and hundreds of miles long are often built as a line-of-
defense much like a fire break to prevent further encroachment
of the desert (see next page).

D. Tree Planting. One way to fight the encroachment of deserts
is to plant trees and shrubs as a barrier. Each tree encourages
the growth of a related ecosystem nd provides a small deterrent
to wind-driven dust and sand.

E. Retention Dams. Small storm retention dams can be buil- across
arroyos or wadis to trap water from occasional flesh floods.
Some of the water can be diverted into nearby depressions to
form temporary reservoirs. These provide temporary water for
drinking and irrigation, and can seep into the soil to replenish
soil moisture and ground water (see following page).

F. Sub-surface Dams. Sub surface dams are u.e1 to trap water in
the sandy riverbeds of a dry wadi. A trench is di...: across the

streambed down to a layer of impervious clay. The trench is
then filled and packed with clay to form an unde,-2round lam.
When flash floods occur, a portion of the water will be 1-rapped
in the sand behind the dam. Small wells can be dug by hand to
reach the water (see following page).

If emergency measures are not instituted immediately at the
beginning of a drought, it is inevitable that large populations will
begin migrating from the drought-stricken area. Once this has
happened, the emergency response becomes a famine response, and
emergency relief measures must be initiated.

POST-DISASTER ACTIVITIES

Once the drought has abated or the flow of displaced persons 'IP 5

been stemmed, permanent recovery activities are initiated. Usually
the victims and the government must decide on one of two courses of
action: re-establishment of communities in the drought-stricken area,
or resettlement of the drought victims to other unaffected areas. As

a general rule, resettlement is not favored except in extreme circum-
stances or where desertification has made return to the original
communities impossible.
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If the drought victims return to their homes, the focus is on

re-establishing, and hopefully improving, normal economic and
agricultural activities. Typical programs include:

economic assistance;

-- agricultural extension;

--- animal husbandry;

rangeland management;

water resource development;

agricultural engineering works including development of
windbreaks, crop protection devices, installation of improved
irrigation systems and introduction of drip irrigation.

The reader should note that the reconstruction activities are
virtually identical to the disaster mitigation activit es and require
the same types of skills and technical inputs.

APPROPRIATE ROLES FOR PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS

Peace Corps Volunteers may be called upon to play a number of
very important roles in all phases of a drought. Among these are:

A. Establishing and participating in warning systems. PCVs with
the following backgrounds could be involved: agronomists,
animal husbandry specialists, agricultural engineers, soils
specialists and public health personnel.

B. General development support during disaster mitigation and
reconstruction phases. PCVs with the following qualifications
might be called upon to participate: agronomists, animal
husbandry specialists, agricultural engineers, soils specialists
and public health personnel.

C. Emergency Relief. During the emergency phase, the following
job skills could be employed:

1. Nutritionists (to operate selective feeding programs);

2. A3ricultural specialists (to help refugees to establish
small subsistence gardens in their communities or refugee
camps and to introduce drought-resistant varieties during
the emergency),

3. Physicians and nurses (to operate intensive feeding
programs for severely malnourished drought victims);
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4. Animal husbandry specialists (to establish and manage the
feed lots for livestock in the drought-affected zones);

5. Social workers (to work with drought victims and provide a
variety of social and counselling services);

6. Handicraft specialists (to develop handicrafts as a source
of alternate income during the drought);

7. Water engineers (to help develop water resources in the
drought-affected areas, to establish better irrigation and
storage fa:ilities, and to develop water supplies for
settlements of displaced victims);

8. Sanitary engineers (tc build and maintain sanitation
systems in new settlements and refugee camps);

9. Arch itects (to design and build refugee camps should they
be required, and to provide shelter in new settlements).

Edited paper originally published in The Potential Contribution of
Peace Corps to Disaster Preparedness in Africa, Briefing papers pre-
pared by INTERTECT for the AID/Peace Corps Disaster Preparedness
Conference, Mombasa, Kenya (March 1983).
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DISASTER INFORMATION RESOURCE ORGANIZATIONS

Australian Overseas Disaster Response Org nisation (AODRO)
65 Campbell Stree:
Surry Hills, N.S.W. 2010
(P.O. Box K425, Haymarket, N.S.W. 2000)
Australia

Centre for Information & Research on Disasters and Natural Hazards
(CIRDNH)

Caulfield Institute of Te hnology
P.O. Box 197
Caulfield East
Melbourne, Victoria 3145
Australia

Centre for verseas Pest Research
Overseas Development Administration
Eland House, Stag Place
London SW1E 5DH, U.K.

Centre de Recherche sur l'Epidemiologie des Desastres
Ecole de Sante Publique
Unite d'Epidemiologie
Universite Catholique de Louvain
Clos Chapelle-aux-Champs, 30
B-1200 Brussels, Belgium

Ian Davis

Disasters and Human Settlements Unit
Department of Architecture
Oxford Polytechnic

Headington Oxford 0X3 OBP, U.K.

Desert Locust Control Organization for Eastern Africa
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Department of Civil & Systems Engineering (Wind Research)
James Cook University of North Queensland
Townsville, Queensland
Australia

Disaster Research Center
Ohio State University
154 N. Oval Mall
Columbus, Ohio 43210, USA

Institute for Food and Development Policy
2588 Mission Street
San Francisco, California 94110, USA
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International Disaster Institute (IDI)

85 Marylebone High Street
London W1M 3DE, U.K.

International Reference Centre for Community Water Supply &

Sanitation
P.O. Box 5500
2280 HM Rijswijk, The Netherlands

International Society on Disaster Medicine

10-_ chemin de Surville

1213 Petit-Lancy
Geneva, Switzerland

INTERTECT

P.O. Box 10502
Dallas, Texas 75207, USA

League of Red Cross Societies
17, chemin de Crets, Petit-Saconnex
P.O. Box 276
1211 Geneva 19, Switzerlari

National Council for International Health
2121 Virginia Avenue, N.W., Suite 303
Washington, D.C. 20037, USA

latural Disaster Recovery & Mitigation Resource Referral Service

The Academy for Contemporary Problems
400 North Capitol Street, N.W., Suite 390
Washington, D.C. 20001, USA

Natural Hazards Research & Applications Information Center (NHRAIC)

Institute of Behavioral Science #6
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80309, USA

Nutrition Planning Information Service
Community Systems Foundation
1130 Hill Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104, USA

Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA)
Agency for International Develorlent
Washington, D.C. 20523, USA

Pan American Health Organization
Emergency Preparedness & Disaster Relief Coordination Unit

525 Twenty-Third Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2037, USA
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Sahel Documentation Center
Michigan State University Libraries
East Lansing, Michigan 48824, USA

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
One U.N. Plaza
New York, New York 10017, USA

United Nations Disaster Relief Office (UNDRO)
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland

USAID Missions in country

VITA (Volunteers in Technical Assistance) Inc.
1815 N. Lynn Street, Suite 200
Box 12438

Arlington, Virginia 22209, USA
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PERIODICALS RELATING TO NATURAL DISASTERS

Disaster Management
Joint Assistance Centre
H-65 South Extension-1
New Delhi 110049, India

New periodical to serve voluntary agencies in India. Often has short
articles concerning management of natural disasters, case studies,
etc.

Disaster Preparedness in the Americas
Pan American Health Organization
Emergency Preparedness & Relief Coordination Unit
525 Twenty-Third Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Newsletter giving information on PAHO, WHO, U.N. and othe. agencies.
Reviews current literature and reports on member country projects, as
well as including short articles on disaster-related topics.
Excellent resource.

Disasters: The International Journal of Disaster Studies and
Practice

International Disaster Institute
85 Marylebone High Street
London W1M 3DE, U.K.

Quarterly devoted to articles and information concerning all facets
of relief (pre-disaster planning and mitigation, case studies,
epidemiology, etc.). Excellent resource for publications, contacts
and evaluations.

Habitat News
U.N. Centre for Human Settlements

Kenyatta Conference Centre, Room 1911
P.O. Box 30030
Nairobi, Kenya

Official newsletter of the UNCHS reporting on programs and activities
of the U.N., governments and non-governmental organizations in the
field of human settlements. Includes list of upcoming conferences/
meetings, publications related to human settlements, project reports,
articles on housing and planning issues, etc.
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ICVA News
International Council of Voluntary Agencies
13 rue Gautier
1201 Geneva, Switzerland

Periodical giving information on programs, policies, publications,
etc., of interest to agencies and individuals in the fields of
development, refugee assistance, disaster relief and preparedness.
Excellent resource for volag information, both organizational and
operational. Includes internacional employment registry, personnel
and address changes, list of upcoming conferences/meetings, etc.

Mass Emergencies and Disasters
International Library
P.O. Box 1893
S-75101 Uppsala, Sweden

New periodical basically focusing on the social and behavioral
aspects of mass emergencies/disasters. Includes listing and reviews
of literature and visual materials, research articles, and sections
for issue and opinion feedback.

Natural Hazards Observer
Natural Hazards Research Applications & Information Center (NHRAIC)
IBS #6
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80309

Provides information on conferences and meetings; federal and state
policies, regulations and upcoming legislation; organizations and
their projects; grants for research in the natural hazards field;
recent publications. Primarily aimed at researchers, but contains
excellent information on available studies and contacts.

Refugee Reports
American Council for Nationalities Service
1424 Sixteenth StIeet, N.W., Suite 404
Washington, D.C. 2036

Up-to-date articles about refugees and resettlement. Includes infor-
mation on conferences and work of other organizations.
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Refugees
U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland

Monthly newspaper focusing on refugee situations throughout the
world, A new special supplement, Refugees Magazine, is published
periodically to deal with various issues and themes in a more
comprehensive manner. Reviews of refugee-related publications,
interviews, articles on special topics, etc., are included.

SAHEL
Sahel Documentation Center
Michigan State University Libraries
East Lansing, Michigan 48824

Collection of bibliographic material and information concerning
countries in the Sahel region of Africa. Extensive references on
drought.

UNDRO News

Office of the U.N. Disaster Relief Coordinator
Palais des Nations
1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland

Reviews recent disaster situations throughout the world and the
response by U.N. agencies and other organizations as well as the
governments involved. Good resource for meetings and conferences
organized by the U.N., non-governmental and intergovernmental
organizations, voluntary agencies and others. Also good resource for
recent publications, articles, etc., on natural disasters and related
subjects.

Unscheduled Events
c/o Jan Trost
Uppsala University
P.C. Box 513
S-751 20 Uppsala, Sweden

New periodical published by the Research Committee on Disasters (who
also publish a new journal, Mass Emergencies and Disasters). Will
contain articles on research projects, lists of recent publications,
and reports on activities, conferences, etc. Will emphasize social
aspects of disasters.
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I. Introduction

The purpose of this manual is to describe to Peace Corps Volunteers
and Trainees the actions to be taken if a disaster, natural or man-
made, strikes tte country or region of a country. It also informs
ru about (1) general relief operations which will take place, and
(2) the types of cetivities in which you might become involved.
While the d.gree of vulnerability of a given country or region of
a country to a oisuster may vary, it Is most important that PCVs
and PCTs be aware of information, organizational operations, and
programming procedures which will be followed in order to account
for their safety and well-being, and, if requested, aid the PCVs,
PCTs, and the Host Country in relief operations.

Phis manual is divided into 4 parts.

I. Disaster Preparedness Procedures gives bacKground in-
formation concerning ca-going disaster relief planning
actiities, describes resources available in disaster
situct.ons, and most importantly, details precautionary
measures to be taken amd procedures for reporting
personal status.

2. Immediate Response to a Disaster Situation describes
the immediate steps to be taken if a disas+er strikes.

3. Disaster Assistance Phases and Operations describes
general disaster relief programs and activities in which
PCVs and PCTs may be asked to participate.

4. Technical Support cites specific documentation and
resources which will aid PCVs and PCTs in carrying out
disaster-related activities.

Your thorcjoh familiarity with the information and procedures
described in the manual will reduce the peril to you in your
site, enhance communication, and support your efforts to carry
out necessary actions.
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II. Disaster Preparedness Procedure

A. General Statement

There is always the possibility that while you are a PCV or PCT a
national or local disaster, whether natural (such as a flood,
drought, fire, hurricane, earthquake, volcanic eruption, or epi-
demic) or human instigated (such as a riot, violence, civil strife,
explosion, fire, or epidemic) may occur.

In order to be prepared to account for and assist Volunteers and
Trainees, and to mobilize those can lend aid in such a sit-
uation, whether of national or scope, the Peace Corps Staff
and Volunteers have developed a Disaster Preparedness Manual based
on national and international experience in such situations. Its
effectiveness will depend to a great extent on Volunteers' and
Trainees' knowledge and familiarity with the plan. Please readit carefully so that when an emergency arises, you will know how
to react.

B. Reporting and Communications

I. Personal Status Reporting Procedures

In an emergency situation, the first concern of the Peace Corps
is to verify the safety of all Volunteers and Trainees as quicklyas possible. Often when a national (or local) emergency occurs,
the national and international

news services are quick to report
it, frequently with considerable exaggeration. Too often detailsof 4he emergency become distorted. Therefore, undue delay in
reporting your personal status and whereabouts can cause un-
necessary concern.

Past experience demonstrates that whin these events are reported
in countries where peace Corps is present, relatives and friends
immediately call the Peace Corps office in Washington for news of
Volunteers and Trainees. Knowinn the ccncern of these people,
Peace Carps tries to calm their concerns by informing them as soon
and as accurately as possible about the safety of Volunteers and
Trainees. If delays in verifying the status of Volunteers and
Trainees occur, it may be reported (as has happened in the past
via U.S. news services) that not ali Volunteers and Trainees have
bee.) accounted for, thus causing unnecessary and probably unwar-
ranted worry. It is extremely important that yoJ report your
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status and whereabouts to your Program Manager or Country Dir-
ector as soon as you possibly can.

Reporting Procedures

a. If an emergency, local or national, occurs, stay in your
site and immediately not"fy your Program Manager or the
Peace Corps Country Director of your status aod where-
abouts.

If in an unaffected area, report to your Program Manager
or staff coordinator and get his/her approval before
going into the disaster area. If you go to the area you
ma,, be endangering yourself, putting a strain on short
supplies of food and water, and adding to the traffic
congestion or roads and highways. Without proper in-
structions, information, identifica4lon, equipment and
supplies, you could become another victim at a site
needing assistance. Peace Corps is prepared to assist
in emergency situations, but that assistarce will always
be coordinated through Host Country emergency efforts.
If an emergency occurs in your own area, you may ciet in-
volved in the relief effort. If so, first report to the
Peace Corps, then link up with a Host Country agency or
institution.

In reporting your personal ,"tuation, be sure to include
the following information:

I. Name,
2. Location,
3. Date and time of communication,
4. State of health end extent of injury or illness,

if any, and
5. Address and means by which communications cal be

maintained with you.

Be sure to spell your name correctly to the opera 4- if

you do not have direct access to the communication media
so that it can be communicate -.curately.

lt is extremely important that all Volunteers and Trainees
communicate this information, whether the emergency is
local or national for the following reasons:

I. A PCV/PCT may be out of his/her assigned site
and in the emergency area without the knowledge
of the Peace Corps Staff, or may be thought to
be in the disaster area.
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2. Parents, friends, and reporters in the U.S.
usually do not have a good understanding of
where Volunteers' and Trainees' sites are
locat d within the country and many times
assume that PCVs and PCTs ere in the affected
areas when they are not. They will want ac-
curate information about your safety.

3. The Peace Corps Country Staff is required in
the case of an emergency to verify the safety
of all /olunteers and Trainees through a visual
sighting, and report the same to Washington so
that inquiries from those concerned about you
can be answered with accurate, current inform-
ation.

1. . If you need assistance, only prompt, accurate
reporting of your status can insure that aid
will be gotten to you as soon as possible.

b. If you are not at your site, report your status immedi-
ately following the preceeding instructions in (a).
You should also indicate specific travel plans if you
are returning to your site or going to another location.
Be sure to give the name and address with whom Pace
Corps can communicate in order to verify thy:, execution
of your travel plans.

c. If it is necessary for you to leave your site, you must
indicate the nam and address of at least one person in
the site who knows of your specific travel plans, des-
tinilion, length of stay, and date of return.

d, if for some reason you cannot personally report on your
status, you should have your Peace Corps buddy (another
PCV or PCT who has assumed responsibility for knowing
your whereabouts at all times) to report for you by the
most reliaole means available (see below). You will be
asked to complete a Re4sed Volunteer Record Sheet (see
appendix, page A01) on which you will supply information
necessary for emergency situations, including the name
and means of ccntacting your buddy.

If you or your eddy cannot report your status, have your
supervisor or other responsible person (preferably two)
report for you using the most reliable means available.

e. If evacuation from your site is necessary, cooperate with
local authorities who are in charge. Always try to inform
the Peace Corps Staff of your whereabouts. Listen to the
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national emergency ratio system or public radio broad-
casts as it is one way the Peace Corps may contact you.

f. In case of a national emergency, the Peace Corps offic)
and the U.S. Embassy will receive calls 24 hours a day
during the critical period. The U.S. Embassy always has
a duty officer ready to receive incoming calls, even
under normal circumstances. Urgent messages left with
the Embassy during non-office hours will be immediately
relayed to the Peace Corps Duty Officer.

Confirmation of your safety and whereabouts, once reported
by you, will be immediately relayed to Peace Corps/Wash-
ington. Office of Special Services (OSS). When a major
disaster strikes, OSS immediately contacts persons you
indicated should be called in case of emergency; OSS
assures 4hem that they will be notified of your status
as soon as it is confirmed. You should remind your family
that they may contact the Office of Special Services by
calling 800-424-8580, Ext. 85 or 86 during normal working
hours and 202-638-2574 at all other times.

Once OSS confirms your safety and whereabouts, it is your
responsibility to initiate further contact with concerned
persons. Please ask them not to attempt to contact you
directly by phone or cable as means of communication may
be damaged and/or heavily overloaded. Remember, initiat-
ing further contact is your responsibility.

2. Means of Communications

Ii immediately reportinc your safety and whereabouts to the Peace
Corps Staff, consider how you will communicate that information.
Remember, speed a4td accuracy in reporting are critical. Most
often in an emergency situation, normal communication lines (roads,
telegraph, telephone) are damaged, destroyed, or if in operation,
terribly overburdened. Telegraph commviications often become lost
or garbled beyond recognition. Do not depend on a telegram as a
reliable means of reporting to Peace Corps. One of the best al-
ternative means of reporting is by two-way radio.

You will find in the Appendix to this handb,00k a series of inform-
ation sheets which identify

commuolciltion, personnel, and equ.1-ment resources. These sheets include:
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Communication lnforma- on
Page

I. Communication Resources
A. Two-way Radios by Site and Organization A02
B. Bus and Railroad Companies by Site and

Company
A03

C. Airstrips by Site and Characteristics 04
2. Peace Corps Staff Home Addresses r,c5
3. U.S. Government, Host Country and

International Relief Organizations A06
4. General Emergency Telephone Numbers A07
5. Car Rentals

A07
6. Plane Rentals

A07
7. National Radio Stations

A08

Familiarize yourself with the information and make specific noteof the resources in or near your site which can be used in caseof an emergency. If possible, become acquainted with the
operations and personnel of these resources.

Speed and accuracy are most important in communicating the needed
information and the most reliable means should always be sought.

Tne means by which you can report your status are listed in
Priority ranking from most to least reliable. Always attempt 'o

the most reliable (i.e. highest priority) means available.

I. Direct sighting and reporti^g by you to a Peace Corps
Staff member.

2. Direct voice communication by you to a Peace Corps Staff
member (via telephone or radio).

3. Direct sighting and reporting to your Peace Corps buddy
with that information relayed personally by him/her o-
through direct voice communication (via telephone or
radio) to a Staff member.

4. Direct written communication by you or by your buddy
after a direct sighting and reporting by you to him!
her (via a hand-carried message---telegraph or mail ser-
vice is often disrupted or overloaded during an emer-
gency and probably cannot be relied upon).

5. Direct sighting within 24 hours by at least two different
individuals who relay the information by direct personal
or voice contact with Peace Corps or by hand-carried
message.

Unless you can personally report your status by face-to-face
communication witn a Staff member or by voice communication, you
should use a combination of the remaining alternatives to decrease
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the possibility of reporting delay or error. If these remaining
alternatives are used, you should send daily messages, if possible,
until you receive acknowledgement of your mess:ge and instructions
from the Peace Corps Staff. Remember, Peace Corps will report you
unaccounted for, if necessary, rather than report your safety and
whereabouts according to an unreliable message.

3. Personal Documents

In case of an emergency ypu should carry with ym all personal
documentation (passport, MO card, Peace Corps identification
card, host government :der.tification carnet, driver's license,
etc.) which you have in your possession in order to facilitate
identification and travel. The Peace Corps Staff will explain
document control procedures and their use in an emergency sit-
uation if you do not have all your personal documents with you
at all times.

Please cooperate with the Peace Corps Staff in document control
and make sure your documents are kept up to date. In case of
emergency, innoculation or re-innoculation or other actions in-
volving documents nay be necessary. Your full cooperation will
make the task leis difficult and will be greatly appreciated.

4. Disaster Information Reporting

Given the sensitivity to national security and information gather-
ing issues, you should refrain from reporting on conditions in
your site unless you a:e specifically requested to dc so by your
supervisor or other proper local country authorities, or by the
Peace Corps upon request by the Host Country government. In in-
stances where assistance is requested, and accurate and reliable
information is available, the following will be of particular
use in disaster relief operations:

I. Cohdition of key public services (potable water and
sewerage systems; hospitals, schools, and other public
buildings; ,oads, bridges, airstrips, and other means
of communications; etc.);

2. Type and extent of damag.: fo structures;
3. Characteristics and extent of injuries, illnesses and

deaths;
4. Type and extent of relief activities underway (medical

attention, potable water and food distribution, pro-
visional shelter, removal of debris and rubble, re-
establishment of communications, etc.);
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Need for assistance by type and quantity (medicine and
medical personnel, food and water, clothing, shelter,
communications equipment, earthmoving equipment, etc.);

6. Weather conditions; and
7. Type and number of personnel from various agencies in-

volved in disaster relief operations.

Be as concise, descriptive, and brief as possible. While it willbe difficult to quantify damage and needs, try not to exaggerateor over-estimate. In the short term, relief materials and cerccn-
nel are often in short supply and unwarranted application of re-
rources to o...: area may mean shortages or non-availability of
those resources in another area needing assistance.

5. Dealing with the News Media and Information Inquiries

During. the highly emotional period of an emergency and immediately
afterwards, you should not make comments to those outside Peace
Corps concerning either the safety of Volunteers and Trainees, theextent and type of damage, or the relief efforts underway by theHost Country government and national and international assistance
organizations. All inquiries for this type of information should
be directed to the Peace Corps Country Director or the U.S.
Ambassador. Pez.ze Corps will prepare daily reports on PCV and
PCT safety and make these available to concerned parties.

Experience has taught that even "off the cuff" or "personal ob-servations" made to national or foreign press people, inquisitive
individuals, or i-ost Opuntry nationals often (and quickly) become"official" sources and comments stating the Peace Corps' or theU.S.'s position on disaster-related issues and situations. Many
individuals, agencies, and insti+utions, both national and inter-
national, may become involved in disaster relief activities andthere is a considerable amount of rivalry between them for pub-
licity and exposure in order to enhance their image and/or fund
raising capacities. Reporting of disaster relief efforts often
dwells on this rivalry as well as the strengths and weaknessesof different assistance

programs, including those of the Host
Country government. Statements made concerning these programs
are often very general in nature or based on incomplete or in-
accurate information. Even if correct, these statements are
often mis-reported or used in partisan, sometimes damaging ways.

Again, no comments should be made to anyone outside of Peace Corps
concerning the disaster situation, nor on relief efforts or their
effectiveness. Inquiries for such information should be directed
to the Peace Corps Country Director.
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6. General Evacuation of Peace Corps Personnel

If it ever becomes necessary to evacuate all Peace Corps person-
nel from tt...3 hosi country, the U.S. Ambassador or his designate
will make the decision after discussion with the Peace C,..rps Coun-
try Director. If this should happen, the Country Director will
give instructions (usually via national radio) and outline evac-
uation procedures to be followed. These instructions will include
information on v.here and when to assemble for the evacuation,
which will most likely be done by air transport or train if avail-
able.

Unless such an announcement is made, you should follow the pre-
determined Country Evacuation Plan, a copy of which is included
in this manual. Remember, during an evacuation, it is most
important ihat you communicate your personal status, proceed to
a safe area as soon as possible, and follow the instructions in
the predetermined Evacuation Plan, unless instructed to do other-
wise.

C. Volunteer and Trainee Skill Resources

n time of an emergency, certain skills are needed to as-ist in
relief efforts, to perform life support fJn:1ions and to begin re-
habilitation programs. The skill areas most generally requested
for such activities are (in order of urgency of service):

I. Medical Personnel---doctors, nurses, para-medics, persons
trained to administer first aid and innoculations (typhoid,
smallpox, etc.).

2. Heavy Equipment Operators -- driven and mechanics for
bulldozers, front graders, road graders, back hoes,
trailer trucks, heavy trucks, fork lifts, etc.

3. Architects, Engineers, and Construction Speciali is - --

to restore communications, roads, bridges, potable water
and sewerage systems, and electrical power; to construct
temporary and provisional shelters for public facilities
and housing (carpenters, electricians, plumoers, masons),
and to evaluate damaged structures and make recommenda-
tions concerning demolition, repair, or reconstruction.

4. Administrators and Managers---to set up administrative
procedures for distributing relief, supplies, train and
manage personnel, maintain inventories, evaluate need
and effectiveness of programs, etc.

5. Other Skills---particularly those in communication (trans-
lators and radio operators), transportation (pilots), and
mechanical areas.
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In order to be able to best utilize the services of Volunteers
cid Trainees during or following an emergency, as much information
as possible must be on record so that Peace Corps can quickly
identify personnel resources. You should fill out a Volunteer and
Trainee Skill Resource Sheet (see appendix, page A09). Please be
as accurate and specific as possible; if the information about
your abilities is misleading you may actually hamper relief efforts.
Please do not exaggerate your abilities or experience. For ex-
ample, driving a tractor is not the same as operating a bulldozer,
and driving a pick-up truck is not the same as driving a tractor
trailer.

Volunteers and Trainees want to help out after an emergency. There
is probably something important that you can do. Your skill might
be in comforting people; preparing food, or taking phone calls, as
well as those activities mentioned earlier. If you are willing to
help, you can probably be utilized.

This information will be kept on file by skill type, program, and
geographic area of the country in order to quickly identify the
most appropriate, available resource (see appendix, page A10).
At your request, upon completion of your Peace Corps service your
sheet will be transferred to a reserve file for a one year period,
thus indicating that you would be interested in re-entering Peace
Corps on a short term basis to assist as needed in an emergency
situation. This type of assistance has become common over the
years and Returned Volunteers have rendered substantial aid and
assistance.

D. Disaster Causation, Prediction and Hazard Location

It is important that you become aware of the probability of a
given type of disaster in or near your site. If there is a rela-
tively high probability of a particular emergency situation, you
will receive from the Peace Corps Country Staff additional inform-
ation and instruction concerning the che-acteristics of the
disaster, the ty e of danger or damage which might occur and
specific precautionary measures to be taken.

The information on the Country Disaster Hazard Location Sheet
(page All) Is provided to place in perspective the potential for
uisaster occurrence and to enable you to anticipate the cause and
type of damage which might occur. It describes the relative pro-
bability of occurrence based on past history and present knowledge
and monitoring.
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Special note needs to be mach concerning civil disorders. Three
situations of particular coh-ern are:

I. Strikes and Demonstrations

You should avoid strike and demonstration areas at all
times. There may be instances in nich the PCV or ''CT
is specifically requested to be present at their job
site even though some type of civil disorder may occur.
In such cases, the Peace Corps should be advised of the
situation by you or your Host Country supervisor and
Peace Corps' concurrence should be obtained.

You should be made aware of the potential for such
insiances at your site. Peace Corps will prepare guide-
lines which will describe the issues, probable persons
or groups, and circumstances which may lead to your
presence in a demonstration or strike area. The guide-
lines will also identify specific, activities and alterna-
tives you should carry out if Peace Corps cannot be ad-
vised of the situation. Again, the best possible course
of action is to avoid the area.

Peace Corps will make every effort to inform you of
possible civil disorders which should be avoided and
anticipate actions (on-site Staff support, partial
evacuation of Peace Corps personnel, etc.) which may
be necessary.

2. Volunteer or Trainee Detention or Arrest

There may be instances in which you will be requested to
report to Host Country security, immigration, or law
enforcement agencies on your work activities and to
provide information as to your current address, etc.
Reporting may be requested on a routine basis or you
may be detained (for a short period) without prior noti-
fication. In instances of suspected civil or cr;minal
wrongdoing you may be arrested.

If yw are detained or arrested, it is important that you
(or someone who has knowledge of the situation) report
your status to the Peace Corps (or the 0.S. Embassy) as
soon as possible.

Peace Corps Staff will brief you on such situations and
provide you with the following information:
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a. The name, address, and local supervisor of all
local entities which may request periodic re-
porting, or who have the authority to detain
or arrest you.

b. All regulations which govern your conduct (in-
cluding reporting) under which you may be sub-
ject to detention or arrest, and individual
civil rights under Host Counry national law.

c. Specific site information as to the possibility
of detention or arrest, including a description
of previous occurrences Ind the general pro-
cedures carried out by the involved authorities.

d. Specific actions you should carry out when re-
porting or if detained or arrested; required
identification documents; information which may
be given; and means of contacting the Peace Corps
or the U.S. Embassy.

The Peace Corps Staff has prepared procedures to support
you if you are detained or arrested. It is highly un-
likely th7lt this will happen. However, if it eoes,
cooperate with the auihorities involved to the extent
possible and maKe sure that the Peace Corps or the U.S.
Embassy is contacted immediately.

3. Kidnapping

The possibility of you being kidnapped during your service
in Peace Corps is very remote. However, the Peace Corps
Staff will brief you on specific country issues concerning
kidnappings and the following information will be provided:

a Geographical areas where there is a possibility
of kidnappings taking place.

b. Descrip'ion of groups or organizations which
might attempt a kidnapping, including identi-
fication of persons, known sympathizers,
political orientation, previous history in the
area, and probable der -ands which would be placed
to secure the return of a hostage.

c. the name, address, and local supervosor of all
law enforcement entities in your site.

d. Safeguards to be taken by vou to deter kidnap-
ping attempts including identification of safe
areas (towns, roads, etc.), preferred means of
travel, conduct while at your site, association
with friends and strangers, and use of your
residence as a safe place.
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e. Most appropriate conduct you are to assume
based on dealing with similar situations within
the country.

f. Description of activities which will take place
if you are kidnapped.

g. Instructions on actions to be taken by you when
you are released if kidnapped.

The Peace Corps Staff in collaboration with the U.S.
Embassy and the State Department in Washington have pre-
pared procedures to be followed to deal with kidnappings
if they should occur in your country of service. Remember
that the possibility of kidnapping Peace Corps personnel
is very remote, and that following instructions on deterring
the occasion for kidnapping at yox site further reduces
that possibility.

E. Precautionary Measures in Housing

While probably no structure in your site is completely free of the
hazards presented by a disaster (fire, wind, rain, etc.), you
shouid examine your house for vulnerability to hazards, correct
the situation it possible, or find other housing if necessary.

Listed be!ow are the major disaster hazards which may occur and
the critical areas for examination and action.

I. Water

Your house and lot should be on high ground, above the
expected flood plain of a stream or river. Remember
that relatively slight rises in water elevation can
often flood vast areas of a waterway basin. The house
should be on the highest portion of the lot. Water
should drain easily away from the house and the lot
into a street or natural drainage system.

Surrounding areas should not drain into or through the
lot, nor should the run-off from neighboring roofs
empty out onto your property. Check the house for signs
of damage from flowing or standing water (erroded found-
ations and lower sections of the walls, water stains on
walls, standing water in the yard or under the house).
The house should be a3 water-tight as possible. Roofs
should be in good repair with adequate drainage. Bath-
room and kitchen drains, if present, may be susceptible
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to storm water surges because of combined sanitary and
storm water sewers, Check for line condition and flood-
ing potential.

2. Wind

The house should be structurally sound and securely
attached to a good foundation, Roofing and siding
materials should be firmly fastened and all glass panes
in windows should be seated firmly and in good repair.
When structures are of wood, cane, or other light-weight
materials, they should be adequately cross-braced and of
low height.

The house should stand away from surrounring trees,
electric power poles, and other elements which could
topple in high winds. Dead tree limbs should be trimmed
away, and surrounding property should be checked for
building materials or debris which could become airborne
in high wind.

The house should be as tight as possible. In areas of
potential high winds, shutters or other devices should
be available to cover window and door openings. If
possible, the house should have an interior room with
no experior openings, which can serve as shelter during
extremely high winds.

3. Fire

If possible, the house should be constructed of pre-
dominately non-flamable materials. This is most im-
portant in roofs, cooking areas or areas surrounding
heating devices (fireplaces, space heaters, etc,).
Check windows and doors to make sure they are operable
for emergency exit or for closing off drafts. You
should become acquainted with the local fire rescue
and fire fighting procedures. Plan escape routes from
your house End know the locations of several nearby
water sources.

Clear the house and yard of dried vegetation, debris, and
and other flamable trash., Carefully store flamable ma-
terials away from exposure to fire and heat. Check
electric wiring for frayed or exposed wires, and for
contact with wood, insulation, or other flamable building
materials.
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4. St-ismic Movement and Land Slides

Insist that your house be structurally sound. Look for
signs of previous or potential damage to the structure
caused by earthquakes, tremors, land slides, or earth
settling. These include cracked or uneven foundations,
walls that are cracked or separated at their inter-
sections, and cracks or separations running diagonally
from the corner of wall openings to the intersection
with walls, floor, or ceiling.

In zones particularly susceptible to earthquakes, struc-
tures should nave continuous horizontal reinforcing at
the foundatior, (floor), lintel (top of doors and windows)
level, and at -the top of the walls. Roofs should be of
light weight material and structural roofing members
should be securely fastened to walls. Roofs of clay tile
or other masonry materials should be avoided. Structures
of lightweight construction (wood, cane, etc.) should be
diagonally reinforced.

Make sure doors and windows are fully operable; they
could become partially jammed during an earthquake. Plan
exit routes from the house and clear these paths of ob-
stacles or items which could fall, blocking the exit, or
strike you (chairs, protruding shelves, hanging plants,
etc.), as a quick exit may be necessary in darkness.
Avoid houses with exits to large open spaces (plazas,
patios, etc.) through long, or walled corridors or stair-
ways. Remember, in case of an earthquake, you must get
to a clear, open space safe from collapsing walls or roofs
immediately. Select a well built, sound doorway (pre-
ferably in an exterior wall) to stand in if exits become
blocked.

Examine the house for susceptibility of the structure to
damage from land slides above the house or from the earth
sliding away from the foundation. Look for neighboring
walls or structures which might strike the house or ob-
struct open, safety areas if they should collapse or slide.

F. Emergency Supplies

During a national or local emergency, supplies of all kinds will
probably be in demand and hard to get. For this reason it is
suggested that you maintain staple food stuffs and other essential
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supplies in your home at a level which could support your needs
for at least a week during an emergency.

In addition, you should always_ have available and ready for use
the following items.

I. A copy of the Volunteer and Trainee Disaster Preparedness
Manual;

2. One gallon of boiled water in a covered container;
3. Water purification tablets (minimum of 2 bottles of 50

tablets each);
4. Flashlight with extra batteries and/or candles and

matches for at least 50 hours;
5. First Aid or Volunteer Medical Kit (inc.luding insect

repellent and toilet paper). Medical Kits are available
to you from the Peace Corps Country Medical Office.
Check with that office if you need replacement or add-
itional supplies;

6. Food staples such as rice, beans, salt, and canned meats;
7. Vitamin pills for at least 2 weeks;
8. Pocket knife;
9. Fuel for preparing food for at least 7 days;
10. Radio or access to a radio so you can listen to emergency

messages; and
II Rain gear and blankets.

(-=. U.S. Embassy and Washington Disaster Relief Organization
and Operations

I. U.S. Embassy

!n the event of an emergency the U.S. Government responds only to
specific requests made by the government of each striken country
through the U.S. Ambassador. In such cases, the Ambassador ini-
tiates disaster relief activities by declaring (under specific
regulations) that a disaster warrants U.S. assistance and that the
assistance is acceptable to the Host Country government.

The Ambassador will designate a Country Disaster Relief Team and
its director, who is often the Mission Director of USA1D in the
country. Previously prepared disaster relief plans, of which the
Peace Corps Staff have been advised, will go into effect.
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2. USAID

Upon notification by the U.S. Ambassador that a disaster has
occurred and assistance is requested, the Foreign Disaster Relief
Coordination Task Force, under the direction of the USAID Admin-
istrator in Washington, is mobilized. The Administrator is the
U.S. President's Special Coordinator for International Disaster
Assistance and his designated Task Force will have at its disposal
the equipment and personnel of the various U.S. departments and
agencies. These will be called upon to assist in estimating
disaster damage and relief needs, purchasing and transporting
relief supplies, and placing and supporting personnel in the
affected areas. The Task Force will operate an Operations Center
on a 24 hour-a-day basis which will be the collection and dis-

tribution point for information concerning the disaster and offers
of assistance.

3. Peace Corps/Washington

Upon notification of a foreign disaster, Peace Corps/Washington
will establish a Coordination Team which will include representa-
tives from the Region Office and OSS. The Team will assign staff,
request appropriate ACTION offices to be on stand-by alert for
assistance, channel and relay information concerning Peace Corps
Staff, Volunteer, and Trainee safety and whereabouts, and channel
offers of disaster relief supplies and personal assistance.

The Coordination Team will be in constant contact with the Task
Force and may place a member of the Team at the Operations Center
if necessary. Otherwise, the Task Force will provide the Team
with the most current information on Peace Corps personnel status
and assistance needs, to which the Team will respond. Returned
Peace Corps Volunteers should make contact directly with the
Coordination Team when interested in participating in disaster
relief activities.

H. Peace Corps/Country Disaster Relief Organization and
Operation

Because the U.S. Ambassador is the official head of the U.S. Mission
in the country, the Peace Corps Director will consult with the
Ambassador in deciding to implement emergency procedures. The
Director will decide if the situation warrants the undertaking of
procedures to verify the well-being of Volunteers and Trainees
country-wide. The Director will also decide, with concurrence of
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the Ambassador, whether or not to initiate emergency procedures
for utilization of Peace Corps resources to assist in the relief
effort.

If a disaster occurs which dictates emergency procedures, the Peace
Corps Director will place in operation a Peace Corps/Country
Coordination Team (PC/COT) and assign a Staff Member as Team
Leader. The PC/OCT will be staffed by Volunteers and office
personnel in the national office. If available, a Peace Corps
regional office may also serve as a center for the PC/COT to
augment the national office team, or to serve in a place of the
national office if the emergency is local in scope.

The purpose of the Team is to:

I. Account for the safety and whereabouts of all Staff,
Volunteers, and Trainees in country;

2. Handle incoming inquiries and outgoing information
concerning Peace Corps personnel status;

3. Advise the Country Director of personnel status;
4. Alert Peace Corps Administration and Medical Offices

of possible assistance needs;
5. Identify and prepare Peace Corps resources (personnel

and supplies) for use in disaster relief operations;
6. Receive, evaluate, and prepare responses to requests

for Peace Corps participation in relief activities; and
7. Monitor Peace Corps personnel participation in rel:ef

activities.

The Team Leader will manage the Team's Staff composed of the
following:

1, Information Assistants (2)
2. Communications Assistant (1)
3. Supply Assistant (1)
4. Emergency Relief Assistant (1)
5. Secretary (1)

In accordance with the situation, the Team may operate on a 24
hour-a-day basis and draw on additional Volunteer support as
needed. While the Team will coordinate PCV and PCT participation
in disaster relief activities, its primary responsibility will be
to determine the safety and whereabouts of Peace Corps personnel.
All other activities will be subordinate to that activity until
it is completed.

Peace Corps may be asked to participate in and/or establish and
manage a coordination center for all foreign voluntary assistance
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programs. This center would receive and direct requests for
assistance from various sources and identify resources. Its
organization may be along the lines of the PC/CCT, but will not
replace the need for the PC/CCT to direct Peace Corps' response
to the emergency.
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III. Immediate Response to a Disaster Situation

A. Reporting of Safety and Whereabouts

When a disaster occurs, whether local or national in scope, it is
your responsibility to immediately report your safety and where-
abouts to the Peace Corps. Carry out the following actions as
soon as possible after the emergency occurs.

I. Communicate with your Program Manager or Peace Corps
Director by the most reliable means of communication
available. Be sure to include the following information
when reporting.your status:

a. Name,

b. Location,
c. Date and time of communication,
d. State of health and extent of injuries, if any, and
e. Address and inears by which communications can be

maintained with you.

2. Stay in your site. If you are not at your site, indicate
when reporting your safety and whereabouts any travel
plans back to your site or to a Peace Corps office.
Include the name and address of a person who can confirm
that you undertook the planned travel.

3. If you must leave your site, advise Peace Corps directly
of travel plans or identify a person in your site who
will always know of your whereabouts.

4 If you cannot personally report your status, have your
Peace Corps buddy or some other responsible person re-
port directly to Peace Corps for you.

5. Listen for radio broadcasts for instructions and inform-
ation from Peace Corps concerning the emergency and pro-
cedures you are to carry out.

6. If it is necessary for you to evacuate your site, follow
instructions and cooperate with Peace Corps Staff and/or
Host Country authorities.
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B. Response to the Disaster Situation

I Travel
If in an unaffected area, do not go into disaster areas
without specific instructions from Peace Corps. If you
are in a disaster area, offer your assistance to local
authorities after you have reported your safety and where-
abouts to Peace Corps. Remember that formal disaster
relief assistance by the Peace Corps must be requested
by the Host Country government through the U.S. Ambassador.

2. Emergency Supplies

Review your emergency supplies and ration supplies (food,
fuel, water, medicine) (see Section II-F) to meet needs
over a 7 day period.

3. Announcements and Instructions
Be alert for public announcements concerning health and
safety (food and water d'stribution, immunization, medical
treatment, curfews, etc.) and follow instructions.

4 Information Reporting and News Media
Report on the status of Peace Corps personnel, damage and

relief efforts as specifically requested by Peace Corps
and/or appropriate Host Country government agencies.
Share the information you possess with only those local
or national entities which instructed you to gather it.
Direct inquiries concerning Peace Corps personnel, damage,
or relief efforts from those outside Peace Corps to the
Peace Corps Director. Do not make statements, even off
the record, to news media representatives, unless spe-
cifically instructed to do so by the Peace Corps Staff.

5. Personal Documents

Carry all personal documents you have at your site on your
person to facilitate identification and travel.

6. Personal Dwelling Assessment
Inspect the condition of your dwelling and vacate it if it is
found to be damaged or endangered by nearby structures,
seismic movement, weather conditions, water, etc. If in

doubt, seek professional advice if available, or
temporarily locate in a safe structure or space until
proper assessment can be made.
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IV. Disaster Assistance Phases and Operations

A. Assistance Assessment Requests and Responses

After all Peace Corps personnel has been accounted for, the
Country Director, in conjunction with the U.S. Embassy and Host
Country officials, should assess the damage and any need for out-
side assistance anticipated at the time and notify the Peace Corps/
Washington Coordination Team (PC/WCT). If the Host Country re-
quests assistance and the American Ambassador concurs, Peace Corps
personnel in the affected area may be employed in the relief
effort immediately. In the event of possible need for outside
relief assistance, the Peace Corps Director, upon advising the
Ambassador, should offer additional assistance.

PC/WCT will request other Peace Corps countries in the Region to
identify currently serving Volunteers who would be available for
short term transfers to fill scarce skill requests. If outside
assistance is approved, the Country Director will select from
those Volunteers identified and PC/WCT will coordinate their
transfer to the affected area.

B. Disaster Assistance Activity Areas and Programming Issues

1. Emergency Relief Phase (1-4 weeks)

a. Activity Areas

Peace Corps Volunteers and Trainees are most often requested
to participate in four areas of emergency relief work.
These are:

I. Distribution of relief supplies (food, medicine, pro-
visional shelter materials, etc.) and giving comfort
to disaster victims.

2. Administration of relief supply distribution programs.
3. Damage assessment, identification of assistance needs,

and assignment of relief resources.
4. Provision of scarce skills needed in relief operations

(medical, construction, and communication personnel).

Distribution of relief supplies and administration of
corresponding programs are set up in individual communities
and are activities in which you may be asked to participate
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once your own personal situation has stabilized and you
have reported to Peace Corps your safety and whereabouts.
Local groups, both public and private in nature, will
organize these activities and will most likely depend on
national and international agencies for supplies. You
are urged to cooperate with local officials when lending
assistance.

As comprehensive assessment of damage is undertaken and
needed resources are identified, including scarce skills,
you may be asked to survey damaged areas away from your
site so that complete damage estimates may be made and
aid channeled to priority areas. If you have a scarce
skill, you may also be requested to travel to another
location where you are needed. Be sure that you are
equipped for travel away from your site and that you keep
Peace Corps Staff informed of your whereabouts and activi-
ties.

b. Programming Issues

During the emergency relief period you will be making day-
to-day decisions affecting the type and extent of your
involvement in emergency relief activities. These decisions
should be in accordance with instructions you have received
from Peace Corps. Activities which include decisions per-
taining to the distribution of relief supplies should be
examined carefully and discussed with Peace Corps Staff.
Responsibility for making such decisions should be made
with care and you should strive to implement procedures
which place distribution of relief supply decisions,
particularly at a local level, with Host Country nationals
(individuals or organizations) or designated international
relief agencies.

c. Physical and Mental Condition

Emergency relief work is physically and mentally exhausting,
particularly for those who experiences the actual disaster.
Do not be surprised if you become tired or depressed a!, you
try to fulfill the many needs you will see about you. Try
to keep as regular a routine of sleeping and eating as
possible. If you feel yourself becoming physically exhaust-
ed or extremely depressed, seek rest immediately and relax
until you regain your strength. If possible, leave the area
where you are and visit the Peace Corps office and the PC/
CCT to share information and receive advice and instructions.
You can lend assistance only if you remain alert, strong,
and composed.
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2. Rehabilitation Phase (1-4 months)

a. Activity Areas

Following emergency relief efforts, which will be
accomplished to varying degrees in different locations,
rehabilitation activities will be initiated. These
activities will be concentrated in the areas of infra-
structure, community facilities, communications, and
housing. Many of the activities begun in this phase
will be funded into the reconstruction phase.

Specific activities which will be carried out include
the following:

I. Infrastructure
a. Opening of roads and repair or replacement of

bridges,
b. Opening of rail lihes and stations,
c. Restoration of electrical power,
d. Repair of potable water systems,
e. Repair of sewerage systems, including treatment

facilities, and
f. Resumption of port and airport services.

2. Community Facilities

The repair or provision of temporary structures for:
a. Hospitals and clinics,
b. Government administration and service facilities,
c. Educational facilities,
d. Markets, and
e. Transportation terminals.

3. Communications
a. Restoration of telephone service,
b. Restoration of telegraph service,
c. Restoration of postal service, and
d. Restoration of radio and television broadcasts.

4. Housing
a. Provision of temporary family shelters,
b. Distribution of building materials, and
c. Provision of shelter for orphans and child day-

care centers.

b. Programming Issues

At this point Peace Corps Staff will take the lead in pro-
gramming Volunteers and Trainees into these activities.
Comprehensive programming procedures will be followed to
allow for the most appropriate use of Peace Corps personnel,
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including Volunteers from other countries and Returned
Peace Corps Volunteers who may be requested to join the
rehabilitation activities.

Activities during this phase will tend to be structured
and as programs develop, lines of communication and
authority will be established. Emphasis will be placed
on using your particular skill and problem solving ability
to carry out rehabilitation programs on a day-to-day
basis.

You will discuss with the appropriate Peace Corps Staff
member your proposed involvement in a rehabilitation pro-
gram, the job description, and its relation to Peace Corps
goals. You will be placed in the job with the approval of
the U.S. Embassy and Peace Corps Director and with the
understanding that prior Peace Corps concurrence will be
necessary before changes in your site or job description
take place. Peace Corps will reserve the right to with-
draw Volunteers aild Trainees from the program at its
discretion.

c. Requesting Agencies

Most requests for Peace Corps support will be generated
from international disaster relief agencies who will be
working independently or in close coordination with a
particular Host Country entity at the local, regional, or
national level. These agencies have gained valuable ex-
perience through dealing with past disasters and most
likely will be carrying out previously developed rehabili-
tation programs.

The requests may include jobs for aJministrative personnel
to hire, fire, and manage Host Country national staff as
well as make critical decisions on the dispursement of
building materials and supplies at the local level. The
degree to which they promote or allow Host Country nationals
to participate in decision-making in the areas of program
management and distribution of goods will vary greatly.
Rehabilitation assistance is extremely competitive among
international agencies as well as national entities as
evidenced in media reports on specific program policies and
operations following past major disasters. This situation
is often intensified by assignment of specific geographical
areas or communities to assistance agencies by the Host
Country government, which obviates competitive atmospheres.
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It must be remembered that most international agencies
depend on donations and grants to support their relief

programs and they must ensure the success of their
activities to encourage funding. Peace Corps Staff will
want comments and observations you bring from the field
on programming issues as these are discussed and de-
cisions made as to appropriate Peace Corps participation.

3. Reconstruction Phase (1-5 years)

a. Assessment

Reconstruction programs are specifically designed to
address any readjustment in post-disaster priorities as
envisioned by the Host Country. Assessment of partici-
pation in reconstruction should begin during the re-
habilitation phase and follow Peace Corps programming
procedures. Both Host Country agencies and Peace Corps
will revise and reset their priorities to include re-
construction assistance. For Peace Corps, this may mean
the cancellation of planned programs, the mounting of
specialized programs to meat specific reconstruction
needs, and/or an emphasis in programming special place-
ment Volunteers with unusual skills.

b. Programming

New or expanded programs in the reconstruction se,..tor

would draw on skills such as architects, engineers, car-
penters and other construction trades, physical and
occupational therapists, environmental scientists,
conservationists, demographers, cartographers, and
agronomists, to name a few. Projects to be carried
out include the following:

I. Housing construction,
2. Public building construction,
3. Irrigation systems,
4. Road construction,
5. Potable water and sewerage systems,
6. Rural electrification,
7, Public health programs, and
8. Food and tools for work.
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AN OVERVIEW

Sudden natural disasters are often believed to cause not only widesptead death
but also massive social disruption and outbreaks of epidemic disease and famine
which leave survivors entirely dependent on outside relief. Systematic observation
of the effects of disaster on human health has led to rather different conclusions,
both about the effects of disaster on health and about the most effective ways of pro-
viding relief Though all disasters are unique in that they affect areas with differing
social, medical, and economic backgrounds, there are still similarities between
disasters which, if recognized, can optimize the management of health relief and use
of resources (see Table 1). The following points may be noted

(1) There is a relationship between the type of disaster and its effect on health
This is particularly true of the immediate impact in causing injuries: earthquakes
regularly cause many injuries requiring medical tare,, while floods and tidal waves
cause relatively few.

(2) Some effects are a potential rather than an inevitable threat to health For
example, population movement and other environmental changes may lead to in-
creased rtsk of disease transmission, although epidemics generally do not result from
disasters

(3) The actual and potential health t mks after disaster do not all occur at the same
time Instead, they tend to arise at different times and to vary in importance within
a disaster-affected ale:. Thus, casualties occur mainly at the time and place of fm-
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pact and require immediate medical care, while the risks of increased disease

transmissi greateston take longer to develop and arc where there is crowding and
Stan lards of sanitation have declined

(4) Disaster-created needs for food, shelter, and primary health care are usually
not total. Even displaced persons often salvage some of the basic necessities of life
Further, people generally recover quickly from their immediate shock and sponta-
neously engage in search and rescue, transport of the injured, and other private
relief ac twines

Effective health relict' management hence depends on anticipating and as they
arise identifying problems and delivering specific materials at the precise times and
points v.here they are needed. The ability to transport maximum supplies and per-
sonnel to a disaster area is much less essential

Health Problems Common to All Disasters

.Social Reaction.

Behavior after a major disaster is only rarely generalized panic or stunned
waiting. Spontaneous yet highly organized individual action occurs as survivors
rapidly recover from their initial shock and set about purposefully achieving clear
ends. Eat thquake survivors often begin sear(h and rescue activities minutes after an
impact and within hours may have organized themselves in groups to transport the
injured to medical posts. Actively antisoc cal behavior such as widespread locIng
occ urs only in exceptional circumstances

Although everyone thinks his spontaneous reactions are entirely rational, they
may be detrimental to the community's higher interests. A person's conflicting roles
as family head and health official, for instance, have in some instances resulted in
key, ielief people not reporting to duty until their relatives and property are safe

Rumors abound, particularly of epidemics As a result, considerable pressure
may be put on the authorities to undertake relief work such as mass vaccination
against typhoid or cholera for which there is no sound technical reason In addition,
people may be reluctant to submit to relief measures which the authorities think
necessary. After earthquakes or before predicted floods, for example, people are
relit( cant to evacuate even if their homes have been or are likely to be completely
destroyed

These patterns of behavior have two major implications for those making deci-
sions about relief programs. First, patterns of behavior and demands for relief can
be limited and modified by keeping the population informed and by obtaining
necessary information before embarking on extended relief programs Second, the
population itself will provide most rescue and first aid. take the injured to hospitals if
they arc ac essible; build tempora y shelters, and t arry out other essential tasks
Additional resources should ;'.:( (lore lx directed toward meeting meds survivors
themselves c annot meet
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Communicable Disease

Disaster does not usually result in outbreaks of infectious diseases, althinigh in
certain circumstances it does Increase the potential for disease transmission The
mom frequently observed increases in disease arc caused by fecal i ()inanimation of
water and food, hence, such diseases ate mainly enteric

The risk of epidemic communicable diseases is proportional to population density
and displacement, which increases the load on water and food and its i sk in c on-

tammation,, as in refugee camps, dist uption of preexisting sanitary servo es sin h as

piped water and sewerage, and failure to maintain or restore normal public h;dth
programs in the immediate postdisaster period

In the longer run, an increase m vectorborne diseases may cut ur in some auras
because of disruption of vector control efforts. Residual insecticides may he washed
away from buildings and the number of mosquito breeding sues may int reas As
an example, 75,000 cases of malaria occurred in Haiti in the five months following
the October 3-4, 1963, hurricane there.

Population Displacements

When large spontaneous or organized population movements occur, an urgent
need to provide relief is created People may move to urban areas where public ser-
vices cannot cope, and the result may be an increase in morbidity and mot tality.
Thus, 6,000 excess deaths occurred in Dacca, Bangladesh, after floods there in
1974. If much housing has been destroyed, large population movements may occur
wither urban areas as people seek shelter with relatives and friends. Surveys of set-
tlements and towns around Managua following the December 23, 1972, earthquake
in Nicaragua indicated that 80 to 90 per cent of the 200,000 people displaced were
living with relatives and friends, 5 to 10 per cent were living in parks, c ity squares,
and vacant lots, and the remainder were living in schools and other builchngs

Climatic Exposure

The health hazards of exposure to the elements are small, even after disasters in
cold countries. As Jung as the population is dry, reasonably well c lathed, and able to

find windbreaks, death from exposure does not appear to be a major risk The need
to provide emergency shelter therefore vat ies greatly with local conditions, it may be
needed for other reasons

Food and iVutrition

Food shortages in the immediate aftermath may arise in two ways Food stoc k

destruction within the disaster area may reduce the absolute amount of food avail-
able. or disruption of distribution systems may cut tad access to food even if there is
no absolute shortage Generalized food shortages severe enough to c awe nun it ional
problems do not occur after earthquakes

Flooding and sea surges often damage household food scot ks and crops, disk opt
distribution, and cause major local shin tales Food distribution, at least in the short
term, is often a major and urgent need, but huge-scal distiibution is not alwaNs
net essary.
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.dental Health

Ansi( l\, neuroses, and den essum ,ti not maim it me !titbit( health problems
follensing disasters, and faintly and neighbors t an deal v.ith them temporarily
Where% eI possible, efforts should be made to in eser% r tantils and «mimunny MX. lid
strut tut es The Ind's( t munate use of sedatives and tranquilizers during the
emri gent v relief phase is strongly discouraged In developed countries, mental
health pioblems are repented to be significant dui mg long-term rehabiht atm', and
ieconsu tic non and may need to be dealt with during that phase

Health Problems Related to the Type of Disaster

Earthquakes

Usually be ause of dwelling destrut non, earthquakes may cause many deaths
t more than 10 per cent of the population) and injure large numbers of people The
toll depends mostly on three factors

The first is hbusing type. Houses built of adobe or dry stone, even if only a single
story high, are highly unstable and their collapse causes many deaths and injuries
Lighter forms of construction, especially wood-framing, have proved much less
dangerous After the 1976 earthquake in Guatemala, for example, a survey showed
that in one village with a population of 1,577, all those killed (78) and severely in-
lured had been m adobe buildings, wnereas all residents of woodframe buildings
MU VIM!. rile second is the time of day at whu-li the earthquake occurs The last is
pcpptil tutu detrars . lot the total numb( i of death, and Milli IV% is likely to be touch
1/101C1 in thI/1), pi p1114fird .11(',1%

l'h ratio of dead to injured after earthquakes has been found to be approximately
1 to %%hen they result from the pumary shock

1 het c arc large variations within disaster-affected areas Mortalities of up to 85
pet c cnt oc c asionally occur in toy, ns close to an earthquake's eptc enter As an exam-

ple, the September 1978 earthquake at abas-e-Golshan, Iran, killed 11,000 of the
town's 13,000 residents 'I he ratio of dead to injured den reases as the distance from
the epic enter increases Some age groups ate intire affected than others, for fit adults
are spied more than small e hildren and the old, %silo are less able to protect
themsek es

Secenulat v disaster may uncut after earthquakes and Increase the number of
t asualtirs requiring medical attention litstoi it ally. the greatest risk is from fire,
although in mem decades postearthquakc Mes t ausilig mass casualties have 1,een
um ommon

Little inhumation is available about the kinds of injuries resulting horn e arth-
quakes, but tegaidless of the nurture of t asualties, the broad pattern of itinn, is
likels to be a mass of injured with milieu tuts and bruises, i smaller group suffet tog
It not simple fiat Imes, and another group with serious multiple fractures or internal
mini les lemur ing surgery and ()Met intensrse tt raiment After the 1968 earthquake
south of Kinn asan, Iran, for examplt , olds 3b8 ( per cent) of 11,254 people
treated by emergent v set vu es (me hiding sonic tontine medic al cases) required inpa-
tient c ,l1 C
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Most demand for health services o« urs within the rust 24 banns Intim d people
may appear at medical facilities only during the first three to five days, after whit It

presentation patterns return almost to no, teal A good example of the d t w 1,11 mipm -

lance of the timing of emergency care is seen in the number of admissions to a field
hospital after the 1976 cal thquake in Guatemala shown in Figure 1 1'10111 CLIV t

8,

'S

6'

SS

so

Figure 1. Admissions and occupancy rates at the field hospital in
Ch;maltenango. Guatemala, 1976.

onward. admissions fell &inimically despite intensive casefinding in ieinou
areas

Patients may appear ill two waves, the first consisting of casualties from the im-
mediate area around the n facility and the second of referrals as relief opera-
tions in more distant areas become organized

Dt)tru:tive W:nds

Unless they are complicated by secondary disasters such as the floods or sea
surges often assoctated with them, destructive winds cause relatively few deaths and
injuries. As an example, the major cyclone that in 1974 destroyed tout h of Darwin;
Australia, a town of 45,000, caused only 51 deaths and led to a total of 145 hospital
admissions, of which 110 were smere lacerations and other relatively modetate
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trauma Elie( live warning befOre such windstorms will limit morbidity and min tali-

tr. and most !mulles will be 'dative'y iris ial

Flash Floods and Sea Surges

These may cause much death but leave relatively kw seserely injured in their

wake Deaths result mainly from drowning and arc «nnzinmest among the weakest

members of the population Thus, the No% ember 1977 cyclone/sea surge disaster

that affected a population of 700.000 in Andhra Pradesh, India, killed at least

10,000 people but lett only 177 orthopedic cases (mostly arm and leg fractures) that

required ev..(uation.

Floods

Sloss flooding causes limited Immediate morbidity and mortality A slight in-

c reas in deaths from venomous snake bites has been reported but not fully substan-

tiated, and traumatic injuries ( aused by flooding require only limited health care
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Since 1961 when the Peace Corps was created, more than 80,000 U.S. citi-
zens have served as Volunteers in developing countries, living and working
among the people of the Third World as colleagues and co-workers. Today
6000 PCVs are involved in programs designed to help strengthen local capa-
city to address such fundamental concerns as food production, water supply,
energy development, nutrition and health education and reforestation.

Peace Corps overseas offices:

BELIZE ECUADOR MALI SOLOMON ISLANDS
CITFax 487 riTITTri 635-A 117-15 P.O. Box 547
Belize City Quito Box 564 Honiara

BENIN FIJI MAURITANIA SRI 'LANKA
TV171 P.O. Box 1094 BP 222 30/5 Siripa Road
Cotonou Suva Nouakchott Colombo 5,

Sri Lanka
GABON MICRONESIA

BOTSWANA UP 2098 7671(57-1 SUDAN
PMIli 93 Libreville Kolonia, Ponape ITOUT Deutsch
Gaborone F.S:M. 96941 Administrator/PCV's

c/o American Embassy
BURKINA FASO GAMBIA,The MOROCCO Khartoum
BP 53)- Samandin P.O:. 'Box 582 Twat
Ouagadougou Banjul." Benzerte' SWAZILAND

Rabat -7707-15I362
BURUNDI Mbabane
Ucinerican GHANA NEPAL
Embassy T7T7Box 5796 r17Oox 613 TANZANIA
Bujumbura Accra (North) Kathmandu lox 9123

Dar es Salaam
CAMEROON GUATEMALA NIGER.

117-115537IP 817 be hentda 1-46
Yaounde Zona 2 Niamey THAILAND

CENTRAL AFRICAN
Guateitla,

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
IrSiT--
Somprasong 2

REPUBLIC HAITI P.O. Box 1790 Petchburi Road
BP 1080 17rherican Boroko Bangkok 4
Bangui Embassy Port Moresby

PortAm-Prince TOGO
COSTA RICA PARAPAY 177194
rTarlYParostal HONDURAS c/o American Lome
1266 patr.172C6 Postal Embassy
San Jose C-51 'Asuncion TONGA

Tegucigalpa 17-1717
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC PHILIPPINES Nuku'Alofa
Apartado Postal JAMAICA P.O. Box 7013
1412 1751737e Avenue Manila
Santo Domingo Kingston 10

RWANDA
TUNISIA
1716--

KENYA E7WKierican 1002 Tunis-
EASTERN CARIBBEAN 7757 Box .30518 Embassy Belvedere
Including: Antigua, Nairobi Kigali Tunis
Barbados, Grenada,
Montserrat, St. LESOTHO SENEGAL WESTERN SAMOA
Kitts-Nevis,St. ox 554 BP 254 Private Mail Bag
Lucia, St. Vincent, Maseru Dakar Apia
DominicA Erin
Court" Bishops LIBERIA SEYCHELLES YEMEN
Court Hill oox167 BP 697 P7D7Oox 1151
P.O. Box 696-C Monrovia Victoria Sana'a
Bridgetown, Barbados

MALAWI SIERRA LEONE ZAIRE
Iii 7718
Lilongwe

Private Mail Bag
Freetown
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